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ABSTRACT

This report presents a detailed theoretical study of the

transport characteristics of the daughter products of radon and

thoron gases in channel flow devices. It is aimed at providing a

quantitative basis for the working of several aerosol instruments

suoh as the diffusion samplers, diffusion batterries, nobility

spectrometers and double-filter systems. These instruments are

employed for measuring the parameters, viz., the diffusion

coefficients and the mobilities of the decay products and the

ooncentrations of radon and thoron gases in the atmosphere as well

as in the exhaled breath of uranium and thorium workers.

Theoretical formulas intended for computational use have been

worked out for the various transport parameters of interest in

these systems.

Specific aspects examined include: (i) development of the

Green's function of the conveotive-diffusion operator and its

boundary layer forms with and without axial diffusion, (ii)

transport probabilities of recoil acorns (RaB) emitted into

stagnant and moving gases, due to alpha decays of the parent atoms

(RaA)deposited on surfaces, (iii) a comprehensive theory of double

filter systems and <iv) microscopio theory of partiole transport

in moving fluids based on the Fokker-Planck equation. Both

uniform and parabolic velocity profiles are considered. Various

applications of the solutions in interpreting the measured data

are presented. Chief among them is the application of the advanced

theory of double-filter systems employed in Trombay studies for

the measurements of thoron in the exhaled breath of thorium

workers.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Origin of Decay Products

Radon (222Rn) and thoron <22oRn) are the chemically inert

radioactive gases formed in the decay series of Uranium and

Thorium (Fig.1.1). They decay by emitting an alpha particle and

give rise to a chain of decay products all of which are atoms of

solids at room temperature. As may be seen from Fig.1.1, the

relevant decay products of Radon are, Poloniun-218 known as

Radium-A (RaA), Lead-214, known as Radium-B (RaB) and Bismuth-214

known as Radium-C (RaC). In the case of thoron, Polonium-216 (ThA)

is too short lived (half-life 0.18 s) and the relevant decay

products are Lead-212 (ThB) and Bismuth-212 (ThC). Radon, thoron

and their decay products are found ubiquitously in trace

quantities in the atmosphere due to emanations from the

terrestrial Uranium and Thorium. This fact is of considerable

importance in atmospheric tracer studies aimed at understanding

atmospheric mixing (Wilkening, 1981; Rangarajan and Eapen, 1961).

1*2 Importance of studies on decay products

Apart from their natural occurrence, radon and thoron and their

decay products are also found in somewhat excessive quantities in

the work environment of Uranium and Thorium mines as well as in

their processing industries. The biological hazard caused due to

the radiations emitted from the decay products which are inhaled

in the course of working in these environments has been a matter
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of serious concern to health and radiation safety scientists.

Unlike the inert gases, the decay products deposit in the

respiratory tract upon inhalation and deliver intense alpha doses

to the sensitive lung tissues thereby rendering then susceptible

to the oocurrence of cancer. There have been several studies on

the detailed aspects of the deposition and the radiation doses

delivered in various parts of the lung due to the decay products

(Wise, 1981; Harley and Pasternack, 1982). These studies have been

instrumental in setting up criteria for their pernissible levels

in the work environments.

The deposition of the decay products occurs due primarily to

their diffusion in the air nays as the inhaled air streams through

the tracheo-bronchial tree of the respiratory tract. The diffusion

coefficient of the species as well as their attachment to large

aerosols determine the extent of deposition occurring in the lung.

In order to assess the lung doses, it is therefore necesary to

have a precise knowledge of the diffusion coefficient of the decay

species. This can be determined only by careful laboratory

experiments.

Apart from their interest in safety research, the study or. the

properties of the decay products is a subject of intense research

in environmental chemistry (Castleman, 1991). The environmental

chemists are largely concerned with the ultimate assimilation of

these decay products in the ecosystem. They often undergo a

sequence of complex chemical reactions with the trace constituents-

in the atmosphere and provide important parameters in budgeting

the burden of small nuclei. This provides a second motivation for

developing measurement techniques for the diffusional and other



physical aspects of the decay products.

1*3 Decay Products as Aerosols

The definition of the size of the decay products has undergone

great change over the years due to improved understanding of their

behaviour. Earlier, it was customary to treat the decay products

as free atons which attach to coarser aerosol particles and becone

less mobile. The fraction that remains unattached is called the

'unattached fraction' (for a good discussion, see Hopke, 1992). It

was percieved that this fraction was of singular health hazard

because, during inhalation it was expected to be deposited in the

lung with much greater efficiency than the coarser attached

fraction. However, it became progressively clear, in view of

several experimental studies (Ramamurthy and Hopke, 1989; Reinking

and Porstendorfer, 1990) that the decay products do not admit oi

such simple classifications as they form a spectrum of sizes

instead of the two size groups. This is due to the various

chemical reactions they undergo with the air constituents such as

the water vapour and the trace gases (Castleman, 1991). This size

distribution is reflected in the distribution of diffusivities of

the species.

The presence of a spectrum of sizes coupled with a tendency

ffor heterogeneous nucleation, attachment to surfaces, etc., makes

it necessary to bring the decay products within the fold of the

definition of aerosols. Conventionally, the definition of aerosols

was based on size classification that excluded the angstrom sized

clusters at the lower end. However, this perception has changed in

recent years (Marlow, 1981) and it is considered appropriate to



define aerosols in a thernodynanic sense,, viz., a system

consisting of gas and condensed phases in which the latter is a

continually evolving non-equilibria* subsysten. Decay products

eminently satisfy this definition and their transport

characteristics are indistinguishable from those for conventional

aerosols. In fact. Tan and Hsu (1971) called the decay products as

atomic aerosols. He would rather refer to then as sub-nanometer

aerosols.

1.4 Charge on Decay products

The alpha decay is associated with tearing of electrons from

the decay atoms resulting in their charging. It is established

that about 88-90% of the decay products carry a +1 charge at the

end of their recoil path (Porstendorfer and Mercer 1978; Dua et

al, 1981; Marlow, 1988). The remaining fraction is neutral. As the

decay products belong to the category of low ionization potential

metals, these charges are not neutralized immediately by

collisional electron transfers to the neutral air

molecules(Castleman, 1991). Neutralization occurs by recombination

with the ambient air ions present in the gas. In the intervening

period, the charge plays a crucial role in determining the

deposition on surfaces as well as their interaction with aerosols.

For this purpose, studies on the transport of charged particles

and the determination of their electrical mobilities assumes

significance.

1.5 Measuring Instruments

In order to measure the decay product diffusivitios and



nobilities and to separate the* fron larger aerosols, a variety of

Instruments have been developed. Chief anong then are the

wire-screen devices, diffusion tubes and batterries, diffusion

samplers, double filter systems and nobility spectrometers. All

these systens enploy the prinoiple of diffusional and/or

electrical transport of the daughter products in streaming gases.

The subject of this report is a theoretical study of the transport

processes in these systens. In order to quantify these processes,

it is necessary to have a concise idea of the working of these

systens.

(A> Wire Mesh-fliter paper.' This is a simple arrangenent used

for deternining the unattached fraction of the decay products

(Raghavayya and Jones, 1974; Cheng et al, 1982). This fraction

refers to the highly diffusive component of daughter activity that

is not attached to larger particles and constitutes the greatest

inhalation hazard. Air is sucked at a known flow rate through a

wire screen of known nesh density. The screen is backed up by a

glass-fibre filter paper. While passing through the meshes, the

snail sized component of the daughter activity is expected to be

trapped in then, due to its greater diffusivity. The remaining

part is completely collected on the filter. The wire screen and

the filter paper are then separately subjected to alpha counting.

The relative activity on t,,e screen is a measure of the unattaohed

fraction. However, since the geometry of the wire screen is not

quite standard, the formulas used are largely empirical as exact

deposition theory is very .difficult to work out.

CK> Diffusion Batteriesr Originally employed by Townsend

(1899) in the form of a single tube, the diffusion batteries are



the nost commonly used devices for determining particle

diffusivities. Their theory was given by Deuarcus and Thonas

(1952). These consist of a battery of parallel plates enclosed in

a box (Fig.1.2) whose one end is open to the environment to be

assayed and the other end contains the filter paper. When air is

sucked through the system the flow gets divided into each of the

laminations of the channel and the particles are plated out on the

channel surfaces. Those which remain in the air stream are

finally trapped on the end filter. The laminations improve the

plateout efficiency; it can be shown that increasing the

laminations is equivalent to increasing the length of the channel.

The diffusion coefficient of the species is measured by

determining the fraction of the initial concentration reaching the

filter.

C O Diffusion samplers: These are devices built by Mercer et

al (1970) which work on the same principle as diffusion tubes but

with an elegantly different geometry. A typical unit is shown in

Fig.1.3. This consists of two co-axial cylindrical plates

separated by a small distance. One of the plates has a narrow

orifice at the centre which is connected to a filter holder. Air

is sucked through this orifice; it enters the arrangement radially

from the circular sides between the plates. The flow velocity

increases radially. In the course of streaming, the particles

diffuse onto the plates and the remaining part exit through the

narrow orifice, to be collected at the end filter. The plates can

be dismantled and counted. Mercer and Mercer (1970) showed that

when axial diffusion is neglected, its theory is transformable to

that of flat channels. The fraction of the deposited activity
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determines the diffusion ooeffioient.

CD> Double filter systems; This systen, devised in the

present forn by Thomas and Leolare (1970), is exclusively used for

measuring the gas concentrations even though it is also used for

measuring the decay product diffusivities. In this, the air to be

assayed is sucked through a tube fitted Kith high efficiency

filters at both the ends (Fig.1.4). The first filter removes all

the particulate matter from the stream and lets in only radon or

thoron in the air stream. A part of the decay products formed in

the tube volume are collected on the exit filter; the remaining

part diffuse onto the tube walls and are deposited on it. The

activity on the exit filter is a measure of the parent gas

concentration providing the vail loss fraction is known. The

theory of this system was initially provided by Thomas based on an

earlier theory by Tan (1969).

CE5 Mobility spectrometer: Developed mainly for the mobility

classification of aerosols(Megaw and Wells, 1969; Dua et al 1980),

it has also been used for determining the decay product mobilities

(Dua et al 1981). It is a parallel plate device in which a steady

air flow is maintained (Fig.1.5). In contrast to other devices,

here the particles are introduced only through a central narrow

slit. An electric field is applied between the plates. The

uncharged particles would proceed straight along the stream in the

form of a thin ribbon. Those carrying charges would be drawn to

the plates. For a given set of operating parameters, the position

of deposition on the plates is a measure of particle mobilities.

For small particles such as the decay products, diffusion masks

the sharpness of the mobility spectrum and it becomes necessary to



compute the diffusional corrections(Mayya et al, 1982).

1.6 Classification of Transport

Given the generalised definition of aerosols, the theory of

deoay product transport rightfully forms a component of the more

general topic of aerosol transport. The special nature arises

because of the radioactive decay on the one hand and the

possibilities of various source configurations on the other. All

the above described systems work under controlled flow conditions

in well-defined geometries so that their transport characteristics

can be precisely worked out. Traditionally, these transport

processes are classified as (i) initial value problems in which

the concentration of the particles is prescribed at the inlet and

the (ii) formation-in-flight problems in which the particles are

created in the channel from the decay of the flowing radioactive

gas. The diffusion tubes and samplers belong to the former and the

double filter systems belong to the latter. Apart from these, we

may add a third category arising from the recoil of the decay

products into the flowing air stream due to the decay of its

parent atoms deposited on the channel walls. For example, the

decay of RaA deposited on the channels during sampling, imparts

an energy of about 110 keV to RaB. As this energy is much larger

than the binding energy, RaB leaves the parent surface if the

alpha decay has occurred into the surface. For a plane surface,

almost 50% of the RaB atoms would be initially air borne. The

recoil range in air at NTP is about 120 wn and hence the atoms are

now free to diffuse and undergo secondary migration in the

channel. As a result, the activity transmitted at the end would

8



not be the sane as that predicted by assuming by single species

diffusion theory; one nust perform a separate transport

calculation for the recoil specien.

1.7 Formulation

The above mentioned transport processes in channel flows are

governed by the oonvective diffusion equation, with radioactive

decay taken explicitly into account. As there is a steady input of

partioles into the channel, the initial transients are not of

oonseguenoe and we have (Davis, 1973)

D7*C(r) - V.{V(r)C(r)} - MJ(r) + S(r) = 0 <1.1)

In the above, C(r) is the concentration of the species at a

space point r inside the channel, 0 is the particle diffusion

coefficient, V((r) is the fluid velocity vector, ^ is the

radioactive decay oonstant for the species and S(r) is the

production rate density. The first tern represents the rate of

change of the concentration due to diffusion, the second

represents that due to convective flow, the third is the decay

tern, all of whioh balance the input rate due to the source in the

last tern. As the particles are absorbed on the walls upon

contaot, the bounday condition to be used is, C = 0 on the walls.

For cylindrical tubes, a parabolic velocity profile

(Poi8seulli flow) is set up at low Reynold nunbers except for a

short distance near the inlet. In flat channels however, this is

not always true and one chooses a special design. In this, the

dimensions of the plates are much larger than their separation.

Under this constraint, a lateral parabolic flow profile will be



set up. If hen the plate dimensions are comparable to their

separation, the fluid profile will be quite complicated.

Throughout we consider the former type of flat channels.

We can combine the two geometries in a single formalism. For

flat channels (separation<<plate dimensions), the origin of the

co-ordinate system lies at the mid point between the parallel

plates, the X-axis lies along the centre line of the flow

direction and the Y-axis is perpendicular to the plates. ye[-H,H],

where H is the channel half-width. The situation of practical

interest are those in which the sources are invariant along the z

direction so that z is an ignorable co-ordinate. In the case of

cylindrical tubes, the cylindrical co-ordinates are useful with

the X-axis coinciding with the axis of the cylinder(centre-line of

the velocity profile) and the radial co-ordinate perpendicular to

it. We again denote the radial co-ordinate by y for brevity.

ye(O,H) where H is the radius of the tube. The problem of interest

correspond to those with cylindrical symmetry so that the angular

co-ordinate is ignorable. At small pressure differences (as is

the case in all the sampling systems), the gas flow is assumed to

be incompressible and unidirectional. This means V = V(y) only. In

several studies, a uniform velocity profile, viz. V(y) = constant

has been used. This is known as plug flow and is employed more

for theoretical convenience than for practical utility, excepting

in the case of entrance region mass transfer, wherein the velocity

profile has not been fully developed (Ingham 1984). In the fully

developed down stream region, a laminar(Poisseulli) flow is set

up. Then the velocity profile will be parabolic having the form

V(y) = v . Cl-(y/H)2]. Here, v is the centreline velocity of the

10



strean. Sometimes in the literature the average flow velocity, <v>

(= total flow rate/cross sectional area) is also employed. For

flat ducts, <v>= (2/3) v and for cylindrical tubes, <v>=(l/2)v .
in fn

The number of independent parameters nay be reduced by choosing

dinensionless lateral and axial variables. These are V = Dx/v H2 (

dinensionless axial variable) and o = y/H e <a,l] (dimensionless

lateral variable) where a= -l for flat ducts and a = 0 for

cylindrical tubes. Pe s v H/D is the Peclet number for the
vn

systen. It denotes the relative strength of axial convective

transport with respect to axial diffusive transport, ft = XH2/D

dimensionless decay constant.

With these, Eq.(l.l) may be recast in a unified form for both

the geometries as

where p(5?) is scale factor in the r) direction. P(>)) = 1 for flat

ducts and P(T)) = r) for cylindrical tubes. With an appropriate

choice of S(r>,/j), this equation can be made to combine both

initial value and formation in flight problems mentioned earlier.

The boundary condition for Eq.(1.2) are C(». ,n) = 0 where T). =
b o

±1 for flat ducts and = 1 for cylindrical tubes. . The bounday

condition on M is generally not specifiable a-priori. If the

source is assumed to take into account all the particle inputs,

then it is natural to assume that C =0 at the entrance of the

channel.

Given the concentration profile C(r),/j), the quantities of

physical interest can be derived from it. The most important

quantity is the transmission flux at the downstream end of the

11



channel. This is the sun of the oonvective and the axial diffusion

currents and is given by

1
S</J) = JpO?)IV<r)> - Pe

a

The ratio of the transmission flux to the total strength of the

source in the channel is known as the penetration fraction, F(p>:

. (1.3a)

-oo a

1.8 Past Developments

(A) General Theory: We are now in a position to discuss the

past developments with regard to the mass transport equation.

Thisequation ha £ been of interest not only because of its aerosol

applications but also because it describes, without the decay

term, heat transfer in moving fluids. In the latter context, it is

referred to as the Graetz (1885) problem (without axial diffusion)

and the extended Graetz problem (with axial diffusion). Although

this nomenclature is not commonly used in aerosols, we retain it

for convenience.

(i) Axial diffusion neglected: Initial value problems: In view

of the fact that particles are lost only due to absorption on the

walls, lateral diffusion (first term) predominates over axial

diffusion (second term) in determining the concentration profile.

The degree of this predominance is determined by the Peolet

number, Pe. In the limit where Pe =», the axial diffusion term is

2ero thereby implying that it is the convection current that

dominates along the X-axis and not the diffusion current. It has

been found that even when Pe is finite but large, say(>>l), the

12



effect of the axial diffusion tern is generally negligible.

However in situations involving point sources close to the wall

the Peclet number does not uniquely deternine the relative

importance of the axial diffusion as will be seen in Chapter 2.

For cylindrical diffusion tubes, first systenatic solutions

were provided by Oornley and Kennedy(1949). Later these were

extended to flat channels by Denarcus and Thonas(1952), Berezhnoi

and Kirichinko(1964) and Mercer and Hercer(1970). An inexact but

practically useful, single exponential solution was also provided

by Lee and Gieseke(1980). Barring this case, the earlier authors

provided solutions for the penetration fraction, F(p), in the forn

E*/Li), (for Pe=». ft=0 ) (1.4)

wherein the coefficients C and the eigenvalues B* are nunerically

deternined for first few n. An accurate set of C and E for first

few n for the case of a parabolic profile are given in

Table-1.1

Eigenvalues and coefficients for initial value probleas

n

i
2
3

E
.?»•

Flat ducts

(

o,
0,
0.

.9104

.053

.0153

0.9787

<
2.
32
93

62778
.1473
.4749

n

"1
2
3

Cylindrical tubes

C E2

n n
0.8191 7.
0.0978 44
0.0325 93

E Cn= 0.9492
nil

3136
.6095
.4749

The three tern fornula is quite aocurate when p is large.

However, we may note that when H=Q, the suns do not add upto unity

as required. This difference is higher for the cylindrical case.

This necessitates the need for generating higher terns. As it
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turns out, in order to cover more that 99% several terns are

required. The situation is much worse for formation-in flight

problems as discussed below.

Formation-in-flight problems; Tan (1969) first gave the

solution to the case of Bass transfer in a cylindrical tube of

decay products forned in flight of a gas maintained at a uniform

concentration throughout. Thomas and Leolare(1970) employed it in

the practical development of the double-filter system . The Tan's

solution is presented in the form (for cylindrical channels),

00

F(/J) s£ Cn[l-exp(-E*/u]/*i (for Pe =«, /?sO, parabolic profile)

(1.5)

The above solution should satisfy the condition, F(M) ->1 as p->0.

This implies that E C Ez = 1, Tan's first 4 values of C E* are

0.5812, 0.1338, 0.0619 and 0.0338 from which we obtain the sum as

0.8135. Thus fir small p, many more terms are required for

improving accuracy.

The problem with adding more terms to the series is that it is

some what more difficult to evaluate the higher eigenfuctions and

their eigenvalues. Also, one would like to know a dominant

functional behaviour of F(/J) for small fJ, from which it is easy to

extract the diffusion coefficient by experimentally measuring F(ju)

and inverting the formula. Such formulas haye indeed been

developed. In the context of heat transfer they are known as

Leveque (1928) solutions. In aerosol literature, they are called

as the boundary layer, limiting, or similarity solutions. This is

because, they can be obtained by applying similarity

transformation methods. Ingham(1875a,b) developed f-sse methods

extensively in the problems connected with decay product

14



transport. For the Oraetz problem, Gornley and Kennedy<1849) had

obtained the Uniting solutions by asymptotic Laplaoo inversion

teohniques. However, all the known solutions correspond to the

case without axial diffusion. They are sunaarised in Table-1.2.

Table-1.2

The Known Lin it ing Solutions for Pe=co.

+ O[exp<-1/P>]

0</O

Fornula

(i) Initial Value problen

F(*i> = 1- 1.13 *x*

= 1- 1.13

= 1- 0.63

= 1- 4.04 f+2.4v + 0.446M

(ii) Formation-in-Flight Problen

F(/u) r l - 0.752 #i*'"+0[ex

F(p) = 1- 0.752 i*x'*+ 0(M)

= 1- 0.63 t

' 1- 1.259

^ *

Velooity
profile

Uniforn

Uniforn

Parabolic

Parabolic

Uniforn

Uniforn

Parabolic

Parabolio

Channel type

Flat

Cylindrical

Flat

Cylindrical

Flat

Cylindrical

Flat

Cylindrical

(ii) Axial diffusion considered: A central difficulty in

including axial diffusion(finite Pe), is that the eigenfunotions

are non-orthogonal for parabolic flow. To see this, we write the

expansion

C(Y>,AO a y VrS-1*** Tn(p) (1.6)

fron which we obtain with p(r>) =1 (flat ohannels)

(1.7)T'(^) = 0
Pe*

For V(y?) ̂ 1, this cannot b«> separated unless we set T(ju) =

15



so that we have

^"(•0) + CPe~*X*- XV(^)]v(^) = 0 (1

with the absorption oonditlon v(±l) = 0. For the above equation,

it is not possible to obtain a weight function w<*>) that would

render two different eigenfunctions corresponding to two different

eigenvalues X and X , orthogonal in the interval [-1,1]. As a
T> fit

result, it is not possible to immediately write down the expansion

coefficients of the concentration profile of the initial value

problen through quadrature techniques. Due to this difficulty,

much of the available literaure on this is nunerioal. Of thi3, a

large body relates to heat transfer problems. Hot all of then are

quite relevant to the aerosol problen at hand, and we consider

only following.

Davis (1973) reviewed the literature available upto 1973 on

this. He made exhaustive use of the known properties of the

hypergeometric functions in obtaining upstrean and downstrean

transfers and combined several of the earlier results.

Axial conduction effects for the case of specified wall

temperature along a section of the tube were examined by Nagasue

(1981) and also by Laohakul et al (1985). They developed

Graetz-like series solutions using both finite transform and

Green's function techniques for the specific case when the

temperature is a point source on the wall. Upstream transport was

examined. However, no limiting forms were given.

Jones (1971) developed series solutions when the wall

temperature is specified in the region 0<x<oo in a ciroular tube

with -oo<x<co. Upstream diffusion was studied. Fron Fourier

transform techniques he obtained closed form solutions. Host
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importantly, he obtained inverse Peclet nunbet expansion for the

eigen values. However, no expansion for the negative eigenvalues

was provided.

Papoutsakis(1980a,b) employed a self adjoint formalism to solve

the extended Graetz problem with prescribed tenperature as well as

wall flux in an infinite channel. The basic equation is broken

into a set of two first order equations in teri*a of the

temperature and the partial transmission variables. The

transformation matrix for these variables is shown to be

self-adjoint operator, which has an orthogonal set of

eigenfunctions. The complete solution was then obtained through

these eigenfunctions.

Bayazitoglu et al(1880) solved the problem by finite transform

techniques for the case of generalised boundary conditions. In

essence, their technique amounted to expanding the non-orthogonal

eigenfunctions in terms of the orthogonal set corresponding to

Pe=oo.

In aerosol literature, Tan and Hsu(1870,1971) are the only

group who made specific studies of mass transport with axial

diffusion. They essentially obtained eigen function series

solution to the initial value as well as formation-in-flight

problems. They discussed the positive half-space problem and the

ooeffioients were determined by an iterative scheme to solve the

infinite set of coupled equations. They concluded that axial

diffusion effects are relevant essentially at low Peolet numbers.

Among the recent developments, we mention the numerical work of

Nguyen (1993) who solved the special problem of laminar heat

transfer for thermally develpoing region in an infinite channel.
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The oase with insulated wall for x<0 and a uniforn wall

temperature for x>0 was considered. Also an analytical attempt was

made (Campos Silva et al, 1992) to obtain formulas for the mass

transfer coefficients under the conditions of developing velocity

profiles. These cases, however, do not have direct relevance to

particle transport.

(B> Recoil Aton Transport: There have not been many studies on

this problem eventhough the importance of recoil migration in

several contexts has been recognised. Chamie (1934) first

examined the activation of the collector plate placed above

Polonium coated surface. It was found that the activity on the

collector decreased inversely with the plate seperation. This was

explained by Langevin (1934) using diffusion theory.

Aniasson and Steiger(1953) employed recoil atoms for

investigating the surface properties of liquids. Recoil atoms

have been extensively used to investigate surface areas of powders

and the chemical transformations due to radon (Lind, 1951).

Deme (1971) pointed out the possiblity of recoil contamination

of surface barrier detectors during a counting. Mclaughlin (1976)

made an exhaustive experimental study of recoil loss of RaA in

membrane filters and concluded that some times as much as 90% loss

of activity could occur due to recoil. He also pointed out the

possibility of recoil detachroent(McLauglin, 1972) of RaB from

aerosols on which originally RaA was attached. Mercer (1976)

examined the effect of recoil of RaB from aerosols. He concluded

that while for large aerosols the release is negligible, the

detachment is complete for small particles.

Trenn (1980) reviewed the history of Polonium migration due to
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recoil. He concluded that the commonly held view of aggregate

recoil is very unlikely to be the source of Polonium nigration;

vapour diffusion was considered to be nostly responsible -or this.

Kigoshi(1971) studied an interesting consequence of recoil in

geochemistry. This pertains to the anamoly of a disequilibrium

between U and U. This is attributed to the ejection of

Th when U decays. In effect, the liquid phase contains no re

U coming from the ejected thorium than pure chemical

dissolution of Uranium would permit. Similar observations have
2 9 fl 2 9 ^

been made with respect to the dissolution rates of Pu and Pu

(Fleischer 1975; 1980). Since the former has much higher specific

activity, the alpha decay process leads to a release of some of

the bulk material into the fluid.

The recoil process is associated with the charging of the

daughter atoms, which plays a major role in their subsequent plate

out(Marlow, 1988). Nearly 88-80% are found to be positively

charged at the end of their recoil path in air. This charge would

interact with other charged surfaces during deposition. Also, in

controlled laboratory experiments, the study of electrical

behaviour may be used for determining the charged fraction and

particles mobilities. There appears to be no work available on

this topic.

Another important aspect is the redeposition of the recoil

atoms on the emitting parent surface in sampling systems. Thus

for example, in Radon daughter sampling in a diffusion sampler

(Raghur.ath and Kotrappa, 1879), a part of the RaA would be plated

out on the walls. However, due to recoil, some of the RaB would be

resuspended and a part of it that escapes redeposition would be



carried along the stream onto the filter paper. It *rould then be

erroneous to attribute the filter paper activity entirely to that

due to RaA collection. An exact diffusion theoretic calculation

assumes significance in this context. The study of this problem is

not available in the earlier literature.

(C) Double Filter Theory: Although this system was in use"

(Fontan et al, 1966) in environmental radon monitoring, the

correct theory of double filter systems follows from the work of

Tan (1969) and later of Thomas & Leclare(1970). However these

theories are applicable to smaller units. This is because they are

based on the assumption that the gas concentration is uniform

along the tube and the relevant daughter product does not decay in

transit. Small units are adequate for sampling high gas

concentrations, but cannot detect low levels. There is an

interesting application where such low level detection is

important. In the case of Thorium workers (Rundo et al, 1S79;

Mayya et al, 1986), it is found that small levels of thorium are

accumulated in the system due,to chronic inhalation in the work

224environment. A part of the thoron gas emitted from Ra coming

from the accumulated thorium will be constantly released in the

exhaled breath. The measurement of this thoron can be

accomplished by allowing the workers to breathe into a large

double-filter systems and this provides an inexpensive method of

identifying contaminated personnel. Such in-situ methods are not

quite useful for radon measurements in the exhaled breath of

Uranium contaminated workers. However, they are useful for radon

measurements in the atmospheric environment. In view of this-, the

theory of large system assumes great practical significance. In
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the case of thoron, its concentration no longer remains uniform in

a large system; similarly in the case of radon, the decay of RaA

is not negligible. These considerations require the conventional

theory to be modified.

The work of Porstendorfer and Mercer (1978) attempts a first

modification for the. non-uniformity of the parent gas. However*

their formula turns out be erroneous as they simply multiplied

the uniform source solution by the exponential decay term. The

correct formula follows from the application of the Green's

function approach.

For the case of RaA decay, Tymea (1981, 1982) presented a

formula which incorporates a radioactive correction term

externally to the DF formula. This turns out to be approximate and

is not applicable to parabolic profile. The correct approach is to

is to solve the full transport equation by incorporating decay

term.

CD} Microscopic Theory of Transport* It should be noted

that the convective diffusion equation for particle transport in

flowing gases is a phenomenological equation. It follows from

adding the convective flux to the empirical Fick's law for the

diffusive flux J = -DVC+VC, coupled with the mass conservation law

||-fV.J = 0 (1.8)

However, this law lacks microscopic basis. The equation that

describes the transport of massive particles (decay products are

about 10 times heavier than air molecules) is the Fokker-Planck

equation (or alternatively, Klein-Kramers equation). For the

channel flow problem at hand, it may be written as (Mazo, 1967)
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(1.8)

where, (u,v) are velocity components along (x,y) directions,

f(x,y,u,v) is the distribution function, C is the friction

coefficient, n is the mas of the particle.

Derivation of the diffusion approximation from this more

general kinetic equation has been a subject of intense research in

the past. Titulaer(1878) first developed an expansion scheme for

arriving at the diffusion approximation and the higher order

corrections in stationary fluids. It was later formalised into a

systematic procedure (Van Kampen 1981; Titulaer 1883; Theiss and

Titulaer, 1885). At the same time, Kneller and Titulaer(1984,

1985) set up a covariant form for achieving reduction in higher

dimensions.

When the diffusion process takes place near an absorbing wall,

the correot boundary conditions to be used also needs to be

examined from the kinetic point of view. The kinetio equation

admits of the correct boundary condition on the surfaoe y = 0

f(x,0,u,v) = 0, for all v>0, { x « (-»,<») & u «<-«>,<»>}.

(1.10)

The Smoluohoski condition C=0 on the surface may be deduced fron

the above in the high friction limit. It has been found to be

inconsistent with the order of approximation employed in - the

diffusion theory. There have been several researches (Razi Naqvi

et al 1982; Henon and Sahni, 1985; Menon, 1986) on arriving at the

correct absorption condition. All these refer to stagnant fluids

and no study is available on their application to moving fluids.

While the reduotion procedure suggests only the order to whioh

the diffusion approximation is valid, it does not indicate the
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quantitative differences in the solution profile between the

kinetic equation and the diffusion equation. This can be achieved

only by comparing the actual solutions of the two equations. In a

general transport situation in moving fluids kinetic equations are

extremely difficult to solve. However, for obtaining qualitative

ideas of the differences to be expected, it is sufficient to

compare the two solutions for the case of a stagnant fluid.

For this purpose several studies have been made on the one

dimensional absorption problem. Pagani(1970> obtained the momentum

eigenfunctions and their orthogonal properties in the full space

(-00 ,00). However, the absorption condition gives rise to a half

range problem as a result of whioh the full range orthogonality

cannot be usefully employed. Beals and Protopescu<1983) and Beals,

(1985) obtained a half-range completeness theorem which makes it

possible to write down the half-space expansion with a part of the

full range eigenfunctions. The half-range completeness theorem has

been extended to include the case of external forces<Cercignani

and Sgarra, 1992).

Harris (1981) first applied a moment method to obtain boundary

layer solution for the number density in plane geometryand

predicted a lowered boundary diffusivity.Subsequently, he extended

this method to cylindrical and spherical geometries (Harris,

1982a,b). Burshka and Titulaer<1&81) obtained extensive momentum

profiles for all regions except in the boundary layer. They

obtained accurate value for the extrapolation length and the

number density at the boundary. However, due to severe Gibb's

oscillations at the boundary, they were unable to obtain exact

form of the density profile near the absorber. This may be
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circumvented by the use of asymptotic techniques for sunning the

eigenseries in the boundary layer<Titulaer, 1984). The solution

procedure was put on a sound formalistio footing by Marshall and

Watson (1985,87). The number density has a fractional power-law

behaviour with respect to the distance from the absorber unlike

the linear profile predicted from diffusion theory.

1.9 Scope of the Present Report

As the preceding literature survey indicates, the problems

connected with transport in channel flows has been a subject of

copious research over several decades. Besides, several solutions

of the heat transfer problems are also applicable to particle

transport. However, when it comes to the special case of decay

product transport, this copiousness has been lacking and several

important aspects have remained unexamined. Mainly, these relate

to the different source distributions (of the parent gas) in the

channel, recoil atom transport, the roles of charge and the

radioactive decay of the species in large systems. Bulk of this

report is devoted to a comprehensive study of these aspects. A

detailed study of the Green's function oonstitutes a basic

development as it gives the point source response of the channel.

In view of this, it is appropriate that we examine it at the

starting point itself and later proceed to special cases.

CA3 Green*s Function: Section 2 discusses the Green's function

of Eq.(1.2) in detail. The Green's function is the most important

quantity which unifies the different source configurations

encountered in aerosol transport. Not withstanding the earlier

studies, some of which have dealt with the Green's function in the
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context of heat transfer, it has never been exanined thoroughly in

aerosol context. While it is relatively sinple to construct it

without axial diffusion from the corresponding orthogonal

eigenfunctions, it is not so with axial diffusion included. As

the latter situation does not adnit of similarity transformations,

the similarity methods do not work for seeking its linting

behaviour. In section 2, we undertake this task by employing

Fourier transform techniques. He seek its large p as well as

limiting behaviour near a point source both for Pe -<*> and finite

Pe. The role of the distance of the source from the boundary in

determining upstream as well as downstream transport will be

examined.

CB3 Recoil Atom Transport! As may be seen from the literature

survey, this problem has not received much attention earlier. In

Seotion 3 w e discuss first the transport of recoil atoms in

stagnant fluids. The redeposition probability of emitted atoms in

plane parallel system is examined in detail. The cases of

emissions occurring from charged surface of arbitrary shape is

also considered. The source distributions and the escape

probabilities are calculated in cylindrical and spherical

geometries by explicitly considering electrostatic interactions.

Next, the case recoil atom transport in moving fluids is

treated in Section 3. The recoil transport in channel flows is

equivalent to the case of a source in a part of the channel region

along the lateral direction. This turns out to be a generalised

case of formation-in-flight problems. The Green's function method

is used and the coefficients need to be evaluated using Kummer

funotions for developing an eigenfunction series. In order to
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obtain limiting solutions, similarity methods of Ingham (1875a,b)

are not applicable due to the discontinuity in the souroe tern.

The similarity methods work when the system does not have a

geometric length scale, but here, the recoil range provides suoh a

length scale, which can lie inside or outside the diffusional

boundary layer. In order to develope limiting solutions for all

ratios of range and the boundary laye_' thickness, the

eigenfunction series is summed through asymptotic approximation

and Mellin transform techniques. The results are presented in a

form from which the penetration fractions may be readily computed.

C O Double Filter Theory: While the theory of small

double-filter systems is well-known (Tan 1969), there exist

additional complexities arising out of the radio-active decay in

large double-filter systems which have remained unexamined.

section 4 discusses the detailed theory of these latter systems.

Useful solutions are given which are applicable both for radon and

thoron sampling. This theory has found practical utility in the

measurements of thoron in the exhaled breath of thorium workers

(Mayya et al, 1986).

CD> Microscopic Theory of particle transport; In Section 5, a

oorrect formulation of the microscopic theory of particle

transport in moving fluids in terms of a Fokker-Planck equation is

presented. Attention is drawn to a novel phenomenon of

charging-induced diffusion of aerosol particles, which is governed

by a kinetic equation in charge-space having the same formal

structure as the phase-space Fokker-Planck Equation (FPE). It is

pointed out that the study of the latter is thus relevant to a

wider class of aerosol problems. In this section, a reduction
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procedure is employed for arriving at the oonveotive diffusion

equation from the FPB in moving fluids. The corresponding boundary

oonditlon is also deduced. This differs from the Smoluohowski

condition and explicitly includes the flow velocity. The chapter

also discusses the difficulties encountered when the fluid profile

is non uniform.

The problem of seeking exact form of the kinetic boundary layer

density profile near an absorber from the PPE appoach is also

presented in Sections. While the diffusional solutions predict a

linear profile, twe FPE predicts a y (y: distance from the

absorber) power law profile. This suggests a catastrophic break

down the conventional Fick's law near the absorber. However,

within a few relaxation distances from the absorber, the linear

profile is recovered thereby suggesting that the phenomenological

equations provide reasonable descriptions for bulk state mass

transport in fluids.

1.10 Summary and Conclusions

Not withstanding the fact that particle transport in ohannel

flows has been extensively investigated for several decades, there

existed important basic questions (such as the boundary layer

forms for the Green's function) which had not been answered. There

have also been several special problems of decay product transport

which needed to be solved from the point of view of experimental

applications. In addition, it was found necessary to provide a

microscopic basis to the phenomenological equations in moving

fluids. This report combines these developments carried out by the

authors•
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The nain thrust of this report is to obtain analytical

solutions to the convective diffusion equation, in order to obtain

the functional behaviour of the transport parameters exanined.

These nay be readily oonputed without requiring elaborate

programming and are quite useful for practical applications.

However, in some cases, the analytical solutions are expressible

only in terms of special functions, which are not so easy to

compute. In such cases, the results have been presented in

graphical forms.

We may bring this section to a conclusion by noting the

following points in perspective. The entire analysis made in the

present report falls within the discipline of classical diffusive

mass transfer brought about by molecular collisions.In a different

problem relating to aerosols, it was required t o examine the notion

or small particles subjeot to bipolar charging in electric fields.

(This is briefly described at the beginning of Section 5 in order

to draw attention to the wider applicability of the Fokker-Planck

equation). It was found that the particles execute a large scale

induced-diffusive motion, brought about by their charge

fluctuations (not molecular collisions). It is in principle

possible to exploit the induced diffusion process for particle

sizing by employing appropriate channel flow devices. Although at

the present time, several conceptual difficulties exist in

translating this theoretical idea into practice, chief among them

being the interference from induoed drifts, it is hoped that a

good part of the analytical machinery discussed in this report is

applicable to the study of mass transfer in such devioes.
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SECTION 2

THE GREEN'S FUNCTION FOR PARTICLE TRANSPORT IN CHANNEL FLOWS

2*1 Need for the Green's Function

The various applications of the aerosol and decay product

transport problems mentioned in the Introduction are mainly

distinguished from each other by the configuration and the spatial

distribution of the sources in the channels. Thus, in the case of

inert aerosol sampling, the sources are just outside the channel

inlet; in the case of radon and thoron sampling, the sources are

distributed either uniformly or exponentially in the channel and

in the case of recoil atom transport the source is restricted to a

thin layer on the boundary. In principle, the solution to all

these problems is provided through the convective diffusion

equation of the form (Davis, 1973)

D^c - V<y)f§- + S(x.y.z) = 0

where C is the concentration distribution of the particles having

a diffusion coefficient D and V<y) is the velocity profile of the

fluid. V(y) is assumed to be directed along the X-axis being a

function only of the lateral coordinate(y). S<x,y) is the source

function. As the convective diffusion operator is linear, the

construction of the Green's function for this operator formally

solves the problem. This is because, the Green's function gives

the response of the system for a point source and therefore, the

solution for an arbitrary distribution of sources may be provided

by integrating it over the the source distribution.

As ne mentioned in Section 1, the analytical solutions to the
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mass transfer problems are usually presented in one of the

following forms, (i) eigenfunotion solutions which dominantly

describe the behaviour of the concentration profile at large axial

distanoes, (ii) Uniting or Leveque (1928) solutions which

predoninantly provide expressions for the concentration profiles

at small distances. Traditionally the former are obtained by

eigenfunotion expansion techniques and the latter by the method of

similarity analysis in the region of the diffusion boundary layer.

In the case of the Green's funotion, the eigenfunction series

solutions both for finite Pe and the case of Pe=» is relatively

simpler to construct- the problem is one of numerically

determining the eigenvalues and the expansion coefficients.

However, in spite of several numerical and semi-numerical

solutions available in the heat and mass transfer literature

(Laohakul etal, 1985; Edward and Newman 1985; Campos silva 1992;

Nguen, 1993) a thorough analytical study of the boundary layer

behaviour of the Green's function for finite Pe is lacking. In

fact, this problem presents formidable mathematical difficulties.

As we will show, the theory of similarity variables upon whioh the

conventional Leveque approach rests, is inapplicable for finite

Pe. He circumvent this problem by a novel approach. He note that

the quantity of practical interest is the transmission flux < or

the deposition flux) and not the concentration distribution,

although the former quantity contains less information than the

latter. It is possible to derive a differential equation directly

satisfied by the former from the equation for the latter. He then

obtain the Leveque type solutions by employing systematic

asymptotic methods in the c .'-.oulus of Fourier transforms.
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At this point reference should be nade to the inclusion of

axial diffusion in studies relating to mass transport in channel

flows. As pointed out by Henneke(1866), the very nethod of adding

the axial diffusion tern to the diffusion equation in

seni-infinite channels is unsatisfactory. This is because, in

semi-infinite channels, one prescribes an initial condition C=CO,

which is not strictly permissible if upstream transport ooours

(due to axial diffusion). On the other hand, one nust always

consider a channel extending from -» to oo if axial diffusion were

to be included. In the following pages we present a rigorous

argument for this.

Another point may be noted regarding the role of the Peclet

number in determine the extent of axial diffusion effects for

point sources. It is well-known that when the sources are

laterally extended, Pe uniquely determines the extent to which

axial diffusion contributes to mass transfer (Tan and Hsu, 1971).

On the other hand, for point sources, its distance from the

boundary also plays a significant role in determining axial

diffusion effects in addition to Pe.( This is due to the role of

absorption in determining upstream transport). In view of this, Pe

is not a unique axial diffusion parameter and it is necessary to

extract such a parameter, from the explicit solutions.

. The aim of this section is to discuss the above mentioned

aspects in a quantitative manner and to obtain the boundary layer

forms for the Green's function applicable to the entire domain of

Pee(O.oo). Both uniform and parabolic velocity profiles are

considered.
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2*2 Formulation

Geometry of the channels: Let us consider a rectangular (or

cylindrical) channel of half-width (or radius) H. placed with its

axis along the X-axis and extending from -» to +«. The fluid is

assumed to flow in the positive direction of X. The origin is

fixed on the symmetry axis. In the case of rectangular channels,

the bounding walls are perpendicular to the Y-axis, y e [-H,H] is

the appropriate lateral co-ordinate. In the case of cylindrical

channels, one choses the cylindrical coordinate system (r,d,x).

W..r.t the X-axis, r refers to an approppriate radial coordinate.

We wish to study the response of this channel to a line source

placed perpendicular to the direction of flow and parallel to the

walls in the case of flat ducts or axially symmetric ring source

in the case of cylindrical channels. The solution so constructed

can be used for extended sources having corresponding symmetries.

He also use the important assumption of absorption condition

valid at the channel surfaces. For the sake of later applications,

we also assume that the particle species in question undergoes

radioactive decay with a certain decay constant. In certain

situations involving non-radioactive aerosols, this term

represents the rate of absorption by other species(Porstendorfer

and Mercer, 1978).

Velocity Profiles: Two different flow profiles are considered,

(i) the parabolic profile representing laminar flow (Poiseulli

flow) between the channels and (ii) uniform profile (Plug flow).

For semi-infinite channels, and when axial diffusion is neglected,

Tan (1989) and Inghain (1983,1984) have discussed the conditions

under which one or the other of these profiles is applicable. [The
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parabolic profile Is relevant when the Schmidt nunber. Sc(the

ratio of the kinematic viscosity of the fluid and the dlffusivity

of the partioles) is very large. But when SC<<1, the concentration

profile outgrows the velocity profile in the entrance region and

it is nor© appropriate to use a uniform profile.]. For a channel

extending from -<» to « (as at present), the velocity profile would

be fully developed in all region of interest and hence a parabolic

profile is relevant. However, the case of a uniform profile is

mathematically simpler and provides guiding results for the more

complicated case of parabolic profile and in view of this, the

former will also be discussed. Besides, it is equivalent to mass

transfer from moving sources (Rosenthai 1946).

Equation for the concentration:- Let us define the following

non-dimensional variables:

*» s y/H for rectangular (sr/H for cylindrical) channels (2.1a)

<r> <= [-1,1] for rectangular & [0,1] for cylindrical) channels

x H x/H e (-00,00) (2.1b>

Pe s v H/D, (2.1c)
m

is the Peolet number, where D is the particle diffusivity and v_
m

the oentre-line volocity of the stream.
H m x/Pe (2.Id)

In terms of the dimensionless lateral and axial variables n

and p, a unified form for the differential equation satisfied by

the Green's function in flat or cylindrical channels may be

written as follows, in analogy with Eg.(1.2) of Chapter 1:

»o)=0; (2.2)

where, GsG(7),p;»)o,Po) is the Green's function(GF) for the
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concentration distribution at the point v.v due to a point source

located at i)o, (JQ. f&KH*/D is the non-dimensional radioactive

deoay oonstant (X= aotual decay constant.)

p(i>)'« 1 for flat & P(T))«D for cylindrical ohannels. (2.3)

(j <m (-»,») and *>«[«, 1] where, a s -l for flat and OBO for

cylindrical channels.

v(r>) = 1 for uniform profile (plug flow)

a l-y>* for parabolio profile (laminar flow)

The boundary conditions are

<*<!." S V " * > = 0, (2 3 b )

Q(a,fj i >?O,PO) = 0 for flat and regular for cylindrical channel;
(The latter implies that one of the linearly independent solutions
is singular in cylindrical geometry and needs to be rejected).

±o» ; no,^o) s 0 (2.3c)

Eq.(2.3b) is the particle absorption condition, alternatively

known as the Snoluchowski condition, at the channel walls.

Eq.(2.3',) implies that no particles are input into the system

other than from the delta function source.

It may be noted that the concentration profile is rarely of

direot practical interest. The quantity which is usually measured

is either the deposition flux or the transmission flux at a

certain axial distance (either upstream or down stream) from the

source. The Green's function for the transmission flux has both

convective and axial diffusion components and is given by

o.»o> - J P ( T » [ V ( T » - Pe~* i£\Gr<.T>,»n)o,»o)dy> (2.4)

Oo>tJ0) also possesses the nature of a Green's function

because the transmission flux for an arbitrary source may be

readily oomputed by integrating the product p(no)& with the source
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distribution.

Equation for the Transmission flux;- It is possible to derive a

differential equation direct'y satisfied by 9 in the following

way. The differential operator in Eq.(2.2) is not self-adjoint

because of the occurrence of the •$ term; its adjoint forn is

easily obtained by changing the sign of this derivative, since the

boundary conditions on G are homogeneous. How we nay use the

reciprocity relations (Horse and Feshbaoh, 1953a) between the

Green's functions of the adjoint operators; in particular, the

original Green's function should satisfy the adjoint equation

expressed in the source co-ordinates (*>o,/•*„)• i.e.,

ir> fr<vS|- 3+ Pe~* P<V—« + »< V»< V ? - * < V *
O O tJ/J O

+ «5<n-*io)<5<77-tfo> = 0 (2.5)

Upon multiplying Eq.(2.5) by p(>?) [v(T))-Pe"a xj], and then

integrating it with respect to v, we obtain the required

differential equation for ©(A/;T)O,/UO) in terms of the variables i?o

and fj - fjQ Cthis follows from the translational invariance in n

variable since €̂(-00,00)3. We can trivially set A<O= 0 by shifting

the origin to P O. Further, upon dropping the unnecessary suffix

from i)o, we obtain

'2 ?7? i >
P »<«1] pe(-oo,») (2.6)

It may be emphasised that ©s©(», p) is the transmission flux at

an axial distance fj due to a point source Immersed at Y>,O. But for

the source terms which now include a derivative of the delta

function, the homogeneous part of Eq.(2.6) is identioal to

Eq.(2.2). The boundarr conditions on B are
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©d,A*) = 0 <2.6a)

d(oc,/u) = 0 for flat and regular for cylindrical channels (2.6b)

<ct e -1 for flat and 0 for cylindrical channels)

0(T),±OO) s 0 (2.6c)

He may now derive some auxiliary results which are useful for

later purposes. First, upon integrating Eq.(2.6> w.r.t M between

-« and •*•£ and then allowing s->0, we obtain

'°->]+v(r» = 0 (2.7)

Second, upon multiplying Eq.(2.6) by p and integrating it w.r.t to

V between -« and +« and then allowing «->0, we obtain

0<>7,O+) - 0(r>,O-) = 1 (2.7a)

From Eqs.(2.7a) & (2.7) we immediately obtain

£2O?.0) = 4£i»,) (2 7b)

It may be noted that ©(i?, p) is negative when v<0 ( upstream

flux). The Nusselt number, J*(v, /̂ ) (downstream) and J~(v> P)

(upstream), whioh refer to the total quantity deposited upto a

length yt per unit source is given by

J^O?. P) = ^(»,0±) - ©(»,/u) (2.7o)

Eq.(2.6) may be considered as the starting point of the present

analysis. Before we present its explicit boundary layer solutions,

let us examine the various aspects of this equation.

2.3 Axial Diffusion Neglected: CPe«ocD

Eigenfunction solutions; When Pe~>«, the upstream mass flux

0(*>,AO"~> 0 (p<0) and one needs to consider only the downstream

flux. Eq.(2.6) is then equivalent to a homogeneous problem (

olassical Graetz problem mentioned in the Introduction), in which

the source term is replaced by the initial condition, #(Jo,0+) = l.
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CThis may be verified by setting Pe=«» in Eq.(2.6), and taking its

Laplace transforn with respect to v in the domain (0~, +»). Since

0~) = 0, the transformed equation is identical to the Laplace

transform of the homogenoeus equation in the domain (0+, co) with

the above initial condition.] Now the homogeneous equation with a

constant initial condition is the standard problem of determining

the concentration profile for a prescribed inlet

concentration(Gcrmley and Kennedy, 1949). Hence, the equation for

the GF of the transmission flux has the same form as the equation

for the concentration profile with a uniform inlet concentration.

The respective cases of the eigenfunction series (Graetz)and the

limiting (similarity or Leveque) solutions for the concentration

profile of the uniform inlet distribution problem also form

fundamental solutions for the transmission flux. In view of this,

for Pe~>co, the series solution to Eq.(2.6> takes the form

e(T),p> = > - j r W 0n<r),r5) exp[-E*M3 (2.8)

where, <P (*),#) are the eigenf unctions of the equation.

] n = 0, (2.9)

with the conditions

)=l; ft) = 0 and
(2.9a)

<t> (Y)=a; p) - 0 (or regular) for rectangular

(cylindrical) channels

E (/?) are the corresponding eigenvalues. It follows from the

standard Sturm-Liouville theory (Margenau and Murphy, 1956) that

<P (ri,ft) form an orthogonal set of eigenfunctions in the domain

[a,i]. From this, the constants, Rn(/*> and Kn(#) are given by
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and

<2.9b)

Note that a =-1 for rectangular and = 0 for cylindrical channels.

The explioit forms for <f> depend on v(r>). For *Crp • 1 (plug flow)

the required solutions, satisfying Eqs.(2.9, 2.9a) are

*n(»;0) = cos[ {E*(/3) - /3}*'
zr>] (2.9c)

with Ez(/?) = p + <n+l/2)2n2

n
for rectangular channels and

*„<»;/*> = Jo[{B
2<tf) - m 1 ^ ] (2.9d)

with EJ;</?) = /J+rJ

for cylindrical channels, where. rn are the roots of the Bessel

function J (x).

For vCrp a l-n , (laminar flow), 0 are the parabolic cylinder and

Whittaker functions (Davis,1973; Abramowltz and Stegun,1968a):

W.fi) = exP[- \ En(^)T>
2].M| ^ ^ , \ , En(/*)r,*| (2.9e)

for rectangular channels and

! 2>1 r2En(/5)-E*(^)+/? 2 l

0n(^;^) = ex P[- | En(/?)r)
23.H[ 4^ (^ , 1, En(0)r>

2J (2.9f)
for cylindrical channels. The function K [a,b,x] is given by

00

M r» h«i - 1 + V l L f a(a+l)(a+2) (a+n-l)1
M [a,b,x] - 1 + ̂ WT [ b<b+l>a+2">.......<b+n-l)J

The eigenvalues for the parabolic profile have complicated n

dependence, besides having a parametric dependence on ft. While the

n dependence cannot be easily worked out except through asymptotic

analysis (Section 3), the ft dependence may be analysed through a

straightforward perturbation analysis. A linear approximation nay

be made as follows.
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2
ft dependence of B : linear approximation:- Since ^ (r>,f3sO) too

forn a oonplete orthogonal set of eigenfunctions, we nay expand

in terns of this set as

i

where,-rrj-|jp(>))--»2j^'' ] = - E.(0)v(i?)p(i?)*j(*>,0) (2.11a)

Substituting Eq.(2.11) in Bq.<2.9) and using Eq.(2.11a). we have

r00 * z

Upon nul tip lying Eq.(2.11b) by P(i7)<̂  (J?,O)dr? and integrating it
in

using the orthogonality relation
t

J* P(T>) 0JT),0)0.0),0)v(7)> dT) = K m(0) c5mi (2.110)
oi

we obtain
,z

(2.lid)

Assuning a .(ft) adults of an expansion of the form

and noting fron Eq.(2.11) that a
nj(0) = *nj, we obtain, upori

setting n=n in Eq.(2.11d)

K^py [B*(^> - B*(0)3 - /»Jp(T»0"(»),O)dT> + higher order terns in ft.

a
Fron this we nay write, to a linear order in ft,

B*(p)* E*(0) + cji where, «n= [Kn(O)]"*Jp(T)> **(T),0) du <2.11e)

Tables-2.1 & 2.2 present the values of E*(0), R_(0). K (0) and c

for a few values of n for reotangular and oylindrioal ohannels.
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Tabl*-2.1

Eigenvalues and related constants for parabolio profile:

Flat channels

n

0

1

2

3

4

5

*>>

2.8278

32.1473

93.4749

186.8050

31^.1310

469.4678

R^O)

1.0107

-0.2368

0.1267

-0.0845

0.0626

-0.0495

Kn(0)

0.8417

0.7916

0.7875

0.7884

0.7859

0.7859

c
n

1.1419

1.4305

1.5239

1.5760

1.6109

1.6405

Table-2.2

Eigenvalues and related constants for parabolic profile:

Cylindrical Channels

n

0

1

2

3

4

5

E*(0)

7.3136

44.6095

113.921

215.241

348.584

513.890

Rn<0)

0.13869

-0.0302

0.0138

-0.0081

0.0054

-0.0040

V°>

0.0939

0.0375

0.0234

0.0170

0.0134

0.0110

n

1.2512

1.4562

1.5371

1.5875

1.6168

1.6538

Accurate nunerioal determination of higher eigenvalues becoaes

progressively nore difficult. However one can obtain asynptotio

formulas for these and we discuss then in Section 3,

Leveque solution:- The Leveque type expression for the

transnission flux for the oase Pe=» are well-known and oan be

derived using the sinilarity transfornation approach (Inghan
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1975a,b). The details of this approach will be disoussed in

Chapter 3; here, we merely present the results. For the oase f*=0

and the source olose to the wall at n~l, the results are expressed

in terns of r> = 1-*?:

) " Brf(ii/24P) for plug flow. (2.12a)

= 1 - P<<1^r(l%^9^ for laminar flow (2.12b)

2.4 Axial PAtfusion Included* CP»

An Equlvalenoet He now go over to the case of finite Pe. In

this oase, Bq.(2.6) Cor 0 is ooapletely equivalent to the equation

for the oonoentration profile of the following problem

(Deavours>1974). Let us prescribe the oonoentration at channel

wall such that

C(1,P) s CA for all
<2.12o)

= 0 for all >

Let us construot the quantity

By definition, C*(1,/J) will be zero for all P. Sinoe C(r),p)

satisfies the homogeneous equation, C - will satisfy the

inhomogeneous equation with the source term v(7))6(M)-Pe~*6'<p).

Now that both the differential equation and the boundary condition

for C are the same as that for 0twe have C =e. The GF for the

transmission flux therefore is equivalent to the oonoentration

profile for the above special problem.

Proof of Henneke's criticism; Me now provide a simple proof of

Henneke's (1968) criticism that the axial diffusion term oannot be

simply added to the mass balance equation in semi-infinite

channels. In the present oontext, his oritioism implies that the
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Bq (2.6) cannot be split up into self contained sets of one-sided

equations separately for p<0 and *J>0. If we define e+<7>,*«> and

©""(n./J) as the one-sided downstream and upstream transmission

fluxes, it is required to set up a self-oontained equation for 6

alone. Excluding the source point M=0, e* satisfies the

homogeneous equation in the region M>0:

& * V*'2 0 + - v(n)^+- <»* * 0, P>O (2.13)

along with the absorption boundary conditions, but the initial

oonditions on ©+ now depend on &~ in view of Sqs.(2.7a, 2.7b):

(2.13a)

and ©+(io,+<») = 0

In one-sided formulation, upstream transport is ignored and hence

we have to set &~ - 0 for all 0, P. However, the system then

becomes over determined because being a second order equation, it

cannot simultaneously satisfy the three initial conditions, viz.,

+ |ji(T>'0)= ° and e+(»»»> = 0 (2.13b)
In the conventional approach one uses the first and the last

conditions but erroneously foregoes the condition on the

derivative. Hence, striotly speaking, adding the axial diffusion

term to one sided transport problems is an incorrect procedure.

2.5 Fourier transform method for finite Pe

Inapplicability of the similarity transformation method: This

method, commonly employed for obtaining small p formulas is based

on constructing similarity solutions for the concentration profile

set up in the diffusion boundary layer near one of the channel

walls. While this may be accomplished for Pe=», it is not
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applicable for the case of finite Pe. In order for the similarity

nethod to work, it is necessary that the differential equation

admit of invariant transfornations under a stretching group

(Dresner, 1983). It is easy to show that even for the case of

V(T>)=1 and ft=0 the homogeneous part of Eq.<2.2) is not invariant

under this group. In order to see this we write

n' = M>.

V = X*V and

C<T>,£J) = f(T)',A*') where f is a homogeneous function, vis.,

Upon substituting this in Sq.(2.2) with say, V(T>) =

and ignoring the source tern, we have

X* £ l + Pe"2X2V £ t - Xv « - = 0 (2.13c)
fin* tfj'* an'

As is obvious, there does not exist a non-trivial value of t>

which would homogenise this equation (Note that if Pe =», i>=2

homogenises Eq.(2.13c). Strictly speaking, it is not possibxe to

seek invariant solutions in terms of the similarity variables of

the form, n.//"*'? (As will be seen in this chapter, {p*'*, W~*"}

is not the correct similarity group). On the other hand, the use

of Fourier transforms appears best suited for the present purpose.

In the following analysis, we apply this technique only for

rectangular channels <P(T>)=1) and in addition, consider the case

f3=0 only.

Physical origin of upstream transport: The upstream mass

transfer, which at a first glance would appear to be solely due to

axial diffusion is however not so. It is a consequence of the

combined effect of axial diffusion and particle absorption at the

channel walls. This can at once be proved if we use non-absorption
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condition (reflecting) on G<T),JJ;T>O,MO) »* *>s*» v**» 3Rj|r>«*e °*

Then, with fl=O, 6 should satisfy the simple conservation equation

that follows from Eq.(2 1) and the definition of &:

£>» s 6(fj) (for the non-absorbing walls) (2.14)

i.e. 6 = 0 for u<0 (2.14a)

and 0 = l for u>l (2.14b)

Since 6 is the sun of drift and diffusion currents [Eq.(2.4)],

Bq.(2.14a) implies that in the absence of absorption, the drift

and the diffusion currents are balanced in the upstream region,

thus giving rise to zero net flux. The above statement also

implies that when the sources are far removed from the absorbing

boundaries (i.e, the absorption at the walls becomes weak), the

upstream flux should also vanish. Similarly, when one has

traversed sufficiently far from the source point in the upstream

direction, then also the flux should vanish because majority of

the upward diffusing particles have already been absorbed on the

boundary. Thus the upstream mass transfer in absorbing channels is

significant only for sources close to the boundary and at small

axial distances. This establishes a close conneotion between the

boundary layer solutions and the limiting solutions valid at small

axial distances.

Fourier transform; With /3=0 and P(T))=1, upon taking Fourier

transform of Eq.(2.6) w.r.t M, viz.,

m J exp(i»Ai) 0(»,Ai) dw (2.15)
-00

we obtain

Pe"2 iu]§(r),«) +[v(*>)+ Pe~* i«] = 0 (2.15a)

along with §(±l,w) = o.

In the above, double primes denote second derivatives w.r.t T>.
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With the substitution

6(T),6>) = - JL + A(«)*(n.«), (A(w)= to be determined) (2.15b)

E<j.(2.15a) nay be honogenised as

*"(>),«) + i« [V(K))+ Pe"* iw]*(r),a>) = 0 (2.16)

*(*>.<•>) will be a linear combination of even and odd solutions of

Eq.(2.16). The boundary conditions being symmetric wrt v-O, only

the even solution is relevant. The boundary condition on §(»,»)

nay be satisfied through the choice

A(«) = io> J>(i" fa>S (where #(n,«») i s symmetric in *>) (2.16a>

so that we have fron Eg.(2.15b)

» ( , , . ) . - ^ « ^ ^ <2.16b)

(In the above, the condition &(±i,w)=0 is autonatically

satisfied). Upon a formal inversion of Eg.(2.16b), we obtain

The explicit form of #<TJ,U>) are

«) = oos [T)(iw)1/2 (1+Pe"2io>)*^2], for V(T>)=1 (2.17a)

= exp f- |<

for v(r» = 1-T>* (2.17b)

where, H[a,b,x] is the Runner's function defined in Eq.(2.10). Let

us now examine the inversion integral (2.17). The series expansion

for 0(»,p) emerges by converting it into an appropriate oontour

integral, finding the positive and negative imaginary roots of

and evaluating the residues at these roots. For plug flow.

the roots satisfy the following equation:

)""< 1+Pe"ai« )*'* = (n+l/2)n, n =0,1,2...
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The eigenserles for plug flow then turns out be

W ^2n4l)" °°*W"?>»%21 ^ (2.17c)= f
E2(±) [l+Pe"2(2n+l)* rr*

where, the plus(ninus) sign refers to M>0 (/J<0) and

E*(±) = ± <Pe2/2>ni+Pe"2(2n+l)VV + l I1'* <2.17d)

No such simple formulas exist for laminar flow. As shown by

Jones (1971), the roots can be expanded in terns of the inverse

power of Pe and the coefficients of expansion numerically

evalulated. However, as mentioned, series expansion i3 quite

inadequate when the axial parameter p is small. Such a situation

is encounered in several mass transfer applications involving

particles with small diffusivities. Similar lack of convergence

arises when the sources are close to the boundary. Besides, at

small axial distances, the Leveque solutions for the transmission

flux generally show power-law dependence with respect to v, which

is not at all reflected in the series solution. We examine these

aspects by developing uniform asymptotic expansions for

0(*>,<•>)/*( 1,") near i)-i~, and inverting term by term. All order of

such solutions can be obtained for plug flow. For laminar flow, we

obtain only the leading term.

A Special Solution for Pe=Q:(No convection): When the fluid is

stagnant, i.e., v(i?)=O, (Pe->0), the solutions to Eq.(2.16) is

*(r>,V) = oosh(w »/Pe), Pe->0. (2.18)

With this. Eg.(2.17) may be inverted by using the expansion given

in Eq.(2A.l) of Appendix-2A for l/cosh(z). This leads to a closed

expression which is expressible in terms of the new variables.
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• l-». {« « [0,2]} -i

I (2.18a)and x • Pe.p m x/H, x« (-«,»)

e(»,x) = (l/n) tan"'lslnh(«x/2) ] < 2 1 8 b >
For snail T> and x, we have

«(>>.x) :: : > (l/«) tan*[ - ] , for Pe=0. (2.18o)
i? , x ->0

This is a simple and a useful result. Its inportanoe lies in

the fact that regardless of the forn of the velocity profile, all

boundary layer solutions corresponding to finite Pe, approaoh the

above liniting forn. This nay be easily seen by noting that the

liniting forn of 6(T),AJ) is governed by the asynptotio («*->») fora

of *(n,«»). As «*->«, the solution is exp(-|«| »)/Pe) for any v(v>)

which readily integrates to yield the above liniting for*.

2. C Exact boundary layer series for Plug Flow, VCT>> • 1

He recast the Eqs.(2.17) in terns of the integration variable,
2 2 **

q = -iu/Pe and the axial paraseter, v s Pe.p (= Pe x). The

integration over <<> in Eg.<2.17) now goes over to an integral over

the inaginary axis w,r.t q. He nay shift the line of integration

to the right of the inaginary axis by evaluating the residue at

4=0. With this and with Eq. (2.17a) for 4>, we have
c+iwc

f
-axv><oo, 0<o<l

The above integral nay be expressed as the following series of

Bessel functions by countour integration nethods (Appendix- 2A):
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CO

nsO
-axtxco (2.19a)

w h e r e , a s Pe (2n+y?) and b s P e (2n+2->7) and

J00

' 1 ] " ^ " [ J " " i ^ ] t . d=O,l. (2.19b)

2

(Ko and K% are the Modified Bessel functions.). The functions UQ

and Ut have the following properties(Oradsteyn and Rezhik, 1865a)s

Uyz,-**) = \S.<z.») <2.18c)

(2.18d)^ . j=O,l

Being exact, Eq. (2.18a) is oonpletely equivalent to the

eitfenfunotion series solution. However, unlike the latter, it is

far nore rapidly convergent when the souroe is close to the

boundary. This nay be seen by noting that UQ(z) and U1(z) decrease

rapidly as z increases. As T)->0 and Pe->oo such that Per>=ao remains

finite, then all a (nil) and b (niO) will be large (of the order

Pe) and hence the successive terns of Bq.(2.19a) will deorease

more rapidly. In other words, the successive terns represent

higher order boundary layer solutions.

The boundary layer form: As r) -> 0 & Pe->» such that Pert is

finite, n=0 tern alone donninates and hence it follows fron

Eqs.(2.19a,b) that
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Per)

Idt

(2.20)

Thus, in the Uniting forn for plug flow, the OF for the

transmission flux for finite Pe is expressible in two variables,

Pep and v s Pex and not in terns of vx/z and liv'*'* Eg,.(2.20) nay

also be viewed as an exact solution to the problen of Bass

transfer over a single plate from a point source immersed in the

fluid flowing over it. (The higher terns in Eq.(2.18a) arise due

to the boundedness of the domain). In Eq.(2.20), as the source

moves away fron the boundary (TJ-><»), the integrals of Ko and K

funotions vanish, and hence the upstream flux (f<0) tends to zero

and the downstream flux tends to unity for any fixed IH. For w-0,

6 vanishes as required for all v in view of the relation in

Eq.(2.19d). The important quantity namely, the upstream and the

downstream fluxes transported at 0~ and 0 respeotively are,

©+( rt, 0+) " 1 - ji J Ko(t/2)dt (2.20a)

Pen
and

i **
e\ r>, 0-) " - ji J Ko(t/2)dt (2.20b)

As the source approaches the boundary, (n=0), & approaches 1/2

and ©"approaches -1/2, in view of Eq.(2.19d). (note that r)=0 and

v=0 is a point of discontinuity at which the boundary condition is

not satisfied ). Eq.(2.20b) is important as it provides a simple

analytical form for the total upstream loss of particles.

It is easy to verify that as Pe-+ eo and for v>0, Bq.(2.2O),
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approaches the error function result in terns of the sinllarity

variable v/2T&, (Eq. 2.12 ) sinoe vsPe* p. To do this, one needs

to use the asynptotic expansions (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1968b)

(2.21a>

t ^ T > S (2.21b)

However, in the upstream direction (»<0), p is not the natural

variable as Pe->ot>. He can show from Eqs.(2.21a,b) that

+ Pe ]
(2.22)

which indicates a rapid decrease of & as v-> -co.

In order to exanine the behaviour of o as Pe->0, it is simpler

to rewrite Eg.(2.20) as an integral fron 0 to Per) by using the

identities in Eq (2.19d). From this, we note that as Pe->0, the

contribution to the integral in Eq.(2.20) from the first term

<Ko<x)) vanishes; since K (x)->l/x as x->0, second integral

reduces to <l/n)tan~1[r7/x]. This is the same as the limiting form

derived earlier in Eg.(2.18c). Thus the limiting form of

Eq.<2.20) enoompasses the entire range of Pe.

Explicit behaviour: The solutions represented by the Eqs.

(2.20) are plotted in Fig.2.1 and Fig.2.2 as a funotion of r>

separately for v>0 and »><0. The downstream flux monotonioally

increases as a funotion of r) for fixed v and monotonically

decreases as a function of » for a fixed r>. A comparison with the

error function result [Eq.<2.12a>] obtained by neglecting axial

diffusion is also provided for the case of u=0.05. As may be seen

from Fig.2.1, when the source is close to the boundary, Eq.(2.12a)

underestimates &; converse is true when it is far away.

The upstream flux indicates a maximum as a function of 5? for
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a fixed v (Fig.2.2). The absolute value of this maximum increases

to 0.5 as v approaches 0-. The origin of this peak is interesting

and is related to the qualitative arguments made earlier regarding

the interplay of absorption oondition and statistical equilibrium

like situation in the upstream direction. As we move the source

away from the boundary, the flux at an upstream point initially

inoreases because, the absorption of the particles at the walls

becomes weaker and weaker. On the other hand, when the source

moves sufficiently far away, the net upward flux begins to

decrease beoause, under steady state, an equilibrium like

situation sets in, and the drift and the diffusion components of

the flux begin to cancel each other.(see the earlier discussions

under 'The physical origin of upstream transport'). As a

consequence there must exist a point where the upstream flux is

maximum. Approximately, we may locate the peak from Eq.(2.22) at

(2.22a)

Alternative representation: From Eq.(2.19a), which represents

a series form of the complete solution, a real integral

representation can also be given by carefully resumming the

series. This is accomplished by the following well-known

representation

00
•» • • 1 ^ 2 * j*Kol< a + b > J s j exp(-6.cosh*>)cos(a.sinh*>)d«?

o

obtained by setting tssinhp in Eq.(2A.8). The sum over n can then

be explicitly performed and we obtain, in terms of » and n,
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[cos( ft/2 )+tsin(i>t/2 ) ] — • — . (2.23)

J l+t*
-00 <l><00, 7) «= [-1,1]

This nay be viewed as the third and a real integral

representation of the complete solution for plug flow. Eq.(2.23>

has an advantage in that, with some algebraic rearrangement, we

can smoothly go over to the <l/»r)tan~ (rt/x) form for Pe->0

[Eg.(2.18c)], as well as to the error function series as Pe->oo.

2.7 Boundary layer solutions for Laminar Flowt vCrp • 1-T)

Linearisation of the profile: In this case, 0(T),W) is given

by the parabolic cylinder function [Eg.(2.17b)]. In order to

obtain a small p expression for 6, it is necessary to develope

systematic asymptotic expansions for 0(r),«). Such expansions have

been first developed by 01ver(1959). These expansions can be used

in two different ways: (i) for v? * 0 (perturbations around , the

centre-line) and (ii) for Y>*1~ (boundary layer perturbations). The

former is not relevant to the present problem, since mass transfer

occurs at the boundary. The latter approach is quite useful

although algebraically quite complex and we relegate it to the

study of transport of recoil atoms. For the present, we follow a

simpler approach by directly approximating the parabolic velocity

profile by a linear one near one of the plates say »=1 ( r>=0).

i.e., we set

v(r>) = l-r?2= 2r> - rj2 « 2r>, for small n. (2.24)

The linear velocity profile has also a physical relevance. It
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in an exact profile under Couette flow (Sestak and Reiger,1968)

conditions wherein lower plate is in uniform notion with respect

to the upper plate. The following treatment is hence relevant to

this problem.

Boundary Layer Solutions; With the substitution, q m -iw/Pea

and v(») = 2T>, Bq.<2.16) for *(>),<•>) transforms to

*"<*>,q) - Pezq [2v> - q ] <Krf,q> = 0 (2.25)

which is immediately identified as Airy's differential equation

(Abramowitz and Stegun, 1968c) with a shifted argument. The

solution whioh is bounded as T)->co is

*<»>,q) = const.Ai[(2Pe* q)*xs<r> - q/2)l <2.25a)

and hence the Fourier transformed transmission flux is

1 Ai[(2Pe*q>*'*<£ - q/2)]
S(T).q) = -£-. - _ , (T>>0) C2.28)

Pe2q Peaq Ai[ 2 X 9 4^9 ]

In the complex q plane, &(w,<i) has a branch point at q=0 with the

branch cut extending along the negative real axis and a series of

simple poles along the positive real axis <Fig.2.3). [These are

the zeroes of the Airy function in the denominator of Eq.(2.26)].

Thus the complete set of eigenvalues has both discrete and

continuous parts. Correspondingly, the downstream (x or p >0)

flux will be given by the integral along the branch line and the

upstream flux will be a series of residues evaluated at the poles.

This is unlike the plug flow case in which, the branch cut extends

on a part of the positive real axis as well as may seen in Fig.2.8

in Appendix-2A.
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Fig.2.3: The integration contours in the q-plane for laninar flow.

Case (!)•• P>0» Froa the inversion integral, the quantity 8 is

obtained as the integral of &(>>,q) exp(Pe2pq) fron q=-ico to

For M>0, the integrand diverges exponentially as q->+eo

containing the Airy funotions will essentially oscillate as q->eo]

and therefore, the relevant contour has to be constructed on the

negative plane (Fig.2.3). First we nay shift the line of

integration to a positive inaginary line (by evaluating the

residue at q=0) such that

e+ioo
Ai[(2Pe q)4' (£ - q/2)] ^

(2.27)[Ic-ioo "*«.

0 < c < 1
where, c is snail and positive. Analogous to the plug flow case, a

large qontour on the negative plane nay be constructed. As the

integral along this oontour would vanish, the above integral is
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equivalent to the real integrals along the lines q=pe"in which do

not canoel each other because q=0 is branch point< The integral

around the oircle at q=0 turns out to be zero). From this, one oan

obtain the following result:

dt

Ai2[-zo<t)3 + Bi2[-zo(t) 3 ^

<2.27a)
where, Ai and Bi are the Airy functions and

z(t) a (2t)*x9 <>) + Pe'* t / 2 ) , (2.27b)

*o<t>. Pe"* 2-"* t 4 ' 9 .

For Pe -to, zo(t) * 0 and z(t) = <2t> V. It we substitute these

in Eq.<2.27a>, it is seen that formally, 0<»,/J) • «(TJ/M >, which

is the well known Leveque variable. The nunerator in the integral

can be expressed in terns of the Bessel function J
iy9>

 and e

approaches the standard Leveque solution for Pe=», i.e..

Eq.(2.12b).

However for finite Pe, the form presented above does not suggest

the correot variables of the problem. Instead, in terms of the

following two variables,

K s <2Pe)*y* S, and T S 21'* Pe3'* » = i <2Pe)*''2 (2.28)
and an auxiliary variable C s K*'*> Eq.(2.27a) nay be recast as

o Ai2[-Cu*3+ Bi2[-Cu4 3 u

(2.28a)

Explicit behaviour: The variation of the downstream flux as a

function of ? and T is shown in Fig.2.4. It is a monotonicaily

increasing funotion of lateral variable f. For small values of r,

the flux rapidly rises as the source moves away fron th? boundary.
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As in the ease of plug flow, for a source close to the boundary,

the total flux transported downstream, i.e, 0(0, 0+) = 1/2. A

oonparison with the Leveque solution (Eq.2.12b) is also provided

in Fig.2.4 for T=0.05. It underestimates O for souroes close to

the boundary and oveestinates it when the source is far away.

case (ii): Upstream flux (^<0)=- In this case, an appropriate

contour is to be constructed on the right half plane (Fig.2.3).

The poles of O(n,q) correspond to the zeroes of the Airy function

in the denominator, which occur at q = (2/Pe) / 2 rf^4, where r
n n

are the zeroes of the Airy funotion, Ai(-z). Upon evaluating the

residues, we obtain

,T> = - 3 ) e x p [ T r
s"*] L-2 2 i T < 0 (2.28)

t r A i ' [ r J
where, the variables K and T have been defined earlier. As n~>»,

rn " (3n/2)
2'" (n+3/4)2'3; as n -> oo. (2.29a>

Fig.2.5 shows the variation of |@| as a function of ? for a few

values of r. As in the case of Plug flow here too, the upstrean

flux possesses a naxinum as a function of K for a fixed T. The

value of this maximum tends to 0.5 as r -> 0. The point of maximum

can be shown to occur approximately at f " (-T/3)1/S, for small
ntox

T. In reality, as T->-OO, the maximum will be limited by the first

term of Eq.(2.29> which shows ? -> 1.0167 as r -> -oo.
max

2*8 Conclusions

In this section-, we have set up a differential equation

directly satisfied by the Green's function for the transmission

flux. From this we have been able to obtain all orders of boundary

layer solutions for plug flow and a leading solution for the

parabolic case (whioh is exact for Couette flow). The limiting
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solutions cover the entire range of Pe « (0,«). This completes the

stated ain of this chapter, viz., to seek dominant limiting

behaviour for the GF of the transnission flux by including axial

diffusion for both uniform and parabolic velocity profiles. As we

saw, the correct variables of the Uniting forns are not the

similarity pairs {p1'2, ^p"1'*} for uniforn profile and {p1/9,

W } for parabolic profile but are the pairs {Pe», Pe.x} for

uniforn profile and {(2Pe)i/2.r>, <2Pe)1/z.x} for

parabolic(linearised) profile. This implies that when one includes

axial diffusion, the transmission flux has equal scaling in both

axial and lateral co-ordinates. He have also found that the

upstream mass transfer depends crucially on the distance of the

source from the boundary. If one measures the partiole flux at a

certain distance upstream, one finds that it will be small both

when the source is close to the boundary as well as when it far

away from it, thereby exhibiting a peak as a function of the

lateral distance of the source. Another main finding of this

analysis is that nearly half of the mass transport occurs upstream

in the case of boundary layer sources for both plug and linearised

profiles. This substantiates the claim made in the beginning

regarding the dominant role played by axial diffusion for such

souroes.

Thus if aerosols are sucked into the channel from the periphery

of the wall one can expect significant loss of mass upstream. This

is not merely because the flow velocity is small at the boundary,

but because of an enhanced diffusion gradient upstream. This point

is clearly borne by the results for plug flow, where velocity is

uniform throughout.
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The contribution of upstrean transport for laterally extended

sources nay not be significant, because of the rapidly dininishing

nature of upstream transport as the source noves away fron the

boundary. This justifies the use of equations neglecting axial

diffusion in such cases. He go over to a detailed computations of

these problens in the following chapters.

APPENDIX-2A

Evaluation of the inversion integral for plug flow.

Fron the identity,
00

Ccosh (z)]"1 « 2 T(-l)n exp[-<2n+l)z], z>0 (2A.1)

Eq.<2,19) nay be written as

em.v> = i fl + ™ ] - J <-l)n[F<an> + F(bn)] <2A.2>

where, an s (2n+>?)Pe and bn s (2n+2->i)Pe and

c+iOO

F(2> s (2ni)~ J exp-{ vq-zq <l-q> } dq/q (2A.3)
c-ioo

v>0 and 0<e<l
The integrand in Eq.(2A.3) has a branch point at q=0 and at

q=l. The corresponding branoh lines are between C0,-») and Cl,«).

These are shown in Fig.2.6. For »>0, upon constructing a contour

on the negative q-plane (in which the integrand can be shown to

vanish), Eq.(2A.3) can be reduced to the following integral over

the real line:

00

F(z) = 1 - (1/«)J* e~ sin[2(p+p ) Kdp/p) (2A.4)
o
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for plug flow for v>Q.

-X

Let ts 2(p+pV*

Then P s | [<l+tV2 - 1], {t « [0,») » pe[O,co)}

dp s tdt/^d+t2)1'2]

t dtand f-

Fron Eqs.(2A.4, 2A.5), we have

_ dt r- . 1
' ^ L a+t

W

F<z> = 1- i f e

(2A.5)

/2A 6 1

sintzt/23
o v " ( l + O

Fron the following identities (Gradsteyn and Rezhik, 1985b),

o

J (l+t2>"iy2exp[-b<l+t2)1''2]oos<at)dt = KQC(a2+ b2)1''2] (2A.8)

(2A.8)and K^u) = -K
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one arrives at

F(z> = 1 - < 1/2108*"*

(2A.10)

From the definitions of V(z,v) in Eg.(2.19b> and upon applying the

integral property of Eq.(2.19d) to Eq.<2A.10) we see that F(z) s

U<z,v). We thus arrive at Eq.<2.19a) for v>0. For v<0, one

transforms the integration variable to q' s 1-q and by following

the sane method as above, we again arrive at Eq.<2.19a>.
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SECTION 3

DIFFUSION OF RECOIL ATOMS IN STAGNANT AND FLOWING MEDIA

3.1 Motivations for the Study

Role of recoil in the transport of radioactivity: It is well

known that an atom suffers recoil following the radioactive decay

of its parent atom (see for example, Trenn 1930). This is a simple

consequence of the momentum conservation during radioactive decay

process. If the decay particle (say alpha) has mass m, and kinetic

energy E, its momentum is p = (ZmE)1''2. As the momentun of the

atom prior to decay is zero, the residual atom (mass M) receives

the above momentum in the opposite direction and the recoil energy

is p /2M = (m/M)E. In the case of radon decay, the alpha energy is

6 MeV and hence the recoil energy is about 110 keV. Nearly the

same would be the situation with RaB formed from the alpha decay

of RaA. Since this energy is far higher than the binding energies

of the decay products adsorbed on surfaces, the recoil process

leads to their detachment from their bound states. When the parent

activity (RaA)is spread over the surface of macroscopic bodies,

the nuclear recoil results in the release of the daughter atoms

(RaB) into the fluid.

The range of radon daughter recoil has been estimated to be

about 120 pm in air (Mercer, 1876). It is a quantitative measure

of the thermalisation distance of the emitted particles. Since the

post thermalization behaviour of atoms is essentially governed by

diffusion coupled with possible force fields to which .the atoms

could be subjected, the range plays a crucial role in predicting



the subsequent migration. Also the thermalised atoms, in the

course of their migration, would be immediately absorbed on solid

bodies upon contact; the emitting surfaoe provides the most

inportant absorption boundary and henoe would influenoe the

eventual escape of the released daughters. Thus, the dlffusional

nigration of the enitted atoms requires three Inputs: (i) The

initial spatial distribution of the emitted atoms, (ii) the foroe

fields they are subjected to and (iii) the geometry of the

emitting surfaoe that provides the absorbing boundary oondltion.

There are several praotioal applications that motivate this

study. Migration of daughter atoas from previously deposited

parent activity on surfaoes is a well known phenomenon. Several

examples for this can be cited, (i) contamination of deteotors by

the daughter atoms recoiling from a active samples (Jonassen and

MoLaughlin, 1978); (ii) secondary collection of RaB from the

deposited RaA in flowing stream devices such as diffusion tubes;

(iii) the reooil transport of radioativity tagged on aerosols

(Heroer, 1976); (iv) Migration ofPlutonium in filter banks(Ryan

and Sorable 1975). Apart from these, the recoil migration is also,

believed to be important in explaining the higher dissolution rate

of Plutonium-238 as compared to that of Plutonium-238 (which has

lower a-speoific activityXFleisoher 1975). In addition, several

studies also indicate the role played by reooil on a geoohenical

ananoly regarding the isotopic disequilibrium U and U in

nature (Rigoshi 1971). The diffusive migration constitutes an

important aspect of these processes. Langevin (1934), was the

first to explain, using diffusion theory, the activation of a

collector plate plaoed above a surfaoe coated with alpha activity
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(Chamie 1934). Since then, eventhough a large body of literature

exists on the use of reooil atoms as tracers (see for example Wahl

and Bonner, 1951), a serious study of their diffusional migration

has never been attempted.

The diffusional behaviour of the emitted atoms can be

successfully utilised for investigating their physical parameters,

such as the charged fraction, the range and its distribution, the

diffusion coefficient and electrical mobilities. In the oase of

emissions from solid-liquid or liquid-gas interfaces, recoil atoms

have been used as tools for investigating the interfaoe properties

(Anniasson and Steiger, 1954). Some of these studies ignore the

re-diffusion to the emitting surface whioh is not always correct.

The main aim of the present work is to systematically investigate

the redeposition probabilities for planar, cylindrical and

spherical surfaces. He also discuss in detail the oase of

emissions into moving fluids from the aotivity deposited on the

inner wall of plane channel surfaoes.

As is well known, a-deoay is a mono-energetio process. As a

result, the corresponding recoil emissions will also be

mono-energetic and the recoil ranges will be monodisperse. In

addition, recoils due to a-deoay suoh as those of radon daughters

lead to positive charge on the atoms and hence their redeposition

probabilities will be strongly influenced by the eleotrioal forces

if the parent surfaces are charged. Depending upon the relative

charge of the parent surfaoe with respeot to a collector surface,

the activation of the latter will be altered. This is nearly the

situation encountered in alpha deteotors with whioh filter papers

are counted. The corresponding contamination problem therefore
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necessitates a quantitative investigation of the Migration prooess

In stagnant fluids.

3.2 Recoil Migration in Stagnant Fluids

The migration problem addresses itself to the following two

aspects: (i) constructing the initial probability distribution

function for the points of termination of the recoil paths and

(ii) calculating the probability that the enitted particle nay

ultinately escape redeposition on the parent surface. The first is

• geosetrical aspect, formidable in itself for non-planar cases.

The second aspect is of wider scope. It is mathematically

equivalent to the nacroscopic versions of the theory of 'geninate'

reoonbination, i.e., reconbination of initially separated reactive

pairs (Tachia, 1978). A fundamental question in these problens is

to calculate the ultimate probability that an initially separated

pair of reacting species escape recombination. We assume that the

shape of the parent surface is arbitrary and only Coulomb field

acts on the enitted species.

Two approaches; There are two ways of investigating this

problen. The first is the stationary sink approach (Razi Naqvi et

al, 1979). In this, one assunes that the particles are continously

generated at a point rQ. Each particle undergoes diffusion in the

Coulonb field, and ultimately either gets absorbed or escapes

absorption. For continuous sources, a steady state will be set up

and the relative proportion of the stationary absorption current

to the total rate of production will give the escape probability.

Thus it is sufficient to consider only stationary diffusion

equation in this approach.
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The second approach is based on considering single emissions.

As we are not interested in the concentration distribution of the

enitted species, it is possible to set up a differential equation

(in terms of the initial position of the enitted particle)

directly for the escape probability (Sano and Taohia, 1979)

analogous to what was done for the transnission flux in Chapter 2.

However, in so far as particles are non-interacting, these two

approaches are fully equivalent as nay be seen fron the following.

Proof of Equivalence: Let P(r;ro,t> be the spatial

distribution at r of a particle enitted at tine zero at point rQ.

Let e be the charge on the particle that interacts with the

Coulonb potential U(r) originating fron the charge on the emitting

surface S. In view of the fact that the drift tern is

proportional to the particle nobility B which is in turn related

to the diffusivity D through the Einstein fornula B s «D/kT,

P(r;ro,t) satisfies the equation (Tachia, 1978),

where, Lre D7. [*r p + £ p V.U ] (3.1a)

with absorption condition on the surface S and an initial

condition

P(r;rQ, 0) = <5(r~ro) (3.1b)

The total ultinate redeposition probability on S is given by

integrating the Fiokian flux both wrt surfaoe S and tine t:

C r o ' t>dt].A dS(r) (3.2)
Upon Laplaoe transforning w.r.t tine, t->s,

P(r;ro,s> = J P(r;ro,t)exp(-at) dt (3.3)
o

we have fron Eq.(3.1)

ro) = Lr[P(r;ro,s)] (3.3a)
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Upon setting s->0 and noting from the final value theorem of

Laplace transforms that

lim s->0 sP(r;ro,s) = P(r;ro,oo) = o (as particles eventually

spread over the entire space), we have

;ro>J = -6<r-ro) (3.4)

Where H(r;ro)= P(r;ro,0> = J£ P(r;ro>t)dt, (3.4a)

and I(ro) = §§s D prV +-Ef-»V
J3-n dS(r) (3.4b)

Eg.(3.4) for W is the stationary diffusion equation with point

souroe. The redeposition probability I(ro) is simply obtained as

the surfaoe integral of the stationary Fickian flux. This proves

the equivalence nentioned above.

Equation for I(r ); By following the procedure outlined in

Chapter 2, a differential equation directly satisfied by K r
o ) can

be easily derived! upon noting that W(r;rQ) is the Green's

Funotion (GF) of the operator Lrsatisfying honogenoeus boundary

conditions on the bounding surfaces. The adjoint of L (for

honogeneous boundary conditions) is

Lr = V^ - («/kT) ?rU.V, (3.5)

From the reciprocity relations between the GF's of adjoint

operators, H should satisfy,

lr CW(r/ro)]= <5(r-rQ). (3.5a)
o

One can now operate on the r-variable in the above freely; Upon

taking the nornal gradient of W in Eq.(3.5a) and applying

Eq.(3.4b) we have

^I(r o) - (*/kT)7U(ro). 7I(ro) =: 0, rQ «rS<( S2 (3.6)

Eqs.(3.6) and (3.4) are not equivalent in general (even

without the source tern). However, when VzU=o, i.e., for Coulomb

ds, they are formally similar with only a change of sign for
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U. Eq.(3.6) directly yields the redeposition probabilities without

requiring to compute the concentration distributions. It will be

shown that it admits of an elegant solution for Colounb fields.

The boundary conditions on K r
o ) are as follows. If the emitted

particle lies on the surface itself, its redeposition probability

is 1; if it falls on another bounding surface S2 which encloses

the fluid space surrounding the source surface, then 1 = 0 .

Solution for Coulomb Fields: Let us now derive a general

solution for Coulomb fields originating from the charges on the

emitting surface S, which is assumed to be maintained at a surface

potential Uf. Let us assume that it is enolosed by another

absorbing surface S£ maintained at an equipotential U2. (S and Sz

may be plane parallel plates, coaxial cylinders or concentrio

spheres, etc.). In 3-dimensions, the Coulomb potential is bounded

and hence S2 may be taken to infinity. Upon dropping the subscript

from the source co-ordinate in Eq.<3.6), we have

V2 I<r) - <tf/kT>7U(r). VI(r) = 0, (3.7)

with I(r on S) =1 and I<r on S2> = 0, (3.7a)

where the potential U(r) satisfies the Laplace equation

V2 U(r) s 0 with U=U4 on S and U=U2 on S2 (3.8)

We now transform Eq.<3.7) from r-space to the space of

equipotentials. This is made possible by the fact that both I and

U do not vary (constants) on the surfaces S and S£. This means

that if the Eq.<3.7) is mappable from r to U-space, so are the

boundary conditions [Eq.(3.7a>]. Since appropriate "radial" (r=O

co-ordinates for the electrostatic problem are along the

electrostatic field lines which uniquely specify the equipotential

surfaces, and since potentials monotonically decrease as one
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proceeds along these co-ordinates, ariinvertible r to U napping ia

always possible. Thus we write,

I<r) s I(U(r>) so that we have (3.8a)

VI =I'<U) VU(r); Vl.VU(r) =1'(U) |W(r) | * , and

72I = I"<U) JWCDI8 + I'(U)7aU(r) = I"(U)tVU(r> | 8
s i n o e V2U<r)=0

With this, Eq.(3.7) goes over to

I"(U) - WkT)I'(U) = 0 <3.8b)

with I(Ut) = 1 and I(UZ)=O.

Thus, we have been able to map Eqs.(3.7, 3.''a) in terns of U

variable in a consistent fashion. The solution of Eg.(3.8b) is

exp[(*/kT)U ] - exp[(*/kT)U(r)]
I(r) = I(U(r)) = 2 <3.9)

exp[ <«/kT)U2] - exp[<«/kT)Uj

This is an important result that states that the equipotential

surfaces are also the surfaces of equal redeposition probability.

As a result, the problem of redeposition in Colounb fields is

reduced to one of solving the simpler Laplace equation for a given

surface.

Bq.<3.9) is in agreement with several of the earlier known

speoial results. The best known among them is the reoonbination

probability of a pair of oppositely charged ions in fluids

(Onsager 1938). The enclosing sphere nay be imagined to be at

infinity for this case. With respect to a coordinate system chosen

on the negative ion of charge -e, the potential at a radial

distance (scalar) r is -e/«r («= dielectric constant of the

nediun) and therefore Ut = -«/a (a = ionio radius)-* -co for a

point charge as a—>0. U = U = 0. The reoonbination probability

for the positive charge is

1 ion-pair = 1"exP^"*V*rkT) (Onsager result). (3.9a)

It should be remarked here that equations similar to Eq.(3.9)
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have been obtained in the theory of plasna probes(Chang and

Laframboise, 1976) or those concerning the ionic fluxes on aerosol

particles of arbitrary shape (Lafranboise and Chang 1977). They

refer to situations wherein the particles are fed isotropically

from infinity. Secondly, being the solutions of the Smoluehowski

equation for the concentration profile, they have a Boltznann

form, A +B exp[~^U/kT], which should be distinguished from the

reciprocal Boltzmann forn [A+Bexp(^U/kT)] obtained here for I.

Besides, the present solutions refer to redeposition probabilities

of particles emitted anywhere into the fluid( not necessarily

isotropic emission). For a given normalised source distribution

f(r), the net redeposition probability is

lT = 555 KU(r))f<r)dr, (3.9b)

where the integration extends to the space between S and S .

The important assumption that goes into the derivation of

Eq.(3.9) is that the surface is fully absorbing and that the

absorption surface coincides with the equipotential surface. These

conditions are well met with metallic collectors and with most

aerosol particles.

3.3 Explicit. Calculations for Stagnant Fluids

Having obtained a general formula for the escape probabilty,

we perform some explicit calculations of redeposition and escape

probabilities in planar, cylindrical and spherical geometries.

First we consider the case of stationary fluids.

Plane: case(i) H>R- Consider the ease of plane parallel plates

of infinite extent, one of which is coated uniformly with parent

activity and the other is held at a separation H above it. Let us



assume that the plate separation is larger than the range, i.e,

<H>R). Let an external eleotric field E be acting between the

plates. The atons are assumed to oarry a unit oharge e.

The initial probability density function, f(r), nay be

defined as the probability density for the spatial distribution of

the points of termination of the recoil paths. It nay be conputed

as follows. Let us for the noment, assume that all the enitted

particles in the gaseous nedium have the sane range fi. Let X-Y

plane refer to the emitting surface and the Z-axis be

perpendicular to it. Let c be the emission rate density (per unit

area per unit time) of the recoil atoms. Each enitted aton can lie

anywhere on the upper heni-sphere of radius R, centred on the

source point. Since the surface activity distribution is uniforn,

the emitted atoms also should be uniformly distributed in the

space between z=0 and z=R. (no aton will terminate its recoil path

beyond z=R). Since
R

Jo f<2> ="•
and f(z) is constant, we have,

f(z) = c/R, 0<z<R"l (3.10)

s 0 z>R. *

Let the electric field E be directed away fron the source plate.

Since a najority of the recoil atoms carry positive charges, the

field would reduce their redeposition. Then upon plugging

Eq.(3.10) in Eq.(3.9b> and using Eq.(3.9), the fraction of the

charged recoil atoms redeposited on the parent surface is

1 -(sR)"1Cl-exp(-sR))
IT = 1 - (3.11)
1 l-exp(-sH)
where, s is a field parameter,

s s ^E/kT. (3.11a)
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When 6=0, i.e., either when the field 1B zero or the particles

are neutral, we obtain

IT(s=0) = 1~ R/2H, (3.lib)

and therefore the fraction escaped to Lhe collector plate is R/2H

(This is the Langevin's formula). By measuring the escape

fraction, one can determine the range of emission of recoil atoms

from this formula.

A somewhat more elegant way to determine the range is provided

by the following analysis. It is known in the oase of radon

daughter recoil that a small fraction remains neutral. Let f be

the neutral fraction and l-fo will be positively charged fraction.

As the external electric field can only influence the charged

fraction, we have,

1 -(sR)"1ri-exp<-sR))
IT = l-fo[ R/2H]-[l-fJ 1

Let us take the high field limit of expression (3.12), which may

be easily realised in practice. For example, since the a-recoil

range is approximately about 110 pm in air, at a field of about 10

V/cm, the quantity sR «s 400xll0xl0"4 = i', and will be higher at

higher fields. In suoh a case, we neglect the exponential terms

and write

IT = A + B/s where, A s fo(l-R/2H) and B s (l-fo)(l/R> (3.12a)

Thus, if we plot IT as a function of the inverse field

parameter (1/s), one expects a straight line at high fields. The

intercept A and the slope B of this line determine both the range

and the neutral fraction of the emitted species. Once A and B are

determined, the neutral fraction is [from Eq.(3.12a)3

fo = (l/2)[ 1-2HB +{(1-2HB)
2 + 8HBA^1/2] (3.12b)

and the range is R = (l-fo)/B
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Eg.(3.12) is also valid for reverse field configurations. In

partioular we note that, as s->-», the escape fraction <1-I)

exponentially decreases as " [sR]~ exp[-|s|(H-R)]).

Case (ii)H<R: The case when the plate separation is less than

the range is also of some interest. In this case, a fraction 1-H/R

of the recoiling atoms deposits on the collector plate by direot

embedment. The remaining fraction (H/R) is partitioned between the

plates by diffusion depending on the field configuration (direct

or reverse), as given by Eg.(3.12).

Infinite Cylinder: Coaxial cylindrical arrangements in which

the central wire is charged with respect the outer hollow

cylinder, have also been often used in experiments relating to

decay products (Porstendorfer & Mercer, 1878). If RaA is collected

on the oentral wire, it is interesting to know what fraction of

the emitted RaB would escape to the outer cylinder. The

cylindrical case offers formidable difficulties for constructing

f(r). We proceed as follows.

Let 'a' be the radius of an infinite cylinder upon whose

exterior surface, a parent activity having unit emission

probability per unit length is distributed. From symmetry

considerations it follows that the source density function should

depend only on the radial distance r fro© the axis. The radial

source density is defined as

f(r)= 2*rf(r). (3.13)

Since R is the range,

f(r) = 0, for r > a+R (3.13a)

and the normalization condition is
a+R ^

/ f(r)dr = 1. (3.13b)
a
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In order to oonpute f(r), consider the case of •Missions

ooourring fron a surfaoe point S on the oylinder at an angle O

w.r.t. the nornal at S (Y-axis) as shown in Fig.3.1<a). The X-axis

is the axis of the oylinder and the origin '0' is the point of

intersection of the nornal at S (Y-axis) and the X-axis. Z-axis is

perpendicular to the X-Y plane. All the reooil atons eaitted along

the oone of seni-verioal angle 6 « [0,«/2] will terminate on a

oirole centred at C having the oartesian oo-ordinates (0, a+Rcosd,

0). The plane of this circle is X'-Z' which is at a parallel

separation of y= a-tRoosG, from the X-Z plane. Consider a specific

point T on this oircle which Bakes an aclmuthal angle i> w.r.t X'

(or X) axiB. Due to the infinite extent of the cylinder and the

radial synuetry of the distribution, it suffices to consider

emissions in the doaain 4> e [0,n/2]. Let us drop a perpendicular

to the X-axia at P fron T. TP is the radial distance (r) fron the

oylinder axis, which we want to relate to (R,0,0). It nay easily

be noted fron Fig.3.1(a) that the oartesian oo-ordinates of the

points T and P are

T: ( x'=Rsin©.cos#, y'=a+Roosd, z'=Fsin0.sin<£)

P: (x=Roin0.oos<jt>, y-d, 2=0).

Fron the formula for the distance between any two points, viz.,

TP* = (x-x)* 4 (y-y')a 4 (z-z'f,

we obtain

r" s R % a* 4 2aR oose - R^sin1^ oosm<>, ««C0,w/2] (3.14)

Fig.3.Kb) shows the variation of 'r' w.r.t 4> for different

values of B. In particular we note that r = constant lines extend

fro» *=0 to *sn/2 only for r « C(Rt+a*)*^*, R4a]. In the region r

• [a. ( R ^ a * ) 1 " ] , these lines exist for the values 4> « [0. <P <r>]

where ^ (r) (<n/2) is the value of 4> corresponding to © = n/2 for
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Fig.3

Co-ordinate system for computing the initial distribution
of reooil atons fron a cylindrioal surface

6=0

t
T

a •

Schenatto variation of the radial reooil
a function of the angles 4> and o. ™ O O 1 X
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a given r. From Eq.<3.14), we obtain

. a 5 r^ (af4 R 2) 1'* <3.14a)

and

*u<r> = n/2* <a*4 F*>*'*- r - R + a (3.14b)

Pron Eq.(3.14) it nay be seen that -gg is negative for

[0,«/2] and hence r is a nonotonically decreasing function of 6.

Therefore a aonotonio inverse exists for

(3.15;
'sin2* + r2oo82* - R2sin2* oos2* ] * ' " - a

5

R oos <P

<t> « [0,n/2]

Due to the isotropy of emission, the fraotion of eaitted

particles terainating in a differential arc (dip) on the oircle of

the oone (0) is = (2/n) sin0.d0.d^, where (2/n) is a oonstant so

inserted as to normalize the integral of this quantity to unity in

the domain &,<P a C0,R/2]. Since for a fixed <P. e is a

single-valued function of r, we nay write (as nay be seen from

Pig.3.l(b>)

^ c o s ^ d r . d » (3.15a)
and therefore the fraction of atons whose recoil paths terninate

between radial distances r and r+dr ooning fron all allowed <P'B is

K
f<r) dr = (2/»)dr J |*J>°»W'*» |d* (3.15b>

o

Firon Bqs.(3.14a,b) and Eq.(3.15b), it is olear that the regions a

5 rS (aa+ R2)*''2 and (aa+ R 2 ) ^ 2 * r S R+a, will have different

expressions for f(r). Upon inserting Eq.(3.15) in Eq.(3.15b) and
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making use of the following transformations viz.,

x K tan* , X a R/a P s r/a, where <p • [1,1+X]) <3.15c)

He have

o r8<p)
tip) ' |f J[x4 + x\l+P*+X*) + p* ]"""• dx , P«C1.1+X] (3.16)

where,

f P* - *
L 1 + x*- P* (3.16a)

It is also possible to express the above in terns of the nore

faniliar elliptic integrals (Gradsteyn and Rezhik, 1865o).

Fig.2.2 shows the variation of the radial source density as a

funotlon of the reduced radial coordinate <p»r/a) for different

values of the reduced rantfe(X=R/a). The discontinuities at the

2 1/2
point p s (1+X~) '" are clearly seen in Fig.3.2. Besides, the

density remains almost constant outside this radius of

discontinuity for large X and falls very sharply within .this

radius. The physical origin of this discontinuity nay be

understood by visualizing the intersection of the cylindrical and

the spherical geometry. Take a solid hemisphere of radius R and

plaoe its flat surfaoe on the oylinder. The farthest point on the

oiroular rim of the flat surface will be at a radial distance

2 1/2
(l+X")*'" and the trajectory of this point as the hemisphere is

moved around the oylinder radially with the flat surface always in

oontaot with it, defines the oirole of discontinuity. The overall

farthest point on the hemisphere win heat a radial distanoe 1+X.

With this souroe density, we can oalculate the redeposition

probability. Let us assume that the space outside the cylinder is

open. Then, for a surface charge density g, the potential in
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F i g . 3 . 2 f Variation of the normalized radial snincc dsmil; fnmtinn /,(,,) Mr a rtlimtcr with respect to the
dimcnslonlns radial distance p. for different values of thr iiimrr«.i<itilci« nnff A.

F l f l * 3 > 3 l Variation of Hie escape probability £((?) Tor a
cylinder {radius a) tit function <>r Hie field paiameter fi
\m4naqHxkT)) for a Tew \nlnc* of the dimemionless
range K In the above, c ' cliarpc on the recoil atoms, q
• surface charge density on the cylinder, and x • dielectric
constant of (he medium.
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cylindrical geometry is

U<p) = -4naq ln(p). pm r/a. <3

Fig.3.3 shows the variation of the Escape probability

(al-redeposition probability) as a function of the dinensionlese

paraneter /5s4naeq/kT for a cylinder. When the surface charge is

zero, the escape probability is zero. This is an expeoted result

since in cylindrical geometry no particle can escape eventual

redeposition by pure diffusion alone.

Sphere: The escape probability of atoms recoiling from the

surface of a sphere can be easily eonputed. The radial source

density in this case can be defined as f = 4«r f<r). By the nethod

of placing the recoil hemisphere of radius R on the sphere of

radius 'a*, we can easily see that

f(r) = 0 , a S r £ <a*+Ra;

= r/aR, <a*+R*)*/a £ r £ a+R ^ (3.18)

s 0, r > a+R.

'l

With this f<r), the esoape probability (sl-I) nay be expressed as

a quadrature through the use of Eq.(3.9b). It will be non-zero

both for attractive and repulsive fields, in the case of a sphere.

Fig.3.4 shows its variation as a function of /?=(cQ/akT) for a few

values of ^=(R/a). In particular, when /5=0, we obtain

(3.19)

3*4 Recoil Transport In Flowing gases in Flat Channels

Thus far, we considered the problen of recoil aton transport in

stagnant fluids under the effect of external fields. These

analyses can be used for the experimental determination of the

oharged fraction and the range of the atoas. Diffusion coefficient
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of the speoies is another important physical parameter, for it is

a direct measure of the size of the recoil species. Eventhough

they are atonic in size to begin with, they undergo clustering

with the constituents in the gaseous medium (such as oxygen, water

vapour etc.) and their diffusivity decreases in time. However,

escape probability studies in stagnant fluids can never be

utilized for determining the diffusion coefficient of the species,

except when one decides to employ the transient properties, which

are extremely difficult to perform experimentally. For this reason

it is common to employ steady state methods in moving eases for

determining the diffusion coefficient. We perform a detailed

theoretical analysis of the transport parameters of recoil atoias

emmitted from the inner walls of the metal surfaces into a moving

gaseous stream.

In Section z we discussed the solutions for the Green's

function for a point source immersed in the vicinity of the

absorber plate in a flat channel. In part, the present theoretical

analysis will be based on those results. However, here we ignora

the axial diffusion effects at the formulational stage itself. One

expects that axial diffusion which is important for point sources,

may not be significant for sources which are extended in the axial

direotion along the plate, such as the ones considered here. (The

upstream loss arising out of axial diffusion would be a snail

fraction of the total source strength). Besides, in seini-infinite

channels which are of interest here, just adding an axial

diffusion tern is not a theoretically consistent procedure as was

demonstrated in Section 2. Hence it is more appropriate to ignore

axial diffusion altogether.
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In the following analyses, we present solutions for both

parabolic and uniform (Plug) velocity profiles. The plug flow

solutions are relevant (Tan, 1969) when the Schmidt number (ratio

of the kinenatio viscosity of the fluid and the particle

diffusivity) <<1, i.e, when the concentration profile outgrows the

velocity profile in the entrance region of the duct. The more

important roason for investigating the plug flow case is its

analytical simplicity thereby offerring guiding results for the

practically more useful but mathematically more complex case of

laninar flow.

The quantities that we calculate are the transmission flux or

the penetration fraction (F) and the Relative Transmission

Efficieney(RTE), to be defined in the next part. The quantity RTE

will be meaningful for asymmetrical sources wherein only one of

the bounding channels contains the parent activity. He also obtain

limiting solution to these quantities by developing the theory of

asymptotics for the eigenfur.ctions. In fact, this provides an

alternative method to that presented in Chapter 2 which employed

Fourier transformation techniques. However, as we will show, the

traditional similarity transformation methods appear to breakdown

in the case of recoil transport precisely because of the

discontinuity in the source term.

Formal Solutions: Consider a steady stream of gas flowing

unidirectionally between two plane parallel plates one of which

carries a uniform distribution of parent activity emitting recoil

species at a steady rate. The following assumptions are made, (i)

the separation between the plates (2H) is much smaller than their

length and breadth, but is larger than the range R of recoil
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atoms.(ii) As mentioned, axial diffusion is neglected. In the

conventional transport problems, the condition for this is stated

as Pe * V«H/D >> 1 where, D is the diffusion coefficient of the

species and v is the centre-line velooity of the stream. However,
it

in the present case, we cannot state a unique condition of the

above type for. the system possesses two character1stio lengths

viz., the extent (R) of the source and the channel separation <H).

Therefore, Peolet number, as defined above does not uniquely

determine the effect of axial diffusion. This is also borne by the

results of the earlier Chapter wherein we found that the distance

of the source from the boundary also determines the significance

of axial diffusion. In view of this, a safer oriteria for recoil

atoms would be to modify the Fe criterion as

Pe* = vBR/D >> 1 for neglecting axial diffusion.

Once the axial diffusion is neglected, the present theory can be

extended to inolude the case Mercer and Mercer's (1970) diffusion

samplers, consisting of co-axial circular plates. These authors

have shown that if we suitably redefine the axial parameter, the

form of the solutions are the same as for flat duots in the

absence of axial diffusion. However, when axial diffusion is

included, the problem of concentrio plates is not mappable to that

of flat duots.

Let the X-axis coincide with the direction of flow and Y-axis

be perpendicular to the plates, y = -H and y = H define the plate

coordinates with the y = H plate oarrying the parent aotivity. Let

n, /u denote the nondimensional axial and the lateral oordinates

respectively and let P denote the nondimensional range:

T> s y/H, (J s Pe"1<x/H) and P s R/H,
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The configuration is indicated in Fig.3.5.

Soure* Region '

> >(f,lov direct ion> — > fj

T)=-l

Fig.3.5: Schematic diagran showing the recoil source

configuration in flat channels

With the source density function given in Eq.(3.10), the

convective diffusion equation for the concentration profile

is

** = 0 17 « [-1.1] (3.20)

along with the absorption conditions on the plates:

C<±l.ju;P) =0.

In the above,

S<:» a l, l-p s r) < I l.ZOa)
= 0, -1 2-

v(n) is the nondinensional velocity profile.

First, we obtain the asynptotio oonoentration profile, <LXu;P) by
CO

sotting the grj tern as zero. In that case, the velocity profile

beoones irrelevant and the solution to Eq.(3.20) is

-1 < r> < 1-P.
= C(l+»)P*-2(P+»?-l)*]/4 , 1-P 2 i> S 1.

The honogeneous part of Eq.(3.20) can be variable separated as

C(*>,/J;P) = A </J;P)* (17) (3.22)

where, (̂r>) = «^>(T);X) satisfies the eigenvalue equation

#"<.*)) + ** v(>>)̂ (i7) = 0 along with ^(±1) = 0. (3.22a)

In the above, prines denote differentiation wrt r>; \ is the

eigenvalue paraneter. Eq.<3.22a) is of Sturn-Liuoville type

(Margenau and Murphy. 1956) in the interval [-1*1] whioh possesses
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« oonplete orthogonal set of eigenfunotions and corresponding

dlsorete eigenvalues. Let *n<»> {«4K»,Xn)} and *J(*» {«#<i»,xj)}

denote the even and the odd eigensolutions respectively, the

corresponding eigenvalues being X and X (n=0,l,2...). ( The sets
i< n

*of X-R and *n can be arranged in an increasing order and treated as

one set: we have separated the even and the odd parts for later

convenience; for example for plug flow X. = (n+l/2)n and X = n«,
ft n

which nay be written as a sequence of odd and even integral values

of n/2). Fron the orthogonality relation we have,

J
CO

t9 . T% M

/ v( »>)*£( »>**(»)d» = k* 6

(3.22b)

*

where, k and fc are the normalization oonstants. He can now

expand the source tern also in terns of this set of even and odd

solutions; for later convenience, we rather expand S(i))/v(»):

i.e., we write.

s v(r» > f S^M(*») + (*) 1 (3.23)
n=Or

In the above and in following pages the notation (*) denotes a

sinilar tern in which the quantities ocourring correspond to odd

eigenfunctions, <t> .

Fron Eq.(3.20a) and the orthogonal property above, we obtain
i

s« = a~<p>/k« » where. 6 (P) a f 4> (7?) dn (3.23a)
1-F

and sinilar quantities with (*). The expansion for the

concentration profile nay be written as:
(3.24)
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He oan substitute the expansions in Eqs.(3.23 * 3.24) in

Eg.(3.20) and nake use of Eq.(3.22a A 3.23a). The ooffioients

C (ju) satisfy a first order equation which can be easily

integrated to yield:

C (P;P) s k~* X~* 0 (P) fi-©xp(- x* fj)]

where we have assuned that there is no par tide input at t* = 0.

With this, Eq.(3.24) can be split up into two parts:

exP(- \*n p) +

<3.24a)
where. CW(T>;P) has been explicitly calculated by the direct nethod

(Eq.(3.21)). Its orthogonal expansion is

C* 6 (P)^ (»)•». (*)| (3,24b)

Let T(A»;P) be the total transnission flux and Q(p) be the total

produoton rate of recoil atoms.
I fj ±

T(p;P) s J v(T7)C(57,/j;P)d»7 and Q(M) H J* dp'J S(n)dn s **P (3.25)
-t o -i

The penetration fraction F(P;P) is

T/Q

(3.25a)

£ f; ; n n ] (3.25b)
l

and R n « J v(r>) *n(T))d»> (3.25o)

In view of the faot that v(y>) is synnetrioal in ri, the

expression for the penetration fraction (or the transnissicn flux)

does not depend on odd eigenfunctions eventhough the souroe is

asynnetrio. As a result, the penetration fraction is the sane both

for synnetrio and asynnetrio sources. On the other hand, for
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asymmetrio sources one can define the total deposition rate

on the plate J?=-1, which will be different from that on the plate

77=1 due to the source asymmetry:

d"'Sj, 'e)h'-l (3.28)
o

From Eqs.(3.24a,24b, 26), we have

I(WP) s (A*P2/4) - A(P) - > k""1

u I I"*
n=O ••

where, A(P) s ) k x e (P)^'(l) - (*)! (3.26a)
nSb L B n n n J

From the definitions of T(p;P) and I(M;P) we can define RTE as

RTE a T/U+T) (3.26b)

From the experimental point of view, it is simpler to determine

these quantities as they do not depend upon the strength of the

source. The rest of this chapter is devoted to the derivation of

explioit formulas for F(M;P> and I(A<;P) for both plug and laminar

flows.

Plug flow: v(7))=l: The even and the odd eigenfunctions are

0̂ (77) s cos(XnT)) and I^S7)) s sin(X n) (3.27)

along with XR s (2n+l)n/2 and \* s (n+l)n. n=0,l,2 (3.27a)

For these, the various quantities can be easily shown to be
n n 11

©* = (-1)" Cl- cos{(n+l)nP}]/(n+l)nr,
(3.27b)

Rn = (-l)n/(n+l/2)« and

'„ = P2(3-P)/6.

Upon plugging these in Eq.(3.25a), we have

c°° T -4 f 1 2 1
= [P(3-P)/6AO -(2/AiP) ) \\n {l-eos(\nP)Jexp(-\*jLO I, (3.28)

Xn=(n+l/2)>r, n=0,l,2,. .
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which has an asynptotio forn given by,

F(P;P) > PO-PV6/J, as »->*>. (3.28a)

If we vary F(A*;P> as a function of P for a fixed p, it

possesses a naxinun, that depends on the value of p. Analytical

forn of dependence of this naxinun is.difficult to obtain for a

general A*. However as P-><», upon differentiating the aaynptotio

forn we obtain

P m n v > 3/2 and Fmav > 3/<8AO, BB P >«. (3.28b)
Sax maX

It nay ba noted that F(p;l) as F(M;2)-> 1/3A* as p->co. This

corresponds to the well known case of a uniforn source in the

channel (Tan, 1969; Davies, 1973). Also, FMOV is only narginally

larger than that F(p;l).

A closed formula for A(P) defined in Eq. (3.26a) can be written

down by using the appropriate Fourier summations of sine and

cosine functions (Mangulis, 1965). For plug flow, we obtain,

A(P) = (P2/48)(8-P2). (3.28c)

From this and Eqs.(3.26a, 3.27), a formula for I(p;P) as well as

for the Relative Transmission Efficiency (RTE) [Eq.(S.26b>] oan be

explicitly written down. In the asymptotic limit, we have,
RTE —-> 8(3-P) 5- as p->». (3.28d)

12^ + 8(2-P) + P*

The interesting aspect of RTE is that it remains finite when P->0,

i.e, even when the plate separation far exceeds the range. From

Eq.(3.28d) (P>>1), RTE is seen to approach a value of 6/(3A*+2), as

P—>0. This formula offers an alternative method of determining the

diffusion coefficient (contained in p), by measuring the

activities collected on the source free-plate and the end filter.

In experimental studies using this quantity, one does not need to

know either the recoil range or the total source strength.
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Laminar flow; vCyp » 1-r) : In the Section 2, we had discussed

the even and the odd solutions to the eigenvalue equation in the

oase of laminar flow. The even solution is

*<r>A> = exp(-X»2/2)H[(l-X)/4, 1/2, X»2 ] (3.28a)

and the odd solution is

*%.**> = <2xV)iX*exp(-\V/2)M[<3-X*)/4, 3/2, X*»*] (3.29b)

where, M[a,b,x] is the confluent hypergeometric function

(Rummer's).

XR and X R are the eigenvalues to be determined by forcing the

absorption boundary condition at o=±l. x is the same as E (0) o f

Table-2.1. However, XR have been computed afresh and are given in

tabulated in Table-3.1 for a few values of n.

The quantities, e n(P) and
 d
n(P) which are required for computing

the penetration fraction and the Relative Transmission Efficiency,

can be easily expressed as a function of P. Fig.3.6 and Fig.3.7

show their variations as a funotion of P in the range O.KP^l. For

smaller value of P (say <0.1), the following approximations can be

easily derived:

©n(P) = en(o> + Pe;(0> + P
2/2

^ ) as P->0, (3.30a)

and similarly

* 2 * ) . (3.30b)«(P) * (P/2)^(l).

In the range 1^P^2, the following continuation formulas can be

\J

used for evaluating ©n and

e (2-P) = 2© (i) - e

and e*(2-P) = 2©*(P)

The standard eigenfunction theory (Morse and Feshbach, 1953b)

coupled with the shifting properties of Kummer
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funotions(Abramowitz and Stegun 1968d), yields the following

relationships which are useful for computations:

C(l-Xn)/2]exp(-V2) M[(5-Xn)/4, 3/2, X j (3.32a)

;<

» C<2X*)*x*(l-X*)/6]exp(-X*/2) M [<7-X*)/4, 5/2. X*] (3.32b)

indK s - #'(l)/<2*2> (3.32c)
H T? A

Table -3.1 presents the numerically computed eigenvalues and the

other parameters. (Asymptotically approximated values to be

developed later in this Chapter are also given in Table-3.1).

Proa Bq.(3.21) and Eq.(3.25b), we also obtain

TW(P) = P*(20 - 5P* + P*)/80 and 1JL2-B) « ZTjll} - TW(P> (3.33a)

The continuation fornula for F(M;P) into the region 15P^2 is

feoilitated by the sane obtained for 6 (P) and T <(P). He obtain
n oo(2-P)F(*i;2-P) = 2F(M;1) - PF(M;P) (3.33b)

From these, and using Table-3.1, the penetration fraotion can

be oaloulated for any P. Asynptotically we have,

F(WP) £TJ3-> P<20-5P* + P8 )/(60M) (3.33C)

The conventional expression for a uniform souroe is reoovered

upon setting P=l or P=2 in Eq.(3.25a). From Eq.(3.33o>, we obtain

F(JJSI) > 4/(15pt) as M->». (3.33d)

Let us compare the asymptotic penetration formulas obtained for

plug and laminar profiles. First of all, for such a comparison, it

is necessary to re-express the parameter t* as a funotion of the

average flow velocity <v> for parabolic profile, rather than the



presently employed centre-line velocity. Obviously, for plug flow

<v>=v: for laninar flow
D

<v> = <l/2>vB fil-iffy dn = <2/3)vB. (3,34)

Henoe, if we denote the axial parameter expressed in terms of <v>

by M'

we have (J' - <3/2) p- With this we have
F(*J;P) »'->»* P<20-5P* + P* )/40p' (laminar) (3.34a)

and

F<*i;P> u'->a>> P<3-P)/6M' (Plug) (3.34b)

It is interesting to note that the penetration fraction is

greater for laninar flow than that for plug flow for the same flow

rate. This is somewhat counter-intuitive at first sight because

one would expect the particles to be quickly redeposited in the

laminar case due to the weak convection at the boundary layer.

However, we soon realise that in the large M' limit, substantial

portion of the asymptotic concentration is spread in the

centre-line region where the laminar flow velocity is larger by a

taotor (3/2) than that for plug flow. This part of the profile

contributes largely to the transmission and hence will be higher

for laminar flow. In the limit when P->0, the asymptotic F is

F/2M' in both the cases. This will not be so in the limiting cases

of /-»' as will be seen in the next section.

Fig.3.8 and Fig.3.9 show the variation of F(ju,P) as a function

of p for a fixed P and vice versa. As in the case of plug flow,

here too F(A<;P) plotted as a funotion of P possesses a maximum

which as p->» tends to a value of 71/48.

Deposition flux and RTE: The quantity A(P) which is required

for the computation of the deposition flux I(p;P) [Eg.(3.26)] can
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be expressed in a closed forn as shown in Appendix -3A

A<P) = P* [32 - 4P* • Pa ]/240; (3.35)

From this, the asymptotic formula for RTB becomes,

12- 5PZ + 2P3-P4/4
( 3 - 3 5 a )

Fig.3.10 shows the variation of l-RTEr;RDEaLsa function of i* for

different values of P. Here. R O E - « •, ^ * **.* D # f J «-„,.„
' *Ufc =Relative Deposition Efficiency

3.3 Limiting Solutions

The series solutions developed thus far are uniformly

convergent for /J€[O,oo) and Pe£0,2]. However,, as we discussed in

several places, these are of practical utility only when M is

large say>0.01. For smaller M' S , the expressions developed both

for F(A*;P) and I(p;P) do not suggest functional forms for their

variations. For example, for a given flow rate, it is not possible

to oonolude rigorously whether or not laminar flow would yield

higher penetration fraction in the limit P'->0 as oonpared to plug

flow. Besides, in the experimental determination of the diffusion

coefficient of the decay produots, it would be useful to have an

analytio form for the transport parameters in the limit of small

p. Therefore, we now undertake the task of deriving the limiting

formulas for these quantities.

As mentioned earlier, such formulas are called Leveque

solutions in the literature. Newman (1969) extended the Leveque

solutions by the similarity transformation method for the initial

value problems. Ingham (1975a,b & 1976) successfully employed the

idea of transforming tbe differential equation for the uniform

source problem in terms of an appropriate set of similarity
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variables and expand the distribution function as a power aeries.

For plug flow, the set {//'*, (l-T))///xa} and for laulnar flow,

the set { p1'3, (l-7»/Ai"'*} provide these similarity variables.

The partial differential equation is then transformed into a

decoupled set of ordinary differential equations from which the

Uniting solutions are developed. However, this method does not

appear adequate for discontinuous sources such as the one

occurring here. The reason for this lies in the fact that the

existence and the nature of the expansion of the boundary layer

solutions in terms of the similarity variables is closely related

to the analytic properties of the source distribution in the

boundary layer. In fact, similarity method works when the system

does not possess other characteristic length scales. Thus it is

useful either for homogeneous problems or for those inhomogeneous

problems which do not have a cut off length. To see this

quantitatively, we first summarize the essential elements of the

similarity transformation method as developed by Ingham for the

uniform source problem.

Critique of the similarity transformation method* In the recoil

atom context, the uniform source problem corresponds to the case

P=2, i.e., when the range of the atoms is equal to the channel

width. We may homogenise Eq.(3.20) through the transformation

(3.36)

where C^i?) = <l/2>(l-»2> (3.36a)

is the asymptotic concentration given in Eq.(3.21) corresponding

to P=2. However, now the boundary conditions on v will be

inhomogeneous:

AO = 0; v(»,0) = -, Cw(n) & K»,<»> = 0. (3.36b)
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We consider the case of a parabolic profile, V(T>)=2T*-T)* (where r> •

1-T) e [0,2]) and for which the sinilarity pair is

t 3 §Jitym and K = V /J~X" , t « CO.oo) ft ? e [0,») .

The unbounded domain for ? implies that we are ignoring the

effect of the more distant (T>=2) wall while constructing solution

near r?=0. With this, the homogenised Eq.(3.20) for v(?,t) nay be

recast as

^ % | t = 0 O.360)

The boundary conditions on v((,t) have to be carefully set up.

The first condition in Eg.(3.36b) at r)=l goes over to that in ?=0.

However, since ?->oo and t->0 as IJ->0, the second inhomogenoeus

condition at ^=0 is to be viewed as a matching condition; in terms

of (?,t) pair,

V(?,t) = - C > - (l/2)(2?t-?2tz) as ?->» for all t. (3.36d)
CO

This asynptotio form suggests that we seek a series expansion of

Eq.(3.36c) in the form

tn C (f), (3.36e)
n

C <?) satisfy a set of ordinary differential equations.

= 3"

<3.37)

(3.37a)

for n i l . The boundary conditions are:

Cn(0) = 0, all n (3.37b)

and CQ(?) — > 0; C ^ O —> -?; C 2(O — > | ?
2as ? >» (3.37b)

and for n>2, C (?) > 0 as ? > oo (3.37c)

The equations of the type



T"<O + p ? V « T ) - q ? T«T> = 0 (3.38)

<P ft q are constants) can bo recast as

uY"<u>+ (| - u)Y(u) - i£^i Y<U)=O <3.38a)

where

Y = 1/K and u = -(p/3K* (3.39)

Bq.(3.38a) is the confluent hypergeonetric differential equation

(Abranowitz and Stefiun, 1968d) with the bounded solution (at u=0)

being the function H[^§§' » %* u]« Therefore the fora of T is

T(O = Const.<T.M[ 2^3. , g- , - §• ?S] — > const.(?) as <T—>».
(3.39a)

With these, the set C (?) can be solved. He find,

C Q(O = 0

= - ? (3.40)

From these, we obtain a well behaved and systematic sinllarity

expansion for v((,t) and hence C(?,t). Since this expansion is

carried out in powers of t<=^ 1 / a), it is rapidly convergent for

snail fJ, which is the desired result. However, for discontinuous

souroes, the inadequacy of this approach nay be seen fron the

following fact.

In terns of the lateral variable r>s 1-Y), the discontinuity in

S(r>) CBq.(3.2Oa)3 occurs at r)~P. He saw fron the sinilarity

approaoh that an essential boundary condition is provided by the

K >a> behaviour of the asynptotic concentration C^, expressed in

terns of (?,t). For the recoil aton source we see fron Eq.<3.21)

that C^ is non-analytic at P. In terns of (?,t) variables, the

non-analytic point will be at ?=P/t..Cw(?,t) will have different

expansions for ?<P/t and for ?>P/t. When we construct a series
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expansion of the type in Eq.<3.36e). the coefficient C will not

be a unique function of K alone, but also will depend upon P/t,

(the point of discontinuity) which means that Eq.(3.36e) is not a

separable expansion. Hence, a similarity expansion that is valid

for all P/t ratios cannot be constructed.

In view of this, we take recourse to alternative approaches. In

the case of plug flow, the series expansion is expressible in

terns of theta functions; the availability of Poisson summation

type formulas provides the necessary tool. On the other hand, no

such formulas exist for the laminar flow problem involving

confluent hypergeometric functions. However, when p is small, the

major contribution to the eigenfunction series comes from the

asymptotic terms i.e, large n terms. These terms can be

systematically approximated in terms of simpler functions thanks

to the availabilty of uniform asymptotic expansions developed by

01ver(1959>. With these expansions the series oan be summed by the

standard Hellin transform techniques(Hcfarlane 1949) developed in

the literature.

In this way, the present approach can also be viewed as an

extension of the series method itself. For if one opts to compute

the physical quantities by summing a large number of terms, the

required eigenvalues and their related coefficients are accurately

approximated by their asymptotic forms.

Plug flow: V(T)) =1 : The Green's function: The transmission

flux defined in Eq.(3.25) can also be written in terms of the

Green's Function (GF) for the transmission flux G(T?,JU)-'

P) = JdP'J G(£,p') d7> (3.41)
o o

The GF can be expressed as:
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= jdz 7 cos[(n+l/2)ffz] exp[-(n+l/2) n p] (3.42)
Jo n--«o

Let us define
00 2 2

©(x,t) • > oos[2fmx] ixp[-{nVt], (3.43)
where d is related to Jacob!'s function ®g in standard notation

(Belnan, 1961). In terms of ©, we have.

rIda |O(«/4.JV4) - e(z/2,*i/2)| <3.44>

•<x,t) satisfies the transformation formula (Belman. 1961)

©(x,t) = (nt)" 1 / 2 J expC- <x+n)2/t3 (3.45)

With this, 6F can be brought to the following fora:

r** a> -
dz T |exp{-(4n+z)*/4^} - exp{-<4n+2-z)*/4^} j

Jo «•-»!. J
<3.48)

Upon expressing each of the terms in the above in terns of

complementary error functions, the GF takes the form

- erfo<;yr) - erfo[<2->i)T]
CO

2

J [erfcC<4n-2+J>)T] - erfo[(4n+2-n)f]], (3.46a)

where
00

*x*) J exp<u2r s (1/2)^"4XZ and erfc(x) a (2/"*x*) J exp<-u2) du
x

Penetration fraction: From the above, a limiting expression for

T(/J;P) may be derived for A»->0 and P<1. In this limit, the

contributions to T(,u;P) cosies mainly from the first two -erms

above. i.e.,

F(/K;P) = T(Ai;P)/AiP - 1 - 2<nP) fodv' <P') /o erfo<x)dx

(3.46b)
By straight forward integration by parts, the following limiting
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forn emerges:

and /a<<l <3.47)

where, f? is the appropriate boundary layer parameter,

ft s P*/4p, /?e[0,a>)

Two mutually distinct limits may be deduced from this,

(i) ̂ ->0, P fixed;(i.e., /?-

9 4 y^

F</J;P) -> 1 - (4/3) tv/*?*Z (3.47a)

(ii) P->0, v fixed, (i.e, ft->0):

(3.47b)

Eg.(3.47a) the lowest order non-analytio power law form in yt.

Now the important question is, does it have higher order

fraotional power terms at all in the limit /VP2<<17. Even though

this question can be answered directly by including all the terns

in G(J?,AO, a simpler method is to construct a complete alternative

solution to F<p;P) when P=2. This case corresponds to that of a

uniform source discussed by Ingham(1975b), which we now consider.

When P=2, the integral given in Eq.(3.41) can be easily evaluated

using the full GF [Eq.(3.46a)3. The final result is:

CO

F<A<;P> = 1 - (4/3)</Vn)1''2 +4 J £<2n+l)T (p) - (2n+l)T (AO]
n=o

(3.47:c)

where,
Tn(^) £ (2/3<|n)exp<-nz/P) Cnp"*̂ 2 + J"*^n)]

- Cl+(2n2/3p)] erto(nfJ~^zy. (3.47a)

The above formula yields a remarkable result that in the limit

/u->0, the penetration fraction does not possess power function

terms of the order higher than v . The remainder terns are of

the order of exp(-l/^). Upon extending this reasoning for general

P, we note that all the power function terms in F(/J;P) are already
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contained in Eq.<3.47) as p->0.

Cunulative deposition flux, I(p;P);- By its definition in

Eq.(3.26> and from the 6F CEq.(3.42)3 we nay express I(p;P) in

terns of the © funotions*defined earlier as

) = J dA*'J dAi

°° + 2&(P/2,tJ") ~e(P/2,/i"/4)] (3.48)

Upon using the transfornation formula for © [Eq.(3.45)], we have

° ° {N odd} (3.48a)

where, ̂  denotes the sun over all odd (including negative)

integers, H. If we now restrict to P<1 and M<<1, it follows that

the arguments of the exponentials of every term in Eq.(3.48a) are

large as compared to unity. In such a case, we may obtain a

systematic asymptotic expansion for the double integral occurring

in Eq.(3.48a). From the leading term of this expansion, we obtain,

{N odd} (3.48b)

As p->0 and P<1, N=±l gives the most significant contribution.

If, in addition P<<1, a simpler approximation may be derived:

l/Ai) [cosh(P/A')-l + 4Psinh{P/p)] (3.48c)

& P/M e [0,00).

The following may be noted from the above formula. Firstly as

H->0, such that P//J->OC>, I(JU;P) does not possess a purely power

function form but decreases rapidly as exp[-(l-P)/p). Secondly,

the expansion for I(A«;P) cannot be characterised by a similarity

parameter of the type P A* but possesses one of P/M type in the

lowest approximation.

The exactly derivable nature of the limiting formulas for plug
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flow render then as guiding results for the praotically more

inportant, but mathematically more oonplex oase of laninar flow.

As we will see, it is nor© so for the Uniting form of I(p;P).

Laminar Flow: VCTP • t-rf: Asymptotic fonts for 0 and #*:

Unlike in the previous case, one requires the use of a systematic

approximation procedure for the eigenfunctions occurring in the

case of laminar flow. In developing the required asymptotics, we

follow the Abramowitz and Stegun(1968) convention. In an earlier

work, Bowen et al.<1876) used a different form of asymptotic forms

for these functions. But the ones we intend to employ are more

systematic and are originally due to 01ver(1959). The subsequent

summing of the series, in which the terms are asymptotically

approximated, is brought about by He11in tranformation techniques,

first applied in a different context, by Mofarlane(1949).

The even and the odd solutions #(»>;*•) and 4> <T?;*-)» defined

through the confluent hypsrgeometric functions Eqs.(3.29a,b) can

be related to the Weber parabolic cylinder functions U(a,x)

through the following relationship (Abramowitz S Stegun, 1968a):

3 + UC-x/2. -T

3 - UC-V2, -MT^> ,~d^A (3.

where it is assumed that X->0 and r>e[-i,i].

Uniform asymptotic expansions for the functions U<a,x) and

U(a,-x) for large negative 'a' and for unrestrioted 'x' were given

by Olver. In the present context, for large positive x, the first

two terms in these expansions may be written as
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x[«(X,h) + 0(X~*)]

(3.49c)
U(-X/2,-T)J(2X)] - 4 "* 2 " 1 ' ' *

x [a(X,h)sin(nX/2)+0(X,h)eos(irX/2) + 0(X"*)]

X>>1, rjeCO.l) (3.49d)

where the quantities appearing above are defined below.

m2 (3.49e)

y4 » -1/24. ya=l/1152 etc.

he h(») is an w dependent parameter (see below) and Ai(x), Bi(x)

are the Airy functions of the first and the second kind, and

primes denote differentiation with respect to their arguments.

Ai'[-<Xh)2'9]

/?(X,h) a Bit-CMi)2'3] + do(h)X~*
xs Bi'C-(Xh)2^3] (3.50)

do(h) s - (h"*''
3/24)[(5/2h) - »(6-T>2)(1-»?2)~3^2] 3.50a)

The boundary layer parameter (h) is a function of n alone. For

convenience, we define it with respect to the argument n^l-rj:

(3/2) J ( l - t V 2 d t = <3/4) Ccos"1(l-r>) - (l
(3.50b)

having the following properties:

h(0) = 0; h(l) = 3n/8, h(2-ri) = 2h(l) - h(r?). (3.50c)

As our interest lies in the neighbourhood of ^=0, we may

construct a Taylor expansion for h (r>) as follows.

^ 9 /175)- 3 (3.50d)

Since h is monotonio w.r.t r> «[0,l), the following inverse exists:

r> = (h Z /2) 1 / 8 + (l/10)(h2 /2)2 / 'a +(llh2 /700)+... h€[0,3rr/8)
(3.50e)

With these, we have
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x[ «(X,h)cos{nr(l-\)/4)} + ft(\, h)sin{n(l-X)/4)}]

(3.51a)

x[ «(X,h)sin{rr(l-X)/4)} - /*(X.h)eos{n(l~X)/4)}]

(3.51b)

where SJefO,!) and

| **-**''*] (3.51c)

- r [

Eigenvalues: We are now in a position to obtain the required

asymptotic expressions for the eigenvalues and other coefficients.

Let us stipulate the boundary condition at r> = 0; i.e.,

*(l;Xn) = **<l;Xn) = 0.

Frou this and from Eqs.(3.50» 3.51a) we obtain

cos |>(l-*-n)/4 ].[Ai<0) - \~
4'3 do(0)Ai'<0)]

+ sin[n(l-Xn)/4)]. [Bi(0) - ̂
4'3do(0)Bi'(0)] = 0. (3.52)

The value of dQ can be computed from Eq.(3.50a) to be

do=(9/140.2 = 0.0405.

The lowest approximation to eigenvalues is obtained by

neglecting the second tern in each of the square brackets above.

Also, since

Ai(0) = 43 Bi(0) and Bi'(0) = - <|3.Ai'(0), we obtain

43 cos [n(l-\'o>)/4] + sin [TI(1-\(O> )/4] % 0

i.e., X* m 4n + 5/3 as n->».
n

A higher order approximation is obtained as

X<4>ss 4n + 5/3 + A (4n + 5/3)"4/a as n->oo. (3.52a)

»here A s -2^3. Ai'(0)do(0)/[nAi(0)] = 0.03255.



A similar analysis for the odd eigenvalues yields

4n + 11/3

and\*'***4n + ll/3+A.(4n+ll/3)"*''a as n->». <3.52b)

Thus put together in an increasing sequence, the difference

between successive eigenvalues approaches the value 2

asymptotically. This, in fact follows fron the standard

Stura-Liouville theory (Margenau and Murphy, 1956) aocording to

which, given the fact that the weight function for orthogonality

[Eq.(3.22b)3 of *n<»> is (l-»2) the difference between the

successive eigenvalues should approach a value

— 2 . 3tr/[4h(l>] = 2. (3.53)
J(H2)1/ldr,
-*

A comparison of the eigenvalues obtained with asymptotic

formulas Eq.(3.52a,b) with those computed numerically for first

few values of n show that the former yield good results

(Table-3.1).

Eigenfunotions and coefficients: The asymptotic eigenfunctions

[Eqs.(3.51a,b)] in the lowest order are obtained by further
—4/3

neglecting the terms of the relative order of \ in a(X.,h) and

(note also that do(h) is small):

( h)'tyts J1/s<2xnh/3> + 0 ( \ ^ a )

(3.54a)

)

(3.54b)

In obtaining the above, we have made use of the relation,

- Bi(-z) = 2(z/3)*''zJ1X3C(2/3)2
3/'z] (3.55)

Asymptotic formulas for R , k , k and <f> '(1) can be easily
n T) Tt n



derived using their defintions given in Eqs.(3.25c, 3.22b).

Rn " -CJ(\)(-)
n(3n)1/'*Ai'<0)<2/Xn)

7/tf[l+(»rA/4^3)X^9]

n * 1 * x * T '* (3.58)

where, in the second forn we have assumed that C,(X )~ 1.
1 n

Similarly, we obtain

(3.56a)

where we have used the relation C.<x*> " (2/X*)4'2.
2 n n

n n ^ (3.56b)

and k* - (n/4)C*(X*)[l+0(x'^2)3 - (n/2X*) (3.56o>

The accuracy of these approximations may be tested from

Table-3.1, wherein the actually computed values along with the

values obtained from the leading approximations for the above

coefficients are given, k is very close to n/4 and this is
n

clearly indicated. Similarly, the eigenvalues are also well

reproduced for n ̂ 1 (less that 0.01% error).

Mellin transform method for F ( M ; P ) : The Green's function for the

transmission rate depends only on the even solutions as noted

earlier:
00G(»,p) 3 J Dt~*Rn0n<*»] exp[~X* /J] with G(r>,0) =1 and GK±l.u> = 1

n=O (3.57)
From the asymptotic expressions for the leading terms and the

constants, we obtain,

00

[(n+5/12)"2''9J {(n+5/3)8h/3}]exp[-(n+5/3)216p] (3.58)
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Table-3.1

The nunerically evaluated Eigenvalues and other constants (exact

upto the indicated decimal places) and their asymptotic values

n

* 2

**'<!>

0

278278

2.8329

13.4857

13.4867

0.8417

0.7854

0.4217

0.4277

1.0107

0.9727

-1.9358

32.1473

32.1476

58.8106

58.8108

0.7816

0.7854

0.2040

0.2048

-0.2368

-0.2356

83.4749

93.4750

136.140

136.140

0.7875

0.7854

0.1343

0.1346

0.1267

0.1264

:.4849

-1.9459 2.4872

-2.8598

-2.8607

186.805

186.805

245.471

245.470

0.7864

0.7854

0.1000

0.1003

-0.0845

-0.0844

3.1738

3.1561

312.136

312.136

386.802

386.802

0.7859

0.7854

0.0797

0.0799

0.0626

0.0626

-3.4041

469.468

469.468

560.134

560.134

0.7855

0.7854

0.0665

0.0664

-0.0493

-0.0493

3.7695

-3.4045 3.6213

Numer.
Eq.
(3.52a)

Numer.

Eg.
(3.52b)

Humer.
Eq.
(3.58b)

Numer.

Eq.
(3.56c)

Numer.

Eq.
(3.56)

Numer.

Eq.
(3.56a)

This series can be summed into a rapidly convergent form

using the well-known Mellin transform technique(Mcfarlane 1949).

Upon defining,

f(x,u,t) s x 2

exp(-x t)
(3.55a)

and its tlellin transform with respect tc x, by

f (s,u,t) B J x f(x,u,t) dx, s>0
o

(3.58b)

we write, using the standard inversion formula (Mcfarlane,1948)

t) £(s,5/12) ds,2 Ai'(O) h - 1 — f f*(s,u.
c-ioo (3.58c)

where the integration is over a vertical line in the complex s
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plane, lying along the strip of non-analyticity of the integrand,

to the right of all singularities C<s,b) is the well-known

generalised zeta function represented for Re s>l, 0<b<l by

C<s,b) s > <n+b) *. Re

The properties of C(s,b) are well known (tfhittaker and Watson,

1952). Importantly, it is analytic in the entire complex s-plane

excepting at s=l where it has a simple pole with residue unity.

For the function f(x,u,t) defined above, its Mellin transform

is (Gradsteyn and Rezhik, 1965d)

1/3

f*<s,u,t) = " 3
 r

t9['l*sl
)/B:S M[(3s-l)/6, 4/3, -u2/4t] (3.59)

whose singularities (s ) in the complex s-plane are the simple

poles of r[(3s-l)/6] in the numerator of the above. Therefore,

sR = -2n+l/3, n=0,l,2...

the corresponding residues being 2(-)n/n!.

Including the pole of C(s,5/12) vi2., s=l, we note that the

positive singularities of the integrand are at s=l/3 and s=l only.

Hence, the line of integration should lie at c=l. Furthermore , we

have

= 3"*'a/r*<l/3>, . (3.59a)

, 4/3, -z] = (1/3)2"1X9 [r<l/3) - r<l/3,z)] (3.59b)

and ( l V ) " 1 7 * ^ ) ! (2h)~*/<s[l+(l/10)(h2/2)i/9 ] (3.59c)

which follows from Eq.(3.50e).

With these, upon using the residue theorem to a contour

constructed on the negative side of the imginary axis, we obtain

for the sum,

r !, Ch=h(r>)] (3.60)

where the series term arises from the negative poles, f (h)
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(r=0,i,2..) are nonvanishing functions of h alone, h«C0,3«/8).

However, the function G(r).v') cannot possess a uniforn expansion in

positive powers of A», and must tend to unity as A*->0. In fact, if

we force an expansion of the .type

00

G(r?,V>-1 = 2 °n<r>> ^ for a11 fJ>0' ^ t - 1 ' 1 ^ (3.60a)
n=o

then, the coefficient functions G (r» = 0 for all n. The proof of

this is presented in Appendix -3B.

Now we see that the second term involving the gamma function

satisfies the above theorem, but the terms in the series do not.

These terms originating as they are from the negative poles, can

be traced to the approximations made by truncating the systematic

asymptotic series for the eigenfunctions 4> 's, in terms of Airy

functions. In a scheme involving complete asymptotic series, the

terms containing the powers of v are expected to cancel out. On

looking back at the limiting solutions for plug flow, we find that

they are in accordance with these conclusions. In view of these

remarks the the correct limiting form for the Green's function is

It may be noted that this is of the same form as the Leveque

solution for the concentration profile, but is expressed in terms

of the generalised boundary layer variable, h(rj) * (2ri ) as

r>->0. But here, it refers to a different physical quantity, viz.,

the transmission flux, arrived directly through the eigensories.

Integration of this Green's function over the source S(r>)

[Eq.(3.20a)] yields the required formula for F(A^;P). We obtain.
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F(M;P)

1'8r(l/3p)(l/2)p2''9+ (4/3)p1'8r(l/3,p)-(l/2)p2''9exp(-p)3

(l+P)exp(-P)],

(3.62)

( P +5/3)pz'8r(l/3,P

where. A m (3/4)(9/2)*'a M l / 3 ) =0.46221

B B (9/100)(9/2)2'3 /r(l/3) =0.09157

and P s (2P*/9M).

As f*->0 and P fixed (i.e., p->co), we obtain, through the use of

the asymptotic formulas for J"(1/3,P> and y(2/3,p),

F(n;P) - 1- A.r(2/3)(/u4x9/P) - B. (ju2/3/PZ), P fixed (3.62a)

In particular when P=l, we recover Ingham's (1975b) result.

At this point let us compare the limiting forms for the

penetration fractions obtained for plug and laminar flows for a

fixed flow rate. As we have noted earlier, [Eq.<34a,b>] for a

comparison w.r.t a fixed flow rate, fj for laminar flow should be

replaced with (2/3)/J. It is easy to see upon comparing Eqs. (3.47a,

62a) that in the limit of ^->0, fjiy3 is larger than v*'* and

hence, penetration fraction for laminar flow will be smaller. This

is an expected result.

Cumulative Deposition Rate at y ~ -1: [I(A*;P)3 While we could

obtain an analytical expression for the limiting behaviour of

I(A<;P) (deposition flux on the source-free plate) for plug flow,

this is by far the most difficult problem for laminar flow. The

main reason for this difficulty is the following. From the result

for the Plug flow we note that when P>0, I(A«:P) decays very

rapidly as A<->0 having an approximate functional form,

exp[-(l-P)/A*]. This is an infinitely differntiable non-analytic

form at p=0. A similar form near p=0, is expected for laminar flow
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as well. These forms should be sifted out by employing the sunning

techniques to the asymptotically approximated Graetz series for

I</J;P) and suppressing the spurious power function terms which

originate in a given scheme of approximations employed. However,

it turns out that the systematic use of asymptotic and Mellin

inversion techniques to the formal expressions lead to a vanishing

contribution from the pole of C<s,b> at s=l. Thus one is left with

the residues of higher poles from which it is not possible to sift

out a uniform expression of the required non-analytic type valid

simultaneously as both ^,P->0. This in turn reflects the

non-existence of a unique similarity boundary layer variable in

terms of which I(/J;P) may be expressed. In fact the same problem

would arise in the calculation of the limiting form for the

concentration distribution C(T),P) for -l̂ r><l when the source is

confined to 0<T)£1.

These difficulties can be traced to the asymptotic expansions

of Giver for the Parabolic cylinder functions <P and 4> in terms of

Airy (or Bessel) functions. These expansions are developed at r>=l~

(r;=h=O) and turn out to be non-analytic at r)=0(or >)=l or h=3nr/8).

If we force their continuation into the region, r>>l or h>3n/d, we

will be violating the symmetry requirements of the eigenfunctions.

Viewed alternatively, the Bessel function approximation to 4> and

<t>* limits the domain of 19 between 1 and 0 {n<s[O,l> or he[0,3n/8)},

in which they for a complete set albeit asymptotically for large

n. Therefore the part of the solutions extending beyond this

domain can not be expanded in terms of these.

Continuation technique: A tentative approach: A possible

escape from this theoretical difficulty would be to use
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continuation techniques for the concentration profile. By this we

nean the following. As stated, we need to extend solutions

developed between 1>T?>0+ into the region 0~<»<-l- Since i?=0 is the

line of discontinuity, solve the diffusion equation separately in

the two regions and natch then at r?=0. For the present, we nerely

indicate the plausibility of this approach in the following way.

The theory of asymptotics developed through Eqs.(3.54a-56c )

can be applied to the concentration profile in Eq.(3 24a). In

terns of the h(i?) variable, it can be shown that as fJ->0, we have,

C(T>,p;P) - (1/9)

4 00

X Jdt J u"1Ilx8(2ttj)exP[-(h
2+t2h*)(u/hh,)]du

0
(3.63)

where, hs h(7>)€=[0,3n/8) and hps h(P).

In the above, l±ya is the modified Bessel function of the

first kind. As we require the solution well beyond the region
«, 2 2

containing the source, i.e, r)>>P, we may neglect the term hpt in
2

comparison to h in the above. Also, for small p we have

« - f2hh,, tl .2

J u-4I^9(2tu)exP[ -(hu/h,)] du % 2£_ li/9^-^-_Jexp[ - gjj ]

( 1 > r> >>P and p small) (3.63a)

and hence we obtain,

i^3 F ^"FI h2 f* f2hh t 1
C(h,/u;P) " (2h) I -r—lexpl" - STT 1 I I w . |—37:—|dt (3.64)

L J o

As mentioned, this breaks down even as a leading approximation in

the region T>>1 or h>3»r/8. However, we assume that the

concentration profile at r) =1 is approximately described by this

term for small /J. i.e., the centre-line concentration is obtained
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by setting h=3w/8 above:

2h_t
<3n/4) e*P[- BT

Let us assume that in the region 2>r»>l, C+(T>,M) represents the

solution. The constraint on C is that it should match the earlier

solution at J?=l: i.e.,

the other conditions being C+(T>
) (3.64b)

»,0)=0. J
If we ignore the parabolicity of the velocity profile in this

g
_2_

region, C satisfies the homogeneous equation.

5>1 (3.64c)

along with the above prescription at ̂ =1. From this, we wish to

continue the solution into the region r)>l.

From the well-known Duhamel's theorem obtainable from

Laplace's transform techniques (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1950) it

follows that

C+(£,p) = / ^C(p';P)erfc| (r) " 1^.|d/i' (3.65)
o ^7' L 2 ( ' ) 1 J

This completes the formal solution. It is not expected to be

accurate due to a number of non-systematic approximations made and

therefore, we do not work it out in detail. Nevertheless, it

suggests a method of extending limiting solutions beyond the point

of discontinuity, when the source is confined to one boundary but

the solutions .are required at the other.

3.6 Applications and Conclusions

As mentioned in the Introduction and discussed in the text at

several places, the formulas derived are useful for calculating
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the various transport probabilities given the particle parameters

or for determining these parameters experimentally by measuring

the transport fractions using paralel plate arrangement. The

physical parameters of interest are the charged fraction, range

and the diffusion coefficient of recoil atoms. Most recoil atoms,

such as RaB formed from the decay of RaA can be sensitively

detected as these are radioactive themselves.

In the case of radon daughters, the present arrangement offers

several advantages over the conventional methods of measuring

their diffusion coefficients, especially that of RaB. This is

because, in the conventional arrangements, the radon gas acts as

the particle source and it is drawn into the channel from outside.

As a consequence, RaA diffusion virtually dominates over that of

RaB, as it is the primary product. On the other hand, in the

present arrangement, RaA can be pre-deposited on one of the

plates, and it is the recoiled RaB that gets transported in the

stream and therefore can be collected on the end filter. This way

RaA interference can be totally suppressed.

The second advatage is the possibility of circumventing the

inlet effects (Ingham 1883, 1984) of the incompletely developed

velocity profile on the initial phase of the transport of the

daughter atoms. Herein, by coating the source well inside the

channel, one can totally eliminate the inlet effects.

The third advantage lies in the possibility of suppressing the

ambient ionization without sacrificing the strength of the source.

It is well-known in the case of radon daughters that at birth they

are positively charged. A charged atom has a smaller diffusivity

as compared to the neutral one because, when the atom is oharged
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it polarizes the medium thereby enhancing the momentum transfer

cross-section which reduces the diffusivity. Now, the decay

process introduces strong ionization in the medium which tends to

discharge the recoil atoms and enhance their diffusivity. At the

sane time the recoil atoms being chemically active also form small

clusters with the gaseous medium which tends to reduce the

diffusivity. Thus over all evolution of the diffusion coefficient

has a complex structure in time. The chemical effect can be

suppressed by using argon medium but the ionization effect would

persist. In the present arrangement it can be suppressed by

keeping the plate separation very small(around a mm). The emitted

alpha particles would spend very little energy in this space and

hence the ionization would also be low. In such a case any

ionization effect would be due to the ions produced by the recoil

atom itself along its track. Such an estimate is available in

literature.

In conclusion the following may be stated.

(i) We have examined in detail the different problems conneoted

with the diffusion of atomic species emitted from the radioactive

decay of parents which are coated or deposited on smooth surfaces.

The interaction of electric fields and external flow*in the case of

plane surfaces has been considered.

(ii) In the case of recoil in stagnant fluids, the fundamental

quantities are the escape or the redeposition probabilities. As

the recoil atoms generally carry charges, the role of electric

field also assumes significance. A general formula for the escape

probabilities applicable to such situations has been derived. The

spatial distribution of the points of termination of the emitted
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atoms has been calculted for planar cylindrical and spherical

surfaoes. It Bust be noted that even though a purely geometrical

problem, the case of emission the external surface of a cylinder

is quite formidable.

(iii) The problem of transport in gaseous streams when the

atoms are emitted from one of the channel plates, has been

investigated in detail. Both Plug and parabolic velocity profies

are considered. Formulas are presented in a form that is useful

for ready computation. Both the Graetz-like eigenfunction

solutions useful for large axial parameters and limiting solutions

applicable to the case of small axial parameters have been

developed. It has been rigorously shown that the recoil atom

problem is distinct from the more conventional source problems;

the former does not possess similarity solutions for the

concentration distribution. For this reason, somewhat involved

asumptotic techniques coupled with Mellin transform summation

techniques has been used. The formulas for the limiting solutions

are shown to go over to the known formulas when the source is

homogeneously distributed in space.

APPENDIX-3A

Closed form expression for A(P):

Consider the antisymmetric function

= -1 -1 £» £ -Cl-P)

= 0 -<1-P> £n £ (l-P) - (3A.1)

= +1 l-P <5? < 1

It is expandable in terms of the odd eigenfunctions as

= 2<1-T>2) y k*"1 ©*(P) 0*<T)) (3A.2)
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Given the fact that <l-»*) **(u) = -X*"* <P* <T>), we have
T% It f\

^ " < *

Integrate Eq.(3A.3) between -1 and r> on both sides, integrate

the resulting equation between the same limits; we obtain
oo

F<r» = 2 J k*"1 X*"2 <?*<P) 4>l<n) (3A.4)
n=O

where, F(r>> s [l+r)][(l-P)2+T)]/2 -1< U< -<1-P)

s T)P*/2 -Q-P) £ n^ (1-P) <3A.5)

In obtaining the above we used the formula
00
k*~* X*~2 ** ( P> ** "<x> = -<2P-P*)/4» (3A.6)

n-O n

which follows upon multiplying Eq.(3A.3) by T> on both sides and

integrating between -1 and +1.

Multiply Eq.(3A.5> by v(l-nz); replaoe <l-n ) «£<*» with - X* V *
w% Ft T%

(»); then integrate between <-l and +1 on both sides, one obtains
-00 *-ik*~* X*"* S*<P> ** (1> = - p*C 8 - l0p* + 6pS" P*]/240 (3A.7)

Similarly, the formula for T^CP) Bq.(3.25b) can be expressed by

replacing V(T>) <£,,(I?) by -X" ̂"(>>>. From this we obtain,
n n n

n=o

= -P2[40 - 10P2 + 2P9]/240 (3A.8)

By definition, A(P) is the difference between the expressions

(3A.7) and (3A.8).

APPENDIX-3B

Non-Existence of a Power Series Expansion for GCr>>p>

Let the Green's function satisfying the partial differential

equation be represented as
oo

G(r?,p) s G(»,p) - 1 = ) G (T>) A*n, /u>0 and *)«s[-i,i] <3B.1>

where, G(>?,0>=0. The expansion [Eq.<3B.l>] is assumed to be
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uniforn in n-

We now show that G (r>) &̂ e necessarily zero.

GO?,/u) satisfies the PDE

— T = d-* > XJ (3B.2)

with <kn,a>> = -1 and S(n»O) = 0.

Upon substituting Eq.(3B.l) on both sides of Bq.(3B.2), we

obtain
CO CO

|^(T))Ain = <lV)JnGnO»p
n"1 (3B.3)

Collecting terms of sane powers of p.

(l-7)*)(n+l)Gn+1 = G^<»), with G^TJ) = 0 (3B.4)

The only possible solution for this set is that all G <v>) are 0.

This proves the theoren.
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SECTION 4

DECAY PRODUCT TRANSPORT IN DOUBLE-FILTER SYSTEMS

4.1 General Background

An excellent application of the theory of particle transport

In streaming gases in channels is provided by the double-filter

<DF) systems. Originally developed for the measurement of radon

gas in the atmosphere, this system has remained one of the

standard methods of determining very low oonoentrations of
222

radioactive inert gases such as Rn (radon) (Kotrappa et al,

1881), M ORn (ThoronKThomas, 1971), Xenon and Krypton(Dua et al,

1986) present in the atmospheric environment. It has also been

used quite successfully to measure the emanation rate (Jaoobi,

1964; Mayya et al 1886; Hehta et al, 1990) of thoron in the

exhaled breath of Thorium workers for assessing their possible

contamination with Thorium. The latter application has been of

particular significance as it provides a simple method of

identifying the contaminated personnel who could later be

investigated by other more sophisticated methods.

Radioactive characteristics: Before we prooeed onto the theory

of DF systems, the essential properties of the radioactive gases

which are assayed, needs to be mentioned. First and foremost, DF

system can be used to measure the concentration of only those

radioactive gases whose daughter products are also radioactive and

more importantly, are atoms of solids at room temperature. Zn

otherwords, it should be possible to collect the daughter products

on iilter papers and analyse them by radioactive oounting
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methods. The gases radon, thoron, radioactive Xenon and Krypton

nentioned above all have these properties. Argon-41 provides an

exanple of a radioaotive gas that oannot be measured using DF

system as it does not have radioaotive solid daughter products.

In this report, we confine ourselves to the applications with

respect to radon and thoron gases whioh are found in the natural

atnosphere and are produced nidway in the radioactive decay chain

of Uraniun and Thoriun series, respectively. Herein we do not

discuss Xenon and Krypton whioh are found only in the reaotor

environnents. The theoretical aspects of the working of the DF

systen for these gases is the same as for radon and thoron.

The inert gas radon decays by emmitting an alpha partiole with

a half-life of 3.6 days. Fig.1.1 of Section 1 indicates its deoay

chain. Its daughter product is Poloniun ( Po) (RaA) whioh is

alpha active having about 3.05 mins half life. RaA deoays to

*'4Pb(RaB) which is beta active with 28.8 minutes half-life. RaB

deoays to RaC (half-life 19.7 min) which emits a beta particle,

but the daughter RaC is highly short lived and emits an alpha

partiole. For all practical purposes, it nay be assumed that RaC

is a beta and alpha emitter. Essential point to note in the case

of radon with respect to the working of the DF system is that it

is a long lived gas in the laboratory sampling time soales having

short lived daughters.

Thoron provides the converse situation. It is an isotope of

radon and closely follows a similar decay chain with very

different half-lives. The half-life of Thoron is 55 sees, and

emits an alpha particle. Its daughter Po (ThA) is quite short

lived (0.16 s) and is an alpha emitter. Thorium B (*12Pb> is the
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longer lived (10.6 hrs) and is a beta emitter. ThC is a beta

emitter(half-life: 60.5 oin), but like RaC, an alpha is

immediately emitted through its ultrashort lived daughter T h C

The main point is that all the decay products are atoms of solids

at room temperature and therefore are immediately absorbed on

solid surfaces upon contact.

Description of the system; A schematic diagram of the DF system

is shown in Fig.4.1. It may be briefly desoribed as follows. It

oi r to
be sampled

air flow-->
radon/lhoren decay volume --> To

pump

inUl filter o u t l e t f i t t e r
(filters ambient (collects decay
partieulate products)
ac t ivily)

Fig.4.1: Schematics of the Double-Filter system

consists of a cylindrical tube made of glass cr metal of

appropriate dimension. Small units for measuring higher

concentrations of radon or thoron are typically of 3.6 cm diameter

and 50 cms long.(later we describe much larger systems built for

measuring lower concentrations). Both the ends of this cylinder

are fitted with high efficiency glass-fiber filters. The filter

holders are provided with gaskets in order to avoid leaks; the

filters can be removed or placed in position by the filter holder

arrangement. The positioning of the filters is made in such a way

that one of them serves as an inlet end filter (first filter) and

other as the exit end filter(second filter). Air to be assayed is
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drawn through the inlet end, streans through the cylindrical tube

and leaves the systen through the exit filter, by the suotion pucp

provided at the exit end. The first filter renoves all the

particulate natter including the decay products and lets in only

the radioactive gases along with the air stream. The second filter

collects a part of the decay products formed inside the tube by

the gas decayed in transit across the tube. The other part of the

decay products undergo diffusion and are collected on the tube

walls. At the end of sampling that may last froo 10 mins to

several hours depending upon the concentrations and the type of

the gas (whether radon or thoron), the second filter is removed

and is subjeoted to programmed alpha counting. As the activity of

the second filter is solely due to the activity of the gas that

has decayed in the tube, it provides the direct estimate of the

gas concentration.

The classical theory of the DF system first presented by Thomas

& Leclare (1970) based on the earlier work of Tan (1969)

[Eq.(1.5), Section i] primarily refers to small units. However, it

provides a neat parametrization of the measurement method and

separates the radioactive part from the physical effects of

diffusion. In this approach, it is assumed that the transit time

is small as compared to the decay half-lives of the relevant

species. Thus in the case of radon, the transit time is much

smaller than the half-life of RaA (~ 3mins) so that RaB formation

in flight is neglected. Similarly in the case of thoron, transit

time is assumed to be much less than 55 s so that concentration

profile of thoron is held uniform along the tube. However, since

ThA is short lived, it is assumed that the end filter collects
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only ThB. With these assumptions, the working uf the DF Day be

analysed as follows.

Thomas-Leolare (1970) theory: Let us assume that the gaseous

environment to be assayed consists of C (Bq/m ) (note: 1 Bq=l

disintegration per second) of the radioactive gas of either radon

or thoron. Let q be the flow rate in the tube and V be the volume

of the cylinder V=nRzL, where, R is the radius and L is the length

of the tube. The transit time in the tube is r-v/q. if this is

much smaller than the mean-life *."* of the gas and X."1 of the

relevent daughter, we can assume that the gas concentration is

uniform along the tube and a single species (RaA in the case of

radon and ThB in the case of thoron) arrives at the end filter.

In such a case, the number of atoms of the relevant decay product

formed per second in the tube volume is = CV. Of these, let a

steady fraction F arrive at the end filter. F is the penetration

fraction referred to as F(M) in the earlier Sections; the quantity

(1-F), is the wall loss fraction and depends on the diffusion

coefficient of the daughter and is to be obtained from the

diffusion theory. Let * be the arrival rate of the daughters on

the end filter.

* <atoos/s) = FCV. (4.1)

If the sampling is performed for a period t_, a total of *.t_

atoms would be collected on the end filter. However, at the end of

sampling these atoms would have fractionated into different

species due to subsequent radioactive decays. Let T and T2 be the

periods, reckoned from the end of sampling, between which the

filter is subjected to alpha counting. Let D s D(T4,T2;ta) be the

total alpha disintegrations obser*-ftd in this period. As D should
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be linearly proportional to the collection rate of the daughter

product on the end filter, Thomas gave the following fornula:

D(T4,Ta;t#) = * Z<Tt.T,;t.>

or * = D/Z. (4.2)

where, Z is a pare counting parameter having the dimensions of

tine (s). It depends on the sampling tine, the counting schedule

and the half-lives of the different daughter species but not on

their physical characteristics.

Conbining Eqs.(4.1) and (4.2), we have,

D(T T2;t.) 3
C = i—t—2 ( Bq/n ) (4.3)

FV
Thonas & Leclare presented the following fornula for Z(secs).

Radon;

ZR(Tt,T2;tB) = 60[4.5Af + 164.69Bg - 83.31Ch] (4.4)

where, A = exp(-X.2T4)- exp(-X2T2) B = exp(-X3T4) - exp(-X9Ta

C =

f = l-exp(-X2tg); g = l-exp(-x9tg); h = 1- exp(-\tg)

and X's are the decay constants of daughters:

X2(RaA) = 0.2273 min"
1; Xs(RaB> = O.OZSSmin"

1, \4(RaC) = 0.03min~*

Thoron:

Z_(T ,T ;t )= 60ri017.4{l-exp(-,\t )}£exp(-,\ T4)-exp(-X1,T2)}

-9.17{l-exp(-\cts)}{exp(-XcTi)-exP<-\cT2)}] (4.5)

where, \B(ThB) = 0.001086 nin"* and X-c(ThC) = 0.011438 min"*

These formulas may be extended(Kotrappa et al, 1979) for an

atmosphere containing a mixture of radon and thoron. In this case,

the observed counts will be a linear superposition of individual

contributions. One requires a minimum of two counts taken at
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appropriate intervals for deternining the individual gas

concentrations. The radon daughters would predominantly contribute

in the first 1 hour, beginning immediately after sanpling and

therefore one of the counting intervals should be chosen

immediately after sanpling. However, in this interval Thoron

daughter contribution would be non-negligible. The second counting

interval can be chosen after 4 hours when the radon daughters

would have all decayed, but the thoron daughters would have grown

to their maximum activity. The inversion of the equations for the

two counts D^ and D2 yield the required formula for the

concentrations:

Z D Z D
C_ = (1/FV) " * 2i—£ (4.6a)

Z T -Z* - Zr -ZK
2 1 1 2

Z...D - 2R_.D
C, = Cl/FV)—^ = ——i_ (4.6b)

z z — z z
T2 Rl Tl R2

The Penetration Fraction (F): As mentioned, the quantity F

depends on the diffusional characteristics of the decay products

in the streaming gas. Being solid atoms, they would be

irreversibly absorbed upon contact on the inner walls of the tube.

Tan's formula for F applicable to small DF systems corresponds to

diffusion of species in a tube when they are formed homogeneously

in space during flight. The general equation describing this

process has been presented in Section 1 [Eqs.(1.l)and (1.2)3. From

Eq.(1.2), if we assume a parabolic velocity profile, neglect axial

diffusion <Pe=oo) and drop the decay tern </?=0), we obtain the

following equation for the decay product concentration C(r),fj):
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g- Cg = 0 <4.7)

along with C(1,M) = C<n,O) = 0; C<0,<u) is regular.

In Eq.(4.7), Q is the gas oonoentration expressed in activity

units (Bq) and assumed to be constant throughout the tube* D is

the diffusion coefficient of the decay products and R is the

radius of the tube. u and v are the dimension less radial and axial

oo-ordinates defined by

T) s r/R and JJ = DL/(v R*) = ffDL/2q (4.7a)
B

where 'r' is the true radial co-ordinate, L is the length of the

OF system, v is the oentre-line velocity of the parabolic profile

and q is the total flow rate given by

q = rrR2Vjn/2. (4.7b)

It may be noted that the required quantity is the total

transmission flux and not C(r>,M). We present the eigenfunction

series solution for the Green's function for the transmission flux

given in Section 2. From this it follows that

Total transmission Rate
Total production rate

where, 4

o ° ° 6
where & is the Green's function presented in Eq.(2.8) of Chapter

2. In the present case, S(» J/-O = C = constant. Upon plugging
O O £T

this and Eq.(2.8) in Eq.(4.7c) we obtain

Bn[l-exp<-EnAi)j (4.8)

which is the same as Eq.(l.S) mentioned in Section 1, The
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eigenvalues (E } and the constants( B .) are given below for firstn **

few n (Cylindrical geometry). It nay be noted that B = A R /k E ,

in our earlier notation ((Section 2).

Table-4. 1

The Eigenvalues and Related Constants for DF System

n

•;

B n

0

7.3136

0.1588

1

44.6095

0.006

2

113,921

0.00109

3

215.241

0.00034

4

348.564

0.00014

As an illustration, let us perform a typical calculation for a

small DF unit commonly used. Let us assume a tube length of 50 cms

and a flow rate of 10 lpm. The diffusion coefficient of the

daughters is a sensitive function of aging and relative humidity

(Raghunath 6 Kotrappa, 1979) in the medium; it decreases from a

value of 0.08 cmz/s to 0.05 cmz/s. We assume a value of 0.06

cmz/s. With this, from Eq.(4.7a) we have JJ= 0.0283. On summing the

first 5 terms in Eq.(4.8), we obtain, F = 0.625. Thus about 37X

has been lost to the wall.

A Leveque type solution has also been provided by Ingham(1875b)

when v is small. The formula is

F(/J> = 1 -1.2585A/'9 + 0.1840ju2''3+. .. (4.8a>

We note that for the value of M=0.0283, this formula yields F =

0.634 which is close to that predicted by Eg.(4.8).

4.2 Parametric dependence of gas detection sensitivity

Small DF systems, though simpler to analyse theoretically are

some what inadequate for the measurements of very low
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concentrations of the radioactive gases, where higher

sensitivities are required. The Thomas-Leelare formula suggests

several possibilities of improving the observed counts (which is a

measure of the detection sensitivity) for a given concentration.

He note from Eq.(4.3) that

D(T4,T2; te) ~ Z(T±,T2; ts) V F; (4.9)

i.e., the counts can be increased by increasing (i) the parameter

Z, or (ii) the tube volume V, or (iii) the penetration fraotion

(F). We discuss each of these possibilities in some detail.

Maximising 2: The quantity Z can be increased by increasing

the sampling duration t and by counting the samples immediately
s

after sampling for a maximum duration. The maximum possible Z

corresponds to t =», T±=0 and T2= oo •

In such a hypothetical case,

ZD(max) = 4552.8 a \ (4.9a)

and ZT(max) = 60493.8s-'

These values can never be attained in practice for the following

reasons. One cannot indefinitely increase the sampling and

counting times. The sampling time is limited by the type of

measurements made. Besides, in the case of radon, the asymptotic

value of Z is reached fairly quickly (about 2 hours of sampling

and counting) and therefore it is pointless to continue sampling

any further (essentially the daughter activity at the end filter

would have reached equilibrium with the gas). In the case of

thoron, this asymptotic value can be attained after sampling for 2

days and counting for about a day. However, this is not

practicable in situations such as the measurement of thoron in the

exhaled breath of subjects, wherein one can not sample an
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Individual's breath for more than 1/2 an hour.

Optimum counting schedule: Regarding increasing the oounting

period in order to increase the detection sensitivity, a major

difficulty is the interference from the counter background. This

background builds linearly with time, whereas the counts from the

collected activity progressively decrease and therefore oounting

beyond a certain optinun time would only decrease the overall

sensivity. This optinun tine nay be estinated as follows.

Supposing the alpha activity collected on the end filter decays

with an effeotive half-life of K . Let N be the initial nunber of

ThB atoms on the filter and let T be the period of counting. Let B

be the background rate of the counter having an efficiency, E. The

gross counts observed in tine T is

6 = BT + N E [1 - exp(AT)], (4.9b)

and the net counts X on which error estimate is required are

X 3 G - BT = H E [1 - exp(-*eT)] (4.9o)

Using Poisson statistics and the law of propagation of errors,

the relative error, R2(t), on X may be written as

R2(t) • *

where, t s \ T and h a X SE/B.

The functional variation of the' relative error R<t) wrt t

depends only on the ratio h of the collected initi&x activity and

the back ground rate. When examined as a function of the

dimensionless time t, R(t) will have a minimun whose value depends

on h ,i.e., the ratio of the initial activity and the counter

background rate. The time tQ at which this minimum occurs fixes

the optimum counting time. For example, for h=2, we obtain t~ *
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1.6. Assuming \-0.085I/hour <ThB), we have TQ * 24.5 hro. This

exercise suggests that depending on the experinent in question,

one has to Bake a Judicious ohoice of oounting schedule, in order

to minimize the error.

Dependence on DF volume; Given an appropriate sampling and

counting schedule, the sensitivity can be further increased by

increasing the tube volume; simultaneously the flow rate also has

to be inoreased in order ,,to compensate for the loss in the

penetration fraction that would occur. Suoh large double filter

system has been designed and are in routine use (Mehta et al 1990)

for monitoring thoron in the exhaled breath of thorium workers. In

these experiments, one is also constrained to use lower flow

rates; for. large flow rates would dilute the inlet concentration

and would be counter-productive for increasing the sensitivity. In

fact, we later show that a given OF system has an optimum flow

rate at whioh it displays highest sensitivity for the measurement

of emanation rate in the oase of thoron. It will then be obvious

that such an optimization does not exist within the framework of

the standard Tan-Thomas & Leolare theory discussed so far.

When the flow rate is small and the system volume large, the

assumptions such as the constancy of the gas concentration along

the tube in the case of thoron or neglecting the decay of RaA in

the case of radon no more hold. In the former case, an appropriate

gas profile has to be used and in the latter, account of the RaA

decay has to be taken into account in the diffusion calculations.

We perform these analyses separately for radon and thoron.
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4.3 Radon decay product transport. In large DF systems

We assume that the transit tine T = V/q is comparable to the
S

nean-life of RaA. The RaA atom is then likely to decay in transit

and reach the second filter as RaB. During counting, this would

nake a difference because, now RaB has the potential of giving

rise to only one alpha count, whereas RaA had the potential of

giving two counts. In other words, for a given observed counts D,

the original Z factor is now split up into two parts: Z ~ that

corresponding to the collected RaA fraction and Z.-corresponding

to the RaB fraction collected. While Za is the same as that given
a

by Thomas-Leelare, Z. will be smaller.

RaB arrival probability: Let P be the fraction of RaB arrival

rate at the end filter, relative to the total arrival rate of

atoms either as RaA or RaB. Alternatively, P represents the

probability that a decay product would arrive as RaB and 1-P is

the probability that it would arrive as RaA. Let us assume that

the diffusivity of the atom does not change upon decay. Thus, the

penetration fraction of the decay product, regardless of whether

it is RaA or RaB, would not change. In that case, Eq.<4.3) stands

modified as
CB = (1/FV)

(1-P>Z + PZ. (4.10)

It is now required to derive a formula for P, i.e., for the

probability of arrival of RaB.

Tymen's approach: Tymen <1980> first gave a purely

'radioactive' expression for P that does not contain the physical

characteristics of the decay products but only the decay constant

of RaA and the transit time. His argument is very simple: let us
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compute the fraction of RaA atoms remainining undeoayed throughout

transit. The atons produced along a cross section at a distance x

down stream will be C.dx, where C is the section averaged gas

concentration. If the total length of the tube is L and if the

penetration fraction is F, then a fraction

F.exP[-x <L
a

would arrive as RaA fron this section. Here, <v> ssj/nR is the

average velocity of flow. The total arrival rate <* ) of RaA is

_ L
» = CFf exp£-\,(L-x)/<v>;jdx
a o a

)[l-exp[-X L/<V>] (4.10a>
a 81

Since the total arrival rate, either as RaA or RaB, is CL.F, we

obtain, for RaA
-P = [1/(CFL)].CF(<V>/\ )[l-expt-X

0. 61

1 Q b )

where, T & X L/<v> = X V/q, (4.10o)

is the nondimensional transit time. The RaB arrival probability is

P s i- 1-*XP<-T) ( 4 1 0 d )

Limitations; While the above formula of Tymen is simple it

misses certain aspects of the particle transport in ohannel flows.

In fact, it involves the following unstated asumptions.

(i) The velocity profile of the flow is uniform across the tube;

(ii> The penetration probability of an atom is the same no matter

where it originates within the interior of the tube.

The above assumptions are unphysioal and would introduce errors

in a large DF system. In order to estimate this error, one has to

examine the complete equation of particle transport with

radioactive decay taken into account.
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The diffusion theoretic approaoh: Let us oonsider the fraction

(1-P) of atons arriving as RaA relative to the total. Let us also

assune that the intrinsic transport probability of an atom is not

affected whether it is RaA or RaB. This inplies that, the rate of

arrival of (RaA+RaB) atoms is given by the earlier expression for

the penetration fraction, i.e., we have

*(RaA)+»(RaB) = C.V F(AO,

= Cmni/2U) 5Bn[l-exp(-E*M>] (4.11)
r>=O

where the formula for F(M) is taken from Eg.(4.8). On the other

hand, S(RaA) needs to be computed by inoluding a deoay term along

with a oonstant souroe term in the transport equation. That is, a

term, -ftC has to be included in Eq.(4.7):

-«" ] g - - /SC + -#• C. = 0. (4.11a)

with C(R,x) = 0, C(O.x) is finite and C(r ,0) = 0.
The dimensionless RaA deoay constant (ft) is defined as

f* = RZKa/D. (4.11b)

The solution to this equation is formally similar to that

without the decay term as may be seen from Eg.(2.8) of Chapter 2;

only E and other constants depend on ft. It follows upon

integrating the Green's function given in Eq.(2.8) over the

oonstant source term (CR) of Eq.(4.11a), that the total

transmission rate of RaA is given by

»<RaA) = CRV(l/2*i> J Bn(ft) [l-exp{-E^(/?)^}] (4.11o)

Since, by the definition of P, we have

1-P = *(RaA)/C*(RaA)+*(RaB)],

Eqs. (4.11) and (4.11o) determine P. We express the formula for P

in terms of the parameter T instead of the standard parameter v in
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order to compare with Tynan V formula (4.10d>. From the defining

equations given in Eqs.(4.7b), (4.10o), (4.lib), we havs

U a r/2ft. (4. lid)

With this, the probability of RaB arrival is
CO

5 *
CO

n
= 1 s (4.12)

Small ft behaviour: Hote that B (0) = B and E*<0) = E*. In

general these have to be numerically evaluated for a given ft.

However, for small ft, from the formula derived in Chapter 2

CEq.(2.11)], we have

B*(/») * E* + enft, (p small). (4.12a)

Similarly, it follows that

Bn(/?) ft By [1 + V3E n~*] ft <<l- <4.12b>

where s are coupling constants of the order unity (Chapter-2,

Table-2). It may be noted that these perturbation relations would

have been exaot with £ =1 for plug flow.

Comparison between the two approaches: The equation for P has

two parameters, ft and r both of which can lie between 0 and a>.

Fig.(4.2) shows the variation of P ( T ) ae a function of T for ft-

1,4,10. As may be seen from the figure, the RaB arrival probability

(P) increases with both ft and r. The dashed curve is the Tymen's

expression given Eq. (4.10d), which differs considerably from the

correct formula. In fact, for snail ft, Tymen's foxiiula always over

estimates the RaB fraction (P), at sufficiently large T. It is

interesting to know the theoretical upper limit for P as T->OO, for

a fixed ft. Tymen's formula yields

P ( T - > « ) —> l- (1/T) -> l. (4.13)
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Fig. 4.2

Variation of the Relative penetration fraotion (P) for RaB
as a function of the dimensionless transit tine T (s\aR /v)
for a few values of fi <=\* R2/D) in a large double filter
unit. <X«: decay constant of RaA, R: DF radius, v= mean'
flow velocity, D: RaB diffusivity)
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In contrast, as r-> co, Eq.(4.12) yields a value for P which

depends on ft and is always less than unity:

I BnCft)
, as T->CO. (4.13a)

This series can be exactly summed as was shown by

Porstendorfer and Mercer (1978). He cite their results:

• 2 f .
nfb 2

2 <nJ> (n+2)

(4.13b>

where, Io<x) and I^x) are the modified Bessel functions. Since

1-P is the arrival probability for RaA relative to the total,,

Eq.(4.13b) predicts that it is non-zero even when the transit

tines are very large(T=») for a fixed ft. This is as it should be

from physical considerations. When r is large, the decay product

atoms, whether RaA or RaB, formed in a region near the end filter

get collected; those formed in the beginning either decay or are

lost to the wall so that the relative arrival of RaA remains

constant. Thus, accounting for the radial dispersion of RaA

(through ft) makes an important qualitative difference to its

arrival probability.

Large ft behaviour: When the value of ft is large, the

eigenfunction expansion solution becomes difficult to use. The

linear perturbation formula for ft fails and the eigenvalues and

the other coefficients need to be numerically computed, for each

ft. In fact, for large ft, the effect of convection predominates

over diffusion and the problem is one of singular perturbation as

nay be seen by recasting Eq.(4.11a) in terms of T [Eq.(4.10O)] and

ft [Eq.<4.11b>] as follows:
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- 2(1 V ) g - - C + Q = 0. (4.14)

where, we have denoted the source tern by Qs C /X . Thus, as P->«>.

the coefficient of the highest derivative (diffusion tern)

approaches zero. As a first approximation, we ignore this tern by

setting /3=e°.

Case (1) ft=a>* We note that for plug flow, in the Unit /*->», P

is given exactly by the Tynen's fornula. This is because when

/?-><», the equation for plug flow [v(>?) = oonstant=v] is

2ft- + C - Q = 0 (4.14a)
p

where T is the plug flow transit tine L/v. The solution is
p

C = Q[l- exP(-Tp)],

and the flux of RaA:

ff(RaA) = nR*v C = nR*v Qfl - exp(-T )] (4.14b)

The total flux will be the sane as the total produced; i.e..

*(RaA) + *(RaB) = nR*IA Q. (4.14o)
81

Upon dividing Eg.(4.14b) by Eg.(4.14c) and using Eq.(4.10c) we

obtain the Tynen fornula Eq.(4.10d). He can proceed analogously

for laninar flow. When /?=<», Eg.(4.14) reduces to

C - Q = 0; (where Q= Cn/\) (4.14d)

The solution of Eq.(4.14d) is

'1 - exP(- i-I-*)] (4.14e)

2 * 2

Now, $(RaA) = 2nR v f T7<l-r> ) C(fl,T) dr> ̂  (4 .15 )
In »

o
which reduces through the transfornatlon, x e l/(l-»2), to:
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•(RaA) = "R vmQ [-£ - B^x/*)] (4.15a)
0000

where, B8(T/J.) a J* x~%xp(-Tx^)dx. (4.15b)

is an exponential integral (Abranowitz and Stegun , 1968e).

When ft= oo, total transported = total produced;

i.e. *(RaA)+*(RaB) = nR2X QL
flt

Froo the definitions, i.e.,

1-P = *(RaA)/[»(RaA)+l(RAB)] and T E X V /2L, we obtain,

- 2E_(T/2)

T ^ <4 '1 5 b>

The above fornula is represented by the upper most curve in the

Fig.4.2. This is the upper Unit of all arrival probabilities fpr

RaB for a given r. As nay be seen, this differs considerably fron

the Tynen fornula for snail *. For large T, both the curves

increase in a parallel nanner and therefore, the relative error

decreases.

Case(ii): ft large but finite: Having examined the case of fl=oo,

it is necessary to evolve a solution procedure for large but

finite ft. For this, we treat the diffusion term as perturbation.

This is equivalent to ft~t expansion. We present a first order

solution in terns of ffl.

With the variable transfornation, y s i-v>* y«[0,l), the

differential Eq.<4.14) is

3 " 2y ̂  - C + Q = 0. (4.16)

Upon seeking an expansion in the form

r;0) = C<o>(y.r) + (fx Ca>(y,r)+ (fz C<2> +... (4.16a)

we obtain, by successively solving the separated equations.
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C<o><y.T) = & [l-oxp(-T/2y)3 (4.16b)

and

2? + c<4> s 4 fcB^ST 3 < 4 1 6 o >

etc.

The integration for C(1> nay be easily performed and the flux

of RaA may be computed. Fron this, P nay be extracted as

1 - 2 Ea(T/2) + /r*(4/3)(2+T/2)exp(-T/2)
P (T. /?) ' 1 —

T

as ft->a>; T>>1 (4.17)

This formula is valid for large T; it violates the

requirement that P=0 when n=0. This is because for small T,

diffusion in the boundary layer becomes significant which can

never be treated perturbatively. Accounting for boundary layer

effects for decay species when ft is large and T is small is a

separate and complex problem which we do not attempt here.

We may summarize the results of the present analysis as

follows. The values of P calculated using Tymen's formula can

differ significantly from the correct solutions either at large

transit times for narrow tubes </3->0) or at small transit times

for tubes having a large diameter (/?->»).

Apart from its application to the theory of radon measurements,

the present analysis serves a useful, if not complete, basis for

the study of RaB transport in cylindrical tubes, which provide an

important arrangement (Porstendorfer and Mercer, 1879) for

measuring the charge and the mobility of decay products. RaB,

being a different chemical species from RaA, will have different

electrical behaviour in gases. For determining the contribution of

RaB on the measured activity of the end filter, it is necessary to

use the present formulas. In this sense, the present analysis
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conplenents the study of recoil atoms perforned in Section 3

wherein we investigated the transport of RaB enitted from the RaA

deposited on the channel surfaces.

4*4 Thoron Daughter product Transport In Large PF systems

Application to breath measurements: As mentioned at the

beginning of this section , the measurement of thoron in the

exhaled breath of workers of thorium refineries yields an

important information for the assessment of their internal

contamination with thorium. Thorium workers inhale, during the

course of their work, radioaotivity consisting of " 2Th. *MRa.

***Th, z2*Ra and their associated decay products. M*Ra is the

parent of thoron gas. From the internally deposited 224Ra, a

oertain fraction of thoron gets exhaled through the breath. Double

filter system provides an ideal system for the measurement of

these low concentrations of exhaled thoron.

Jacobi(1964) was the first to use DF system for the

measurements of thoron in thorotraust patients. While Rundo et

al(1979) had investigated thorium plant workers in the US using

an electrostatic collection device, Kotrappa et al(1979) & Mayya

et al (1986) employed the double-filter system for thorium workers

at Trombay. In the work of Mayya et al(1986> for Trombay workers,

a total of 176 subjects were analysed. When a worker showed

considerably higher thoron than normal, repeat measurements were

done taking care to see that the worker was not contaminated with

the transient activity of day to day work. Measurements indicated

that the accumulated long term thorium in their system

approximately correlated with the length of their service. As we

are primarily interested in a theory which is useful for
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interpreting the censured data, we only dwell with those aspects

of measurement which are necessary for formulating this theory.

Crucial idea is to relate the values of thoron emanation rates to

the observed counts. In order to correctly formulate this

relation, it is necessary to describe the system and the

measurement procedure that was employed.

Design aspects: The double filter system employed was large

and is shown in Fig.4.3. It has a diameter of 40 cm and an end to

end length of 147 cm. Its total active volume is 146 litres. Air

to be analysed passes through an inlet filter and baffle and a

oone with tapered lips containing streamliners. The baffle breaks

the flow which is rendered laminar by the streamliners. A fine

wire mesh placed as a support for the stream liners virtually

captures all the decay products produced upto that plane. A part

of the decay products formed beyond it reach the end filter, which

is removed after sampling and analysed for alpha activity.

Measurement Procedure: The schematic arrangement used for the

measurement of breath thoron is shown Fig.4.4. P is a pump fitted

to the exit end of the DF unit exhausting air at a steady rate of

30 lpm. The entire system beginning at I, i.e., the inlet for the

room air and terminating at the down stream filter at P - is leak

proof. The direction of air flow is as shown. D. and D~ are the

two drums each having a capacity of 200 1 so that the air passing

through it spends sufficent time through it (in practice about 4

to 5 half-lives of thoron). Thus these drums provide the necessary

delay time for the ambient air to be completely free of thoron

prior to inhalation. The subject to be analysed inhales a part of

this air with the help of a nose-cum cupmouth piece(N) fitted with
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Fig. 4. 4t

Sohenatioo of the arrantfeaent used for neasurecents of
thoron in the exhaled breath.
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inhalation-e*ho.lation valves. Since the average breathing rate is

about 10 lpm for normal subjects (with a peak" 20 lpn) and since

the DF is nade to operate at 30 lpm, a balancing air of about 20

lpm is automatically gets drawn into it from the drum through a

bifurcation at B. After 30 mins of sampling the down stream filter

is removed and a-counted after about 4 hrs delay for a duration of

22 hours (~ 2 half-lives of ThB). The initial delay of 4 hrs

completely eliminates interference from radon daughters present in

the room air.

Relation between quantities: The operational theory of this

system is as follows. Let CT (Bq/m ) be the concentration of

thoron in the breath. Let « be its emanation rate (Bq/sec): Then,

£ = RCT <4.18)

where, R is the mean breathing rate. The quantity e may be

imagined to have originated from the activity of its parent Ra

"freely emanating thoron at the mouth". In reality, the Ra will

be distributed in the lung and possibly in the other parts of the

body and only a part (~ 5-10%) of the emitted thoron gets exhaled.

2 2 4

Thus the freely emanating Ra will be a fraction of the true

radium content and is only an alternative measure of emanated

thoron. If we denote this equivalent activity by Q , we have
QRa= £/\, (4.18a)

where X-T is the deoay constant of thoron. As mentioned earlier,

the Thomas-Leelare(1970) theory for calculating the concentration

of the gas from the observed counts [Eq.(4.3>] needs modification

for thoron in a large system, wherein the transit time is much

larger than ^*- In this case the gas sets up a decaying profile

along the tube. Eg.(4.3) therefore would give an average
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concentration of the gas; this needs to be related to its inlet

concentration and then to 6 , I.e., the equivalent Radius freely

emanating thoron at the mouth of the subject. This may be achieved

by first defining an effeotive volume ( V») for the chamber.

Besides, the system is so constructed that the particles formed in

the stream-liner region will be trapped in the wiremesh. Let the

volume of this region be V . The concentration at the inlet will

be higher by a factor exp<XTV'/q) ( qsflow rate) than the

concentration measured by the system. With these, the

concentration C at the inlet is given by modifying Eq.(4.3) as,

C* = [FV»]"*[exp(>»TVVq)]<D/Z) <D = observed counts) (4.18b)

CT will be less than the breath concentration CT by a factor R/q

due to dilution from the balancing air. However, as we are

interested only in the emanation rate, which is conserved along

the flow ( neglecting thoron decay between exhalation point and

DF inlet) , we have

c s c* q = CTB (R = breathing rate, q= total flow rate) (4.18c)

Upon combining Eqs.(4.18a,b,c), we have

Q R a = K (D/2) <D: observed counts) (4.18)

where K a q. [\TF(p )V»]"
1. exp(XTV*/q). (4.19a)

The theory is complete once we calculate the penetration

fraction F(JJ) and the effeotive volume V«.

Penetration fraction F(A<), P-M formula? The problem of

obtaining a formula for the penetration fraotion of decay products

of thoron considering the decay of the gas, was first considered

by Porstendorfer and Mercer(P-H) (1978). In the first

approximation, they assumed that, due.to finite transit time, the

gas sets up a profile of the form
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CT<x) = CT(0)

which nay be recast in non-dimensional forn as

CT(AI) = CT(0) exp(-Ap) (4.20)

where, A s 2XTR
2/D (4.21)

V s Dx/2<v>Rzj < note that Aju = *TV/q) (4.21a)

with D being the diffusivity of ThB. The above authors gave the

formula for F as

Hhera, !>„ = « n R , / * X «.22a>

However, the above formula for F is in serious error, as it

highly under estimates F for large A. Besides, as shown in the

following pages, it does not lead to a correct limiting forn as

A->a>. This error is traceable to the method of derivation of

Eq.<4.22), which is not based on the Green's function approach. We

obtain a correct formula as follows.

Derivation of a Correct Formula: A formula for F(AO under the

exponentially decaying source condition can be obtained from the

eigenfunction series through the use of Eq.(4.7c,d). Upon using

the source distribution of Eq.(4.20) and the Green's function of

Eq.<2.8) (Section 2) in Eq.(4.7c,d), we obtain for an

exponentially decreasing source,

(4.23)

When A=0, Eq.(4.23) goes over Eq.(4.8) corresponding to the

constant source problem. The most important difference between our

formula and Eq.(4.22) is that, as A->co, F<P)p_M->0 which is

incorrect. In fact as A->oot the situation is equivalent to that of
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a thin section of particle source at the channel inlet, i.e.,

S<r>o'/Jo> = ^ o * - <4.23a)

For this source, fron Eq.(4.7o,d) we obtain the thin section

formula:

F<P) = "4- J BnB* exp(-E*M). (4.23b)

Our Eq (4.23) correctly tends to Eq.(4.23b) as A->a>. The mistake

in the P-M formula was the assumption that the solution for an

exponential source is the product of the solution for a uniform

source and the local source strength. This is obviously

inconsistent with the GF approach.

The values of F(p) from our formula based on an exponential

source can be compared with that obtained from the constant source

(A=0) formula presented for radon. A is an additional parameter

with the decaying source and therefore greater differences are

expected to show up for large A. Fig.(4.5) in which F(AO is

plotted as a function of p for A=0, 10, <», illustrates this. F

with A=0 are always higher and can be significantly different from

those for nonzero A and increasing /J.

Effective Volume, V»: The effective volume is the DF volume

that will contain the same total source activity for a uniform

source under dynamic flow conditions as that for a decaying

source. Hence, for an exponentially decreasing source,

V. = V Cl-exp(-Au)]/(Ap). (4.24)

Substituting Eqs.(4.23) and (4.24) in Eq.(4.19a), the formula

relating the emanation to the observed counts, viz.,

Q«« = K<D/Z> (4.25)

contains the system constant K defined by
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K =

The diffusivity (0) of ThB is an input parameter. A oommonly

accepted value of 0.06 cmVseo is quite appropriate. For our

system, the values of the other parameters are:

KT = 0.683/55.0 = 0.0126/s; A = 2x0.0126x20*/0.06 = 168.0 [from

Eq.(4.21)]; /J = nx0.06xl37/2q(lpm)xl6.6667 = 0.775/q<lpm) [from

Eq.(4.21a>] and V = 17.0 litres.

Verification of K: The second column of Table-4.2 gives the

values of the parameter K obtained from Eq.(4.25a) for flow rates

of 24 lpm, 30 lpm and 60 lpm. In order to check their practical

validity for actual measurements, calibration experiments were

also performed at these flow rates, using known emanation of

thoron. The third column of Table-4.2 gives these measured

values. As may be seen by comparing with the theoretical values,

the measured values were slightly lower than the theoretical

values in all the 3 flow rates. This small difference may be

removed by assuming a slightly lower diffusivity (0.055 om*/s) for

ThB, in the theoretical computations.

Table-4.2

Theoretioal and measured calibration constants for large DF system

Flow rate
(q)
<lpm)

24

30

60

The

Theoretical

3.28

2.72

2.09

Constant K

Experimental

3.17

2.62

1.90
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In the experinental studies on the measurement of thoron in the

exhaled breath of thoriun workers, a flow rate of 30 lpn was used.

The value of K used was the theoretical value of 2.72 for

converting the observed disintegrations to the emanation rates of

thoron. These neasurenents were able to distinguish the workers

with more than 24 years of service who showed an average enanation

of 2.65 Bq of equivalent radiun as against the workers who have

completed less than 12 y of service who showed an average

enanation of 1.27 Bq.

Maximum Sensitivity; Next, we turn to the question of the

sensitivity of the system. It may be defined as the rate of change

in the observed counts for a unit change in the enanation rate.

The sensitivity is maximum, when the value of K is nininum. In

fact, the global minimum of K, which is the ninioun ever

achievable, is = 1. This is the situation when every atom of ThB

produced reaches the end filter without being lost to the wall

(A=co, p=Q). This cannot be realised in practice for systems with

finite A, and therefore, we seek a looal minimum of K<A, A<), for

each A as a function of the axial parameter p. For the present

purpose, we neglect the prefactor exp(>>.TV'/q) as it does not alter

our qualitative conclusions.

He note from Eq.(4.25a) that it guarantees a nininun for K in

fj variable for a given A, since K=» both when v=0 and ju= co. An

approximate estimate of t*o and Kmin oan be nade by retaining only

the first term in the series expansion. Upon setting «j = 0, we

obtain

P o* [A-E*]"
1 ln<A/E*> and (4.26a)

Kmin * <2/BoBj>(VBj>"o
xtA"E!1 (4.26b)
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For the experimental set-up used in Tronbay studies, A=168 and

with this we obtain fron Eqs.(4.26a.b),

»o *. 0.0195 and Kmln n 1.98.

One can also accurately compute K . numerically by the
TnVT>

Newton-Raphson procedure using larger number of terns in the

series. With 5 term expansion, for A=168, we obtain Po = 0.0149

and K = 1.665. For the dimensions of the DF system described in
Fig.(2.4), this value of /J coresponds to a flow rate of 51 1pm.

Limitations of the present theory: Before we conclude this

section, the following point needs to be mentioned. The modified

DF theory for thoron was based on the assumption of an

exponentially decaying source. This is strictly valid only for

plug flow and not for the realistic case of laminar flow having a

parabolic velocity profile. For a given downstream distance

parameter V, there will be less concentration of a decaying gas

at the periphery as compared to that at the centre-line due to

weak convection at the periphery. In fact, one must obtain the

oorreot gas profile from the diffusion equation

Hh fc&$ 3 - 2AT(lV>£- - ATC = 0. ^ <4.27)
where C is gas concentration at any point. AT = >-TR/DT where D T

is the gas diffusion coefficient, and T is the transit time. The

above equation should be supplemented with the reflecting

condition since the gas cannot be absorbed on the channel walls:

^|r)=i = 0 and the initial condition C(T>,0) = CO • . (4.27a)

The solution to this may be obtained as an eigenfunction series

<4.27b)J
where C are the expansion coeffcients, w (*>;A ) are the

eigenfunct'ions satisfying the reflecting BC and S* are the
n
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oorresponding eigenvalues. This series acts as the source tern in

the equation for ThB decay product diffusion. This leads to a

somewhat complicated expression for the penetration fraction, that

depends on the relative diffusivities of the gas and the decay

product and is not very useful from the practical point of view. A

sinilar problem, without the decay tern was solved for radon and

its decay product diffusion in the nobility speotroneter by Mayya

et al (1982). The problem with decay in cylindrioal geometries

requires separate investigation

4.5 Summary and Conclusions

In this section, we have examined the theory of radon and

thoron decay product transport in large DF systems in a greater

detail, leading to several improvements over the Tan and

Thonas-Leclare fomula. In the case of Thoron, the theory was

developed from a practical point of view by relating it to a

system that was employed for the measurement of thoron emanations

in the exhaled breath of Trombay thorium workers. These

measurements, the details of which fall outside the main scope of

this thesis, were of importance in the assessment of internal

contamination of these workers. The theoretical formulas used here

formed crucial basis in interpreting those results. While the

formula (4.25a) is still not complete, as it does not fully

account for the lateral profile of the source gas arising out of

the parabolicity of the velocity profile, it constitutes an

important development over the existing formulas in providing the

factors for converting the observed counts to the thoron emanation

rates.
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SECTION 5

MICROSCOPIC THEORY OF AEROSOL TRANSPORT

5.1 The kinetic description of Brownlan motion

Need for kinetic description: The aerosol cass transport

equation that we discussed thus far is primarily a

phenomenological equation (Van Kampen, 1981). It is founded on the

premises of Fick's law for the diffusive flux and the law of nass

conservation. The particle absorption at the boundaries is

accounted for by setting the concentration on the boundary to

zero. Both the Fick's law and the absorp' ion boundary condition,

known as Snoluchowski condition (who first employed it for

colloidal coagulation) are not vigorously founded and hence are

empirical (MenOn and Sahni, 1985). On the contrary, it is

well-known that the fundamental process by which small particles

diffuse is Brownian motion which occurs in position-momentum space

(phase-space)(Chandrashekhar, 1943). Similarly, the absorption at

a surface is also described by imposing constraints on the return

flux in the same space. This naturally brings one to the question

of the validity of a purely position spaoe description provided by

the Fick's law and the absorption condition, for describing

aerosol transport and deposition on surfaces. The answer lies in

examining the transport problem from the microscopic theory of

Brownian motion and to "arrive" at an appropriate phenomenologioal

equation as a limiting description of this theory. In this

chapter, we examine the kinetic description provided by the

Klein-Kramers equation which is a Fokker-Planck Equation (FPE) in
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phase space for Brownian notion. He also note in passing that

there exists another class of problems, viz., charging-induced

diffusion processes in aerosols (Mayya and Malvankar, 1993) whose

governing equation has the same structure as trie phase-space FPE

for Brownian motion. This adds to the importance of examining the

diffusion problem from the FPE point of view. Our main task here

is to 'reduce' FPE into a purely position space description for

flowing fluids and to construct true boundary layer solutions to

the former. As we will see, there are some interesting differences

between the case of Brownian motion in fluids moving over

absorbing walls and the standard problem of Brownian motion in

stagnant fluids, with external forces.

First, we mention some of the qualitative differences. Even at

the minimum, the former is a 4 dimensional phase space problem - 2

momentum competes, along and perpendicular to the direction of

flow, and the 2 spatial counter parts. This is to be distinguished

from Brownian motion in stagnant fluids which at its simplest is

just 2 dimensional (Harris, 1981). Besides, the force exerted by a

moving fluid as a whole on the particle is quite often

non-conservative. This is very rarely the case with the external

forces acting on particles in stagnant fluids. This makes an

important difference for arriving at a position space description

of Brownian transport.

The Fokker-Planck Equation (FPE): The fundamental theory of

Brownian transport in moving fluids starting from statistical

mechanical considerations has been well described by Mazo, 1967).

Here, we use this equation as the starting point.

Let f(r,c,t) be the phase-space distribution function of
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particle position <r) and velocity (o) of a Brownian particle in a

fluid at tine t. Let U(r) be the local average velocity of the

fluid with reapeot to the laboratory frane. This velocity is

induced by external pressure gradients which do not act directly

on the partiole. However, the fluid riow exerts a force nCUOr) on

the particle of nass n, where < is the friction ooefficient (s )

given by the Stoke's-Einstein relation C a 6*n?R/n, (*? = fluid

viscosity, R = partiole radius). Let f be the direct external

force (gravitational, electrostatic etc.) aoting on the particle.

The evolution equation for f is(Mazo, 1987)

J§- + c.Vrf + C<F/B) • Ct?<r)].Vcf = C?e. [of
 + <«/•>*, f] (5.1)

The seoond tern on the Ins is the streaming tern in position

space, the third tern is the streaming in velocity space due to

nonentun changes fron the external forces aoting on the particle.

The rhs is the differential operator representing the nonentun

fluctuations due to noleoular collisions. The subscripts r and o

on the operator 7 indicate that the derivatives refer to the space

and nonentun coordinates, respectively. For a spatially

homogeneous system (^rf=0), the effect of fluid flow on f oan be

trivially transformed away by recasting the equation in terns of

the velocities c'= c-U(r) referred to with respect to the local

frane noving with the fluid. As there will be no nass transfer in

this situation, it is not of interest to us.

We now rewrite Eq.<5.1) in terns of the conponents for a fluid

noving over a flat plate (and mass transfer occurring on it). Let

us consider the case of no external foroe, i.e.,F = 0. X is the

direction of flow which is parallel to the plate, i.e, U(r)3Ux

only. Y-axis is normal to the plate with y=0 defining the plane of
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the plate. He further assume that UR= U(y) only. Let u',v' be the

components of c and x',y* be the components of r along X and Y

directions. Eq.(5.1) now reduces to

Eq.(5.1a) may be recast in terms of the dimensionless

variables,

(u.v )= (u',v')/vT

(x,y) = (x',y')/l and

F(y) = U(y')/vT

where v • (kT/m)1'2 (particle thermal velocity)

and 1 s C (kT/m) ( mean persistence length.
I

He consider only steady state as it is the nost relevant

case for the mass transport with steady particle input. With

these, we have

If the particles are absorbed at the boundary y=0, one nust

supplement a oondition that the emergent flux is zero for all v>0:

f(x,O,u,v) s 0 for all v>0 and u e <-oo,a>). (5.2a)

S. 2 Correspondence with a Charging problem

He now digress briefly to another class of problems in aerosol

transport which result in equations similar to Eq.(5.2). This is

related to the motion of aerosol partioles subjeot to bipolar

charging in electric fields. The associated transport process is

referred to as the phenomenon of "charging-induced diffusion" and

has been the subject of some recent rtudies (Mayya and Malvankar,
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1993; Hayya 1994a). In this, the particles are subjeot to bipolar

charging in an ionic environment in the presence of an external

electric field. Due to the stochastic nature of the oharging

process, the partiole acquires Boltzmann oharge distribution

(Keefe et al, 1959; Mayya, 1994b; Matsoukas 1994; Fillippov,

1994). The electric field translates this into stochastic drift

notion as a result of which the particles undergo a diffusive

notion, which is found to be orders of magnitude larger than the

Brownian diffusivity. However, unlike the latter, the former is

strictly one dimensional ocourring along the electric field.

The rigorous, derivation of the charging-induced motion

involves the derivation of the charging rates and the charge

balance equation. He do not attempt it here as it is outside the

scope of this thesis. For the sake of completeness and for noting

the similarities, we merely describe the physical origin of the

process and write down the induced-diffusion equation. Let a

particle of radius R be immersed in an ionic environment

containing 'n' positive and an equal number of negative ions/cm9.

The particles pick up either positive or negative charges from the

ions and acquire a fluctuating net charge, denoted by q. The

diffusion charging theory ^rovides the time scale of this

fluctuations as ft~* where, ft is the neutralization rate given by

(3s4rr(cz/kT)Dln (Reed et al 1977, Mayya & Malvankar 1993) where, *e

is the electronio charge and Di is the ion diffusivity. Let E be

the static external electric field. Depending on the sign of their

charge at a given instant of time, the particles would move along

or in the direction opposite of E. If B is the mobility of the

particles/unit charge, the instantaneous drift velocity is qBE.
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Let P<q,x,t) be the distribution funotion for the space-time

evolution of charge. It has been shown by Mayya and Malvankar

(1993) that P(q,x,t) satisfies the following equation:

ff , n p - «P . ft * f fRkT\ dP , n P l
3F" + qBB 3sT p 33" I \~J 3q~ + qPJ

This has the same struoture as Eq.(5.1a) but for the (2+2)

dimensionality of the latter and the extra term for the flow.

Besides, the absorption boundary condition for Eq.(5.2b) oan also

be shown to be the same as Eq.(5.2a). For this, assume that x=0 is

a positively charged surface. Then a partiole carrying positive

charges would be driven away from this surface and henoe no

positively charged particles can be found on the surface. This oan

be stated as the oondition P(q,x=O,t) = 0 if q>0 analogous to

Eq.(5.2a). These and some other correspondences are summarised in

the Table 5.1.

The fact that the charging-induced particle transport has

important applications in aerosol physics adds extra emphasis to

the need for a formal study of the Fokker-Planck equation, while

at the same time providing a wider canvass for such a study.

In realistic mass transfer calculations, Eq.(5.2) or Eq.(5.2b)

along with the boundary condition [Eq.<5.2a)] is extremely

difficult to solve even numerically. This point is amply

illustrated by a large body of work that exists on a simplest one

dimensional mass transport problem on a flat surface from a

stagnant fluid(see the later part of this section). The problem is

further compounded here because of the y-dependent fluid velocity.

For this reason, it is important to arrive at the 'diffusion

approximation' which is derived in an appropriate limit of the

above equation along with the boundary condition.
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Tabl»-3.1

Correspondences between Brownian notion

and Charging-induced Diffusion

Item Brownian Motion

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Governing
process

Stochastic
variable

friction
coefficient

characteri-
stic speed

characteri-
stic length

Dimensiona-
lity

Absorption
condition

Particle-moleoule
collisions

Particle momentum

momentum relaxatii
rate, C«6»n)R/m

thermal velooity

T

% vT/C

3(space) +
3 (momentum)

f(v.x=0)=0 for v>t

Charging-Induced diffusion

Ion capture by particles
and drift in the field

Particle charge <q)

rate, ft&&n(e /kT)Din

average drift velooity

V = (RkT/£*)1'*BE

V/ft

3(spaoe) -f
1 (charge)

S. 3 Diffusion Approximation in moving fluids

Traditional Approach: Diffusion approximation for the FPE in

stagnant fluids has been systematically investigated in several

studies (Titulaer,1978, 1983; Kneller & Titulaer, 1984; Theiss &

Titulaer, 1985). Titulaer's (1978) pioneering approach provides

systematic corrections to the diffusion equation, while arriving

at the conventional diffusion equation in the 'high friction

limit' (C-><*>). His procedure consists of expanding the

distribution function in terms of the inverse powers of C' the

lowest order term is the equilibrium Maxwelian in this scheme

whose ooeffioient is the purely space dependent number density. A
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closed equation for this quantity is then obtained by substituting

this expansion in the equation and collecting terns of a given

power of C"* by a systematic procedure.

The existence of an equilibrium solution is crucial to the

above procedure. It is here that the equation for a moving fluid

qualitatively differs fron that in a stationary fluid. Firstly,

the fluid motion introduces non-equilibrum in an essential way

into the system. The system does not admit of a Maxwellian

equilibrium distribution except when F(y)= FQ = constant. In the

latter case, it can easily be shown that while the Y- uniform

solution is Maxwellian, the X-uniforn solution is a shifted

Maxwellian. There also exists a purely Maxwellian solution for u,

but it has an associated space (X) dependence. We may write these

two independent solutions as

f+(x,u,v) " exp[-<uz+v2)/2]exp(-Fox) (5.3)

f(x,u,v) ' exp[-<u-Fo>
2+v2>/2] (5.3a)

Eq.(5.3) is the equilibrium and Eq.(5.3a) is the current carrying

nonequilibrium solution.

Non-existence of equilibrium solutions for general profiles: In

realistic cases, F(y) is an explicit function of y, the simplest

one being the linear profile (known as Couette flow in mass

transfer literature). This case does not admit of an equilibrium

solution of type Eq.(5.3). The reason for this is the fact that

the fluid velocity field, whioh provides the force-field on the

particles is non-conservative: it is not expressible as the

spatial derivative of a potential *(x,y). For example, for the

linear fluid velocity profile,

Fx(y) e F(y) = w , (5.3b)
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it is not possible to construct a potential *<x,y) such that the

Y-eomponents of the fluid velocity (s g— ) is zero while the

X-component(s grr ) is A«y. In the absence of such a *(x,y>, an

equilibrium Maxwell-Boltzmann solution of the form

f»q = e x p C- *<x,y) -<uz+ vz)/2] (5.3c)

does not exist. On the other hand, when F(y)=Fo=constant, *(x,y) =

Fox satisfies the requirement F = 0 and the equilibrium solution

exists as we mentioned earlier.

Even though an equilibrium solution does not exist, it would be

useful to demonstrate the existence of a lowest order solution of

the type CEq.(5.3a)], that does not carry diffusive currents along

and perpendicular to the flow. One can then employ this as a

starting point, or, as a 'ground state' solution for the reduction

procedure in order to account for diffusive currents. The

physical basis for the existence of this ground state may be

understood in the following sense. For a uniform input of

particles into the stream flowing over a flat plate, the lateral

fluxes are set-up because of the absorption on the surface y=0. In

other words, if the surface is non absorbing, then the only

transport would be due to the oonvective flux along X-axis. If we

denote J and J as the particle fluxes, the ground state situation
x y

implies that J = 0 . One can then seek a X-uniform solution that

simultaneously satisfies the above requirement.

Ground state non-equilibrium solution for a special case: One

of the principal requirements for obtaining a ground state

solution for general F(y) is that it should be possible to seek

purely momentum-space solutions in a co-ordinate system moving

with the local velocity of the fluid. In other words, it should be
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possible to obtain spatially homogeneous solutions in the new

oo-ordinate system. In Eq.(5.2), ^ can be innedlately set to

aero; but 3— cannot be consistently set to zero unless F(y> is a

constant. Supposing we cake a oo-ordinate tranfornation

u4 = u~F(y),

y» (5.4)

v4= v

and set •$- = 0. We obtain, in the new oo-ordinates,

F '( )v af 6 r 9i + fi + ° r dt •»

It is possible to set 3-— = 0 if and only if F'(yt) = constant

= fi (say), or alternatively, if and only if

F(y) = F o + w (linear profile). (5.4b)

The ground state solution will correspond to the solution of

He note that even for the simplest case of a linear profile,

the X and the Y components of the particle velocities (uft and v t)

are already coupled. However, it is possible to obtain its

solution as shown below.

Upon Fourier transforming Eg.(5.4c) as
00 00

*(w,\) = J J exp(io> u£ + i\ V ( ) f(u4,v1)du1dv (5.4d)
—00 —00

we have

3\^ ^ "̂  + <«> )0 (5.0)

Being a first order equation, it may be solved by constructing

suitable characteristics, i.e., we nay write
QX. do) d̂ 6 - K c »

jticTV \ c ~w~ = i i (0.5a)

using whioh, we write the solution of Eq.(5.5) as:
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fcO, X) = exp[- j (wa + Xa - AJXW + AJ*O>*/2)3 (5.5b)

As the arguments in the exponential term in the above are

quadratic Eq.(5.5b) nay be easily Fourier inverted and we obtain

the velocity distribution in terns of u^ and vt variables. This

nay be reexpressed in terns of the true coordinates (y,u,v) as

2 ( u ' Fo~ w + a

2

where, K* a 1 + H*/4. (5.6a>

Eq.<5.6) is normalised to unity and carries only a convective

X-current, Jx = F(y) and and no lateral current, i.e., Jy-O. It

is therefore the required ground state solution.

Beyond a linear profile for F(y>, constructing a nonequilibriuo

ground state solution does not appear to be easy. Even the

solution to the linear case [Eq.(5.6>] is sufficiently complex in

order to be useful for developing systematic perturbations on

this. For this reason, we employ an alternative and simpler

reduction procedure that yields the diffusion approxination

correct to the required order.

Reduction procedure: To begin with, we note that the diffusion

approximation corresponds to the retention of terms upto the

second derivative of the spatial density. Since the space

co-ordinates are already scaled wrt to C. this would imply

retaining expansion terms upto C~2- We follow this principle in

the following scheme. Upon defining the operators,

<5.7)

Bq.(5.2> may be recast as

uPf + vQf + F(y)g| = Lu(f) + Lv(f) <5.7a)
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All the operators commute with each other. However, Q does not

commute with F(y):

QF-FQ * 0. (5.7b)

For F(y) = F o+w, we have

QF-FQ = F(y)= /J. <5.7o)

This nonconmutativity of Q with F nakes an important difference

in our derivations.

Now we define the moments of f as
00 00

Mr» m(x'y> = / J u" vB f(x.y.u.v) du dv.
» -00 -00

The spatial density and the ourrents are given by

y> = M

(5.8)

o.o •

J»(x,y) = M. _<x,y),and

t(x,y)

Upon taking these moments in Eq.(5.7a), we obtain

•*• n(n-l) M _ _ - n

J,(x,y) =

(5.9)

+ »<•-!> Mn.«-a " « *n,n

(5.10)

For a consistent approximation, we need to enumerate the moments

of a given total of m+n order.

B+B = 0;

n=0, m=0:

n+m = 1;

n=l. m=0:l

n=0, m=l:I

n+m = 2;

n=0, o=2:PM

n=2, B=0:I

Z,O *,*>

i

= 0

= 0

a= 0

= o

(5.10a)

(5.10b)

(5.10c)

<5.10d)

(5.10e)

(5.10f)

In terms of C(x,y) and the fluxes( J's) defined in Bq.(5.8),
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the first 3 equations above nay be written as

(mass conservation equation) (5.11)P J x + Q

,o +

Jy =

QMO

0

i
F

J y

> + Jx ' ° (5.11a)

(-".lib)

We may note that the moment approach leads to an open hierarchy

of equations with the lower moments being expressed in terms of

the higher moments. Eg.(5.11) provides a relationship between JM

and J In order to know J's, one needs the moments M_ . M_ „ and

H O 2 which in turn are ooupled to the higher moments in the n+m=2

equations, i.e,

Ma,o = C + F>Jx - d/2)p M8 o + Q M 2 J (5.12)

» M2 4 + Q M£ J (5 .12a)

C " < 1 / 2 > C p M
< 2

 + « M o J ( 5 . 1 2 b )

In the scheme that we employ, we consider the spatial

operators P and Q as perturbation parameters. A first closure of

the above hierarohy may be aohieved by ignoring the terms inside

the square brackets of the above. With this, the higher moments

are expressible in terms of the lower moments. In this

approximation, the closed form is

M2.o = C + FJx (5.13)

M* = (1/2) FJ (5.13a)

Mo a = C (5.13b)

Upon substituting these we obtain,

PJ + Q J = 0. <5.14)

PC + PF Jx +(1/2)QF J - FC + Jx = 0 , (5.14a)

QC + (1/2)PF Jy + Jy = 0. (5.14b)

Since PF(y) = F(y)P and from the commutation relation in
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Eq.(5.7b>,

QF - FQ + F'(y), (5.14o)

we nay simplify Eq.(5.14a) using Eqs.(5.14) and Eq.(5.14o) as

PC + (1/2)FP JK + (l/2)F'(y)Jy - FC + JH = 0. <5.14d)

Upon Operating Eq.(5.14b) by Q fron the right and using

Eqs.CS.14) and (5.14c), we have

Q*C - (1/2)P2FJH + <l/2)PF'Jy -PJM= 0 (5.14©)

Similarly, upon operating Eq.<5.14d) by P, we obtain

P(P-F)C + (1/2)FP 2J H + (1/2,) F'PJy +PJK s 0 (5.14D

Upon adding Eqs.(5.14f) and (5.14e), we obtain

Q*C + P(P-F)C + F'(y)PJy = 0 (5.14g)

Since from Eq.(5.14b), J «s -QC to a zeroth order in P, we have

QZC + P(P-F)C - F'(y)PQC = 0 (5.14h)

However, the last term is of a lower order than the other

terms. This is because of the occurenoe of the F'(y) tern which is

of the order (QF) and hence the last term is of the third order.

This has to be neglected in the second order approximation that we

have decided to terminate at. Hence the diffusion approximation

for Brownian motion in a moving fluid is obtained upon

reexpressing P and Q as derivatives:

In terms of the true space and velocity variables, x'= lx, y'=ly

and V(y') = vTF(y) and upon defining the diffusion coefficient,

D- lvT . (5.15a>

we obtain the standard form as follows.

0 [£!£ 2 +£!<L] - V(y)g. =0. (5.15b)

Boundary condition: We now arrive at a corresponding reduction
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for the absorption boundary condition (BC) on the surface y=0

starting fron the kinetic BC [Eq.(5.2a)] mentioned earlier. This

is a somewhat more difficult problen. So far we did not assume an

explicit form for the perturbed form for the velocity

distribution, but employed a consistent order approximation for

the spatial derivative operators. This method no longer works fcr

obtaining the boundary condition. This is due to the fact that the

kinetic BC in Eg.(5.2a) implies a half range condition, whereas in

the moments approach we employed the distribution function

integrated over the full range. In short, for arriving at the

boundary condition, one is required to use an explicit perturbed

form for the velocity distribution (Razi Naqvi eta al, 1982).

For problems with stagnant fluids, Henon(1886) had developed a

systematic reduction of the Kinetic BC. His approach is somewhat

difficult to adopt for the case of moving fluids. Hence, we follow

a more conventional approach in order to derive a kinetio BC for a

moving fluid. He demonstrate it for the case of F = constant only.

For a uniform profile with F = constant, of the two lowest

order solutions given in Eqs.(5.3 & 5.3a) which correspond to the

absence of lateral mass transfer(Y-uniform), the one that is

relevant to an open ended system on the down stream end is

f<u,v) - exP[- <"-|>*+v'] (5.150)

The presence of lateral mass transfer would introduce spatial

gradients in the y direction and accordingly would modify the

above distribution. In the lowest order, we may assume that these

perturbations are linear in u and v. Accordingly we may write,

f(x.y,u,v) " (l/2n) [Co+ C4u + C2v]exp[- ^
U " F > ^ V ] (5.16)

From the definition of the quantities C, J and



J » [Egs.(5.8),(5.9)3 the coefficients, Co» Ct and Ct. whioh are

functions of x,y only, oan be expressed as

C o = C-FC4,

= J*' F C a n d (5.18a)

C2 = Jy.

The form in Eq.(5.16) is so chosen that when J - FC and J = 0,

the diffusive flux vanishes, and the velocity distribution is the

shifted Maxwellian [Eq.(5.15c)]. Now, the kinetio BC [Eq.(5.2a>]

implies
00 00

J j = J du / dv v f(x,0,u.v) = 0. (5.16b)
y 'y«O -CO O

Upon multiplying Eq.(5.16) by v, integrating it in the range

v>0 and the full'range wrt u, and applying the above BC

we obtain
00 00 2 2

(1/2*) /du Jdv v[Co+ Ctu + Ctv} e x P [ ^
u ' F ? ; V ] = 0. at y=0.

-* ° (5.18e)

Upon explicitly evaluating the Gaussian integrals, we obtain

C(x,0) + (n/2)1'2 Jy(x,0) = 0. <5.16d)

Differentiation of Eq.(5.16d^ wrt x yields

Oyr. o. <5.16e)

From E<i.(5.14b) J satisfies the constraint

V <F/2) W" = ' W~ <S.i6f)

Jy(x,0) and ^ -
( x > 0 ) may be eliminated from Eqs.(5.16d) 4 <5.16e)

respectively. We then obtain the required BC as follows:

C(x,0) + (F/2)g ( x' 0 ) = (n/Z)1"'2 ^X'yy\ysO (5.17)

When the flow velocities are much smaller than the thermal

velocities of the particles, (F<<1) one obtains the first

oorrected absorption condition, viz.,
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C(x.O) * (*r/2)4'* ̂ i 2 L A Z 2| y. o <5.17a)

often arrived at for stagnant fluids. The standard BC nanely C=0

is recovered in the high friotion limit, i.e all the 'derivatives,

g—, g-— are set to zero.However, for a unit density particle of

radius 0.1 ym, vr turns out be 3.2 cm/s using Eq.(O.lo). This is

comparable to normal flow velocities during sampling (F * 1) and

hence one cannot a-priori neglect the x- derivative in Eq.(5.17)

Effect of modified BC on solutions: Eq.(5.17), which involves

the gradient in the X-direction for calculating the mass transfer

rate in the Y-direetion using Eq.(5.15) adds additional complexity

to the classical and extended Graetz problems, discussed in the

earlier chapters. However, a plug-flow calculation for Eq. <5.15)

shows (with boundaries at y=0 and y=H) that, the eigenvalues of

expansion remain unaltered by the generalised BC. To see this, the

formal solution to Eq.(5.15) is

CO

C<x,y> =2 [Ansin(qny> + Bncos(qny)] exp( - \x> (5.16)
r»=O

where, q^a X* + FXn

The modified condition [Eq.(5.17>3 at y=0 and y=H yields

) A qn y n n at y=0 <5.18a)

and

[<l-FXn/2)An+ Bnqn(n/2)^2] sinCq^H) =

[Anqn(rt/2>4X2- Bn<l-FXn/2)]cos<qnH) (5.18b)

at y=H. Since the term on rhs of Eq.(5.18b) is identically zero

in view of Eq.(5.18a>, we have the eigenvalue equation

sin(q H) = 0
r»

l=0,1.2...)j
(5.18c)

which are the same as those obtained with the condition C=0.
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However, the solution [Eq.(5.18)3 would now contain both sine and

oosine terns whereas with C=0, we would have only sine terns. The

F dependent tern (1-FV2) will be * 1 when H (whioh is the plate

separation neasured in terns of the persistence length, 1) is

large because now X^" 1/jH <<1.

S. 4 Velocity profiles near absorbing boundaries

The phenomenologioal profiles: Having arrived at the diffusion

approxination fron the Fokker-Planck desoription of Brownian

notion in a moving fluid, it is interesting to exanine how the

aotual density profiles would differ in the neighbourhood of the

absorption surface fron that predicted by diffusion theory. The

eigtnfunotion expansion of the convective diffusion equation

C(x,y) = T c tf (r?)exp(-B* p), (??=y/K and p = Dx/vH*) (5.18)

suggests that, given the analytio nature of 4> (n) at y=0 (T> = 0),
In

the concentration profile would always be of the forn

C *" A(x) + y B(x) as y ->0. (5.19a>

How the question concerns the validity of the above analytio

profile in tho framework of the Fokker-Planok equation. In faot,

the linear profile is a direot consequence of the Fiok's law,

Jy<x) = . D^LXl . (5.19b)

in view of which the coefficient B(x) nay be interpreted as the

lateral flux at an axial point x. The question therefore pertains

to the validity or otherwise of the Fiok's law at the surfaoe. So

long as the density profile is analytio in y at y=0, the

derivative of C(x,y) exists at y=0 and the Fiok's law oan still be

salvaged albeit with an altered diffusivity. It however turns

out, that a rigorous solution to the FPE near an absorbing
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boundary does not have an analytic profile but shows an

interesting power law behaviour. He demonstrate this by developing

an explicit solution to FPE.

Solutions to FPE: The solutions to FPB has been attempted by

several workers. The question was first raised by Harris, who

pointed at the existence of non diffusive solutions near absorbing

boundaries in different geometries (Han is,1981, 1982a,b). Later

Burshka and Titulaer (1981) performed an extensive numerical study

of this problem. However, the dominant analytic form for the

variation of density cannot be numerically determined mainly due

to strong Gibb's type oscillations at the point of discontinuity.

Mayya and Sahni (1983) first predicted the existence of

non-analytio boundary layer solutions with a power 1/3 for the

density. Following this, Titulaer (1984) and independently Mayya

(1985) obtained exact profiles which showed a power 1/2 instead of

1/3, but nevertheless confirming the existence of non-analytio

solutions. The entire problem was placed on a sound formalistio

footing by Marshall and Watson (1985, 1987).

We start with the scaled variable form of FPE [Eq.(5.2)]. We

are mainly interested in the density profile as a function of y

and therefore, its X variation is ignored. Let us consider flow

over a single plate and assume that either the particle

distribution is spatially homogeneous along the X-direotion

(parallel to the boundary at y=0) or has an equilibrium form. This

is possible despite an X-directed flow, by a suitable choice of

particle sources. Thus for example, the ohoice of either

f(x,y,u,v) -> exp[(u-F)2/2] f(y,v) for x>0 (5.20a)

or

f(x,y,u,v) -> exp(Fx-u2/2) f(y,v) for x<0 (say), (5.20b)
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reduces Eq.(5.2> to a one dimensional problen:

along with the absorption condition,

f(0,v) = 0 for all v>0. (5.21a)

In order to have a non-trivial solution, one must also specify

the form of the solution at y = ». This is provided by the

Pagani(1970) form of the equilibrium and current oarrying

solutions, which correspond to the diffusion approximation:

f(y.v) -> [Ao+ B (y-v)]exp(-v
2/2) (5.21b)

This implies that the number density increases as

»
C(y) ** ff(y,v)dv = A + B y as y->oo (5.21c)

°
and the flux, J = constant( negative) . The constant B is

B =|JJ(2nr )"*'*. (5.21d)

Full-Range expansion: Eq.(5.21) is variable separable; if we

seek expansion in the form

= exp(-vz/4) ) A exp(-*- y)^(v), (5.22)

4> (v) satisfies the eigenvalue equation

- O.with <t>n(.v)->Q as v->±oo (5.23)

On transforming the variable v to v-2\n, the above can be

reduced to the well-known Weber's equation. If the solutions are

to be bounded as v->±oo, the eigenvalues need to form a discrete

spectrum, i.e.,

x* = ±(n)*'2 , n=0,l,2 (5.23a)

and the corresponding eigenfunctions may be denoted by #~(v).

Eq.(5.23) being of the Sturm-Liouville type, the ©igenfunctions

^~(v) also form a complete set in the full range (-o<xv<oo). n=0 is
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a double root, and the two linearly independent solutions

correspond to the the asymptotic forns written down in E<j.(5.21b).

Besides, the negative eigenvalues are not relevant to the region

of present interest viz., y>0 and have to be discarded (this is

achieved by setting the coefficients A corresponding to negative

X's to zero). Otherwise, the f(y,v) would grow exponentially as

y->« whioh is unphysioal. The eigenfunctions ^+(v) [a «P (v)]
n n

corresponding to x = (n) , are

= exp [- i2z|lEL2l] H j ^ " ? ], n*1.2,.. (5.24)

n satisfy the following orthogonality relations in the full

range -«xv«», i*. e.,

/ v exp(-v2/4)*n(v> dv =0, '

00

/ v*exp(-v*/4)*n(v) dv =0. ,

n=l,2 (5.25a)

where, kne (2«rn)*''
t2n+inJ ,(n,m=l,2... ) (5.25b)

With these preliminaries, the required formal solution is

f(y.v) = [Ao- |J|/(2n)iX2 (y-v)]exp (-v*

+ exp(-v2/4) y Ar>exp(-y-Jn)* (v), (y>0,-oo<v<oi>) (5.26)

The coefficients A (n=l,2..) are yet to be determined from
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the absorption oondition. From the orthogonality of <t>'o we have

= (2n)"1/<2J v2 f(O,v) dv
(5.26a)

J f(O.v) exp(vx/4)
-00

Half-Range integral equations: However, the difficulty in

extracting An is that the integral is in the full range, whereas

f(O,v) is prescribed only on v<0 and is to be determined as a part

of the solution procedure for v>0. Because of this, the expansion

coefficients cannot be reduced to a quadrature, by integrating

over the boundary distribution. It has been shown (Beals and

Protopepesou, 1983) that Eq.<5.28) is also oomplete in the

positive half-range, but in the absence of the knowledge of the

orthogonal weight functions, hlf-range completeness is of not much

use. Supposing we transform the variable from v to -t and write

the boundary distribution as

f(O,t) = 0, t<0, presoribed (since t=-v)«
(5.26b)

and f(O,t) = h(t)exp(-t /4), t>0

where h(t) is the unknown part to be determined. He can now

express the coefficients in terms of h(t) as
00

A = (2«r)"4/'2 f t z h(t) exp(-t2/4)dt
o

m (5.26c)
hn = - k~* / t h(t) ̂ n(-t) dt, n=0,l,2..,

o n

and this permits us to set up an integral equation for the unknown

h(t) as follows.

Upon setting y=0 in Eq.<5.26) and using Eqs.(5.26a-c) we have
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h(t) s <AO + Bt> exp(-t*/4) - J t'h(t')K+(t,t'> dt*. t>Oj (9.27a)

0 = (Ao - Bt) exp(-t*/4) - J t'h(t')K_(t,t') dt', t>0; (5.27b)

where,

(t,f) • > k" *„(* t)^(-t'), (t.t'>0), (5.270)

are the kernels of the above integral equation for the unknown

part h(t). K+(t,t') is symmetric while the other is not. The

funotion h(t> may be determined as the solution of one of the

equations in Eq.(5.27), and the other one will be automatically

satisfied. In fact, the condition that the coefficients, A_n= 0

(corresponding to the negative X's) automatically yields a third

equation, viz.,
m

J t h(t)* (t) dt s 0. (5.27d)
o

This follows by noting that ^~'(v) = # (-v) (t = -v). The form

of the kernel plays an important role in fixing the form for h(t).

Asymptotio approximation to the kernels: The major contribution

to the kernels for a fixed t,t' arises from the 'late' terms in

the series expansion. It is therefore neoessary to obtain the

large n behaviour of 4>n. As the functions <Pn are related to the

parabolio oylinder functions, their asymptotic properties oan be

obtained based on Olver's (1859) asymptotio formulas for these

functions. From among his formulas, the ones based on Airy

functions are the most useful as was demonstrated in Chapter 3.

Upon employing this methodology it may be shown that

* (±t) * 0 AiT + tn*/4S + fc " *0. j; t>0 (5.28)
20n

where,

-l) n exp(-n/2) (2n)"'"n"'w (5.28a)
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With this the kernels K +(t,f) defined in Eq.<5.27c> take the for

t.t'~>0. (5.28)

where, the quantity k [Eq.(5.25b)] has been approximated using

Sterling fornula for n!.

We show first that h(t)->0 as t->0, from the above

approximation and from Eg.(5.27a). For this purpose, let us assune

that the rhs of Eq.(5.27a) uniformly converges to h(t) for all

t>0. Besides, let h(t)->b (a constant not necessarily zero), as

t->0+. Taking the limit 6f Eq.(5.27a) as t->0+, noting that the

eaxinun contribution to the intergral on the rhs would come from

h(0+) in view of the asymptotic form of K. [Eq.(5.29)], and using

the relation,

J Ai<tn"*>t dt = - n"1'9 Ai'(O), (5.30)
o
we obtain,

b 3 Ao + b J gi [Ai(O)Ai'(O)- 0(n'*'a)] (5.30a)

As the sum on the rhs of Eq.(5.30a) diverges logarithmically, b

should be set to zero in order to suppress this divergence. Thus,

h(t)->0 as t->0; hence f(0.v)»>0 as v->0-. Since f(0,v) is giv«n

as zero for viO, it follows that it is continuous at v=0.

Boundary layer velocity profile: Now we derive the functional

form by which h(t) approaches zero as t->0+. The following

properties associated with h(t) may be noted from physical

considerations. It must be positive and non-singular for all t>0.

It should be non-analytic at t=0+, for otherwise, f(0,v) will be

zero everywhere which is not possible unless the flux J=0. Of the

numerous possible non-analytic forms, we choose
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h(t) "" CLO t
u, as t-

where, ao >o and v is a positive nunber (non-integer)* yet

unknown. We later prove that this form is unique and rule out the

other possible non-analytic forms.

Once the Uniting form is known through the deternination of v,

the subsequent part of the solution can be construoted using the

integral equation by a term by term matching procedure. In order

to fix v, we use the integral Eq.(5.27b). He explicitly show that

the lowest order non-analytic tern generated by the kernel K_

(t,f) for h(t> " t is also t . Therefore, higher order terns of

h(t) cannot contribute to tv through the kernel. Since the lhs is

zero, the coefficient of the t" term generated on the rhs must

vanish. This fact, coupled with certain properties of Airy

function, enables us to fix the lowest value of v.

To this end, an asymptotic representation for the kernel K_ is

desired. Upon using the Euler-Maclaurin summation formula to

convert the sum in Eq.(5.29) to an integral, we may express K_ as

K_ e K

where,

t,t')s 3/ Ai(-tx)Ai(t'x) x dx (5.31a>

i

00

<t,t')a (3/20)/x"*dx[(t'a-10)Ai(-tx)Ai'(t'x)+ (5.31b)

+(t2-10)Ai*(-tx)Ai(t'x)]

The lowest order kernel K^o>, upon being integrated with ho(t)

-aot i generates the term

3«o S tv I - | | i 7 A i ( - z ) dz, i»0, (5.32)
J t 2

oo
where. SJ+V s J 2**v Ai(z> dz >0. (5.32a)

o
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The Integral in the expression Eq.(5.32) will diverge as t->0

(since i>0) and hence it cannot be the coeffioient of t by

itself. However, by successively integrating it by parts [taking

the relation Ai"(-z) = -zAi(-z) into account] we can show that

after 2(k+l) steps

• • • • •

+ d. Jt } z Ai(-z)dz (5.32b)

where, dkv * (-l)k[ TT (*>-3;j)(»>-3j-l) ]"*
j=o

(k is a positive integer).

Excepting the last tern all others in Eq.(5.32b) are analytic.

Again, in the last tern, the integral would exist as t->0, if the

nunber of integration steps, viz. 2(k+l), is such that 2+3k-v >

-1. In that case, we nay write
l>Ai(-z)dz - J* z2* " Ai(-z)dz (5.32c)

t o o

Combining this with Eq.(5.32b) and So.. (5.32), we nay note that

the only non-analytic tern generated by the kernel K̂ ,o> is tu

having a coefficient
00

Rk „ * -
 3S

4*w
 dkw ao S a**9 ~V Ai(-z)dz, (2+3k-v>-l) (5.33)

Following the sane procedure, we can show that the higher order

kernels K_ , K , etc., would generate terns of the order t

and higher, for h(t) ~ tu. Thus, the lowest order non-analytic

tern generated on the rhs of Eq.(5.27b) by the kernel is

proportional to tu itself. As the lhs of Eq.(5.27b) is zero, the

coefficient of tv, viz. Rkv nust vanish, i.e., we nust have
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J zz*9k-u Ai(-z) dz = 0. (k, an integer). <S.33a>
o

Now, the integral over Airy function can be evaluated through

the Bessel function representation

Ai(-z) = (l/3)4z [J^a ( J a*"** )+ J.tx.< f z"~* >] (5.33b)

and the result

dx = 2p [r ( -^i )J [ r f J t f i ) ] . Re PSl/2, (5.33c)

With these and fron the reflection formula r(z>r(i-z) = n/sin(fiz),

we can show that Eq.(5.33a) implies,

= 0. 2+3k-v > - I . (5.33d)

As the Ganna functions cannot be zero for positive argunents,

the cosine part nust be zero. That is,

2+3k-f = 3n+3/2 for n=0,l,2

Hence,

w = 35 +(1/2) for all j=0,1.2.. (5.34)

or the lowest allowed value of v is

v - 1/2 (5.34a)

This result coupled with the fact that the tern tv for any

non-integer v generates nonanalytic terns only of the type t",

x+v
t ,.. etc. through the entire kernel K_ leads us innediately to

the following expansion for h(t):

00

h(t) = J an t'***̂
2, t>0. (5.35)

where, the expansion coefficients a need to be determined. Before

we do this, it is necessary to show that the expansion in

Eq.(5.35) obtained through the choice h(t) " tv is unique. For

this, the equivalent integral Bq.(5.27d), along with Eq.(5.28) is

convenient. With the notation, r> s n ' , from Bq.(5.28), we have
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D<5?)Ai(-tT» »->» , ( W * ) » (3.36)

so that Eq.(5.27d) nay be recast as
00

J th(t)Ai(-t») dt s 0 for all large r>. (5.38a)
o

As *>->», the value of the integral on the lhs of the above is

solely determined by the limiting forn of h(t) as t->0. Apart fron

the trivial solution, it can have nore than one linearly

independent solutions. However, as shown in Appendix-5A, everyone

of these limiting solutions, if these exist, must be of the forn

v f k=O,l,..(n -l)*j
h(t) = CJk t

 J (lnt) ; j i I (5.36b)

where, v. are the zeroes of the function P(f) defined by

P(v) = J z A Ai(-z) dz (5.36c)
o

and n̂  is the order of the root v^ The constraint P(^)=0 is

identical to Eq.(5.33a). This, while denonstrating the equivalence

between the different integral fornulations [Eq.(5.27b, d)3, also

provides a more elegant alternative proof of the v=l/2 result.

Not all an'B are independent and the interrelations between

then oan be easily established. Eq.(5.27d) may be recast with the

help of Eq.(5.28) as a series in the powers of *?"* (ijam1'*1). Since

the rhs is zero, the coefficient of every power of r> must vanish.

We then have,

T p j=0,l,2... (5.37)

where, j* s nearest integer £ j/2, p* is the nearest integorip/2

and Ai<r>(z) is the rth derivative of theAiry function. Eq.(5.32)

relates the given coefficient a to the lower coefficients. In
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particular, if we choose J=3n (m=0,1,2..) we see that all the

terms in Eq.(5.37) vanish identically, in view of the result

j M<'> (_ 2 ) d z = o, m,r=0,l,2 (5.37a)

which is easily derivable by the partial integration of the

Eq.(5.33a). Therefore, none of the coefficients, a can be

determined from the above. This is as expected since a are the

coefficients of t m* which constitute independent possible

Uniting form for h(t). On setting J=l,2,4,5 etc. we obtain the

other coefficients as

«t = 0, az = - oQ/5, a4 = 8«ao/315, a^ = -«s/ll, etc. (5.37b)

The coefficients a are to be determined by matching the
Bin

integer powers of t generated by the integral part of Eq.(5.27a)

or Eq.(5.27b), with their corresponding inhomogeneous parts.

Strictly speaking, this procedure involves the solution of an

infinite set of algebraic equations. However, our primary interest

is to determine a^ and show that ao * 0 so that

f(0,v) s exp<-v2/4> h(-v).

has the limiting form «*o (-v)*
y'2 for v<0 (note: t=-v).

An approximate determination of a , a. may be achieved by

substituting the form of h(t) and collecting the coefficients of

t° and t in Eq.(5.27a). If we first set h(t) = «*ot*'* only, this

procedure yields the lowest approximation to ctQ:

c£4> => 0.570 yM |J| (5.38a)

where, yM 2 Ao/B is the Milne extrapolation length. From the value

of Marshall and Watson(1987) yu - -C(3/2)= 1.46 and hence,

a^ = 0.632UI (5.38b)

In the next approximation we may retain at in h(t), and
9

collect the terms t° and t generated by it. We now obtain.
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«̂ ** = 0.864IJI and «"' - - 0.017MI. (5.38c)

The value of aQ has changed only by about 4% in the second

iteration. This is quite close to the correct value of0.87

(Marshall and Watson 1987). The value of a,, however, can be

considered only as a rough estimate.

S. 5 Boundary layer nxmto&r density profile:

Fron the expansion Eq.(5.26), the number density defined by
00

C(y) s J f(y.v) dv (5.39)
-00

is given by
oo

C(y) = IJI (y + yM ) + J Bn exP( - n*'*y> (5.39a)

where, B a A <2ff)1'*<-l)n exp(-n/2>. (2n)n'2, (5.39b>
Ti r>

- A D r

where D is given in Eq.(5.28a). For large n, the A 's defined by

the integrals in Eq.(5.24c) can be asymptotically approximated

using Eqs.(5.28, 5.32a) as

A "* - n1'* S. „ (2D )~i[aAn~
S/'4+ 0(n~7'*)] (5.40)

Inserting this in Eq.(5.39b), we obtain the leading term for B as

Bn " - d/2)S a^ «o n'
5x* . (5.40a)

With this and using the Euler-Maclaurin summation formula, viz.,

oo oo
J f(n) = J f(x)rf>r + (l/2)f(l) - (l/12)f'(1) +. . . (5.41)

we obtain,

C(y) " |J| [0.928 + 0.884/'* + 0.483y + 0(yS/2 )]. (5.41a)

The number 0.923IJI is the concentration at the boundary. In

the diffusion approximation, this should be zero. However, as

there are incident particles, the kinetio theory correctly

predicts a nonzero value for this. Besides, the value 0.928 that
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we obtained analytically is quite close to those obtained by

Burshka and Titulaer(1981) using numerical methods.

The most important result of the present analysis is the

occurrence of a noncnalytic y behaviour for the number density

at the boundary. This dominates the linear term prdicted by the

diffusion equation for small y. This term implies that

gp- -> y~*'z -> oo as y->0. (5.42)

Thus the concentration gradient is divergent at the boundary.

Formally defining a space-dependent diffusion coefficient as

D(y) s |J| [ §p~ ]~* D<oo), (5.42a)

it follows that D(y) ~ y4'2 ->0 as y->0. Therefore, strictly

speaking one cannot salvage the classical diffusivity defined by

Fick's law at the boundary. Besides, this result also suggests

that the gradient expansion menthods of reducing the FPE to a

position space desciption would necessarily fail in the vicinity

of absorbing surfaces.

In terms of the real length scales, the boundary layer

thickness extends to a few relaxation lengths (1) of the

particles. For submicron particles '1' would be of the order of a

few particle diameters. Beyond this length, the linear solution

would dominate. In this region, the solution obtained by the

diffusion approximations will quite accurately desoribe the

concentration profiles.

5.6 Summary and Conclusions

In this sectiont w e have provided a covering theory for the

phenomenologioal mass transport equation discussed in the earlier

chapters, starting from the kinetic description provided by the
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FPE. We also indicated the occurrence of a corresponding equation

in the problen involving the notion of aerosol particles subject

to bipolar charging in electrio fields. He have obtained the

diffusion approximation to the partiole transport in a BOving

fluid from the FPE. In that prooess we have brought out the

differences between the case of stagnant fluids involving external

fields and the moving fluid. He have also obtained a codified BC

in the diffusion approximation. It is also demonstrated how the

solution provided by the phenonenological description deviates

from that of FPE in the region close to the absorber.

Nevertheless, it must be stated in conclusion that so long one is

interested in the density profiles in the bulk region, it is

sufficient to employ the convective diffusion equation for mass

transport in channel flows.

Append!x-SAt

Solution to an Integral Equation involving Product Kernel

Consider the Integral Equation

J g(x>f(x*>> dx = 0 , V o x O C5A.1)
o

where f is a prescribed kernel funotion of product argument and *)

is a parameter. g(x) is the unknown function to be determined

which is assumed to be continuously differentiable for all x>0.

g(x) = 0 is a trivial solution of Eq.(5A,l).

In order to find the non-trivial solutions, let us first assume

that Eq.(5A.l) has exactly m linearly independent solutions,

belonging to a oomplete set denoted by {u.(x)} <j=l,..m). That

means there are m independent equations of the type Al with g(x)

replaced by £u (x)) (j=l,..m).
•
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Let us transform the integration variable x in these equations to

2 through the transformation z=x». Since the resulting equation is

also true for all n, it nay be diferentiated with respect to r> on

both the sides. Upon doing this and reverting to the old variable

x, we obtain
oo

/ xu.'(x)f(xi?) dx = 0 , n *0 <5A.2)
o J

£q.(5A.2) implies that if u^x) is a solution, then xuT(x> is

also a solution for all j = l,...,m. Since we have assumed that

the set {u,(x)} (j=l,..») is complete, this implies that

all{xu'(x)} are expandable as linear combinations of {u.(x>}.

i.e., we must have

xu:<x) + E X.. Ui<x) = 0, d=l,....a. (5A.3)

Eq.(5A.3) is a linear, first order, set of homogeneous

differential equations with constant coefficients in the variable

yslnx. It admits of only exponential solutions in lnx or power

function solutions in x. If »i <t=l,p) are the powers each having
p

a multiplicity nt, [ £n t = m], following Ince (1958), it may be

shown that a fundamental set of solutions to Eq.(SA.3) is (lnx)k

<x) [k=0,l,.. .<nl-l); i = l,..p]. (If all ut are distinct, then

nt are unity, k=0 and p=n).
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